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1 Prologue 
Earth Reference Year 2392.81 AD - 04:06 hrs 
 

 

Demented and compulsive gambling freaks from all sectors of the 

galaxy would slip into an endless waking coma of euphoric delight if 

they were to ever set foot inside one of the Palace of Amino’s luxurious 

casinos.  One establishment in particular would induce this mind 

disrupting effect: 

 

 

The Admiral Torpedo Gambling Chamber 

Level 622-631 Central Tower 

Inner District 1 

The Palace of Amino 

Planet Enchantia 

 
(Qualified bounty hunters only) 

 

 

What a truly remarkable and impressive place!  Ten levels of the most 

blissful and abundant gambling systems ever devised.  Gaming 

machines, holo-lotteries, fortune wheels, death-drop ligament breakers, 

to name but a few.  The favourite though, is also one of the most 

traditional.  Roulette!  The Admiral Torpedo Gambling Chamber has 

more than three thousand roulette tables in constant use twenty four 

hours a day.  Indeed, the game is classified as so important that 

advanced playing techniques are taught during years thirty one to thirty 

six of bounty hunter training.  It is believed that it encourages a student 

to take absurdly dangerous risks in the pursuit of success; an essential 

skill when it comes to the stalking, capturing, and ruthless annihilation 

of genocidal psychopaths.  A great way to nurture and build the insanity 

within. 

 The casino is named after a much adored bounty hunter of the last 

century.  His name was Admiral Torpedo, the word ‘Admiral’ being his 

first name, not rank.  He was the first bounty hunter to graduate from the 

academy after Peter the Ace and Panman made roulette technique a 

compulsory part of the advanced training regime.  On his very first solo 
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mission, Admiral Torpedo utilised his newly acquired gambling skills 

and insanity to single-handedly destroy an entire race of scalpel 

brandishing freethinkers, intent on carving away and digesting the soft 

tissue of a defenceless tribe of tree-dwelling pacifists living in the 

adjoining valley.  When you take into account the fact that Admiral 

Torpedo was isolated from his ship and weapons, and had to use the 

screw tip of a bottle opener to slaughter the freethinkers, his momentous 

achievement becomes apparent.  Without the lessons learned during 

roulette classes, he would never have taken such a stupidly ludicrous 

risk and the pacifists would have died in mortal torment. 

 Unfortunately, Admiral Torpedo was decapitated three weeks 

later in a freak boating accident at ‘Zero Gravity Liquid Luxury World’, 

an orbiting water theme park deep at the heart of the Haz’R-Dos Zone, a 

region renowned for its lack of safety regulations. 

 The Central Tower Gambling Chamber was renamed the Admiral 

Torpedo Gambling Chamber shortly afterwards.  

2 “Wow!  Am I hungry, or what?!” 
Earth Reference Year:  2392.81 A.D. – 04:06 hrs 

 

 

“Twenty eight red.” Panman said confidently, pushing a single, one 

thousand credit chip towards the mechanoid croupier. 

 The machine nodded, accepting the bet. 

 Farquar Alqurseltsa was the only other player sitting at Panman’s 

table.  “Two thousand on third twelve please, there’s a good machine.” 

he said smugly. 

 The digital croupier nodded once more and with a swift motion of 

its right hand, started the roulette wheel.  It spun rapidly, its perimeter 

transforming into a blur of red and black.  A small chrome ball appeared 

at the end of a nozzle in the croupier’s hand and was immediately 

propelled forwards by a hiss of compressed air.  It orbited the wheel in 

the opposing direction, generating an almost inaudible rumble.  Panman 

watched calmly as the ball travelled on its shallow, spiralling course, 

slowly getting closer to its unpredictable destination. 

 “Final bets please.” the croupier said. 

 Panman turned to his fellow gambler.  “You only chose third 

twelve because my number is in that region.” 
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 “Not at all!” Farquar objected.  “I happen to have a jolly good 

feeling about the numbers twenty five to thirty six, that’s all.” 

 “Only because I have a good feeling about twenty eight red!” 

 “My good man!” Farquar said, raising his voice.  “If you were not 

an awesome bounty hunter of miraculous intelligence, well above me in 

both status and stature, I would not hesitate to inform you as to where I 

think you should go and stick it!” 

 “Stick what?” Panman asked, laughing.  He liked to tease his 

fellow players. 

 “You are well aware of what I mean!” 

 “No I’m not.  Tell me.” 

 “I will not utter a rude word.  It is beneath me!” 

 Farquar turned his attention back to the table, his face red with 

annoyance. 

 Panman smiled. 

 The croupier spoke.  “No more bets.” 

 The ball connected with the wheel and bounced erratically above 

the numbered pockets.  The ball seemed to park itself momentarily in 

number five, then change its mind.  A second later, it made its final 

choice. 

 “Fifteen black.” the croupier announced mechanically. 

 Farquar Alqurseltsa stood up.  “What!” 

 “Ha harr!” Panman laughed.  “You lost!  What happened to your 

‘jolly good feeling’?” 

 Farquar glared at Panman.  “I do not see why you’re so happy,” 

he fumed.  “You lost too!” 

 Panman continued to laugh.  “I lost on purpose!  I wanted to see 

if you would blindly follow any bet that I made.  And you did!” 

 Farquar’s face was screwed up with rage.  “You are lucky that I 

am a thoroughly decent chap of impeccable breeding!” he said.  “I bid 

you farewell!” 

 Panman watched the lesser bounty hunter stomp angrily away 

and disappear into the crowds surrounding the other tables.  “He needs 

to learn restraint if he’s to reach my level of oneness with the universe 

and all of its sentient corporeal and incorporeal entities.” he said with 

unintentional wisdom. 

 Peter the Ace approached.  “Panman!  Are you still here?  You 

must have been playing all night!” 

 “Really?” Panman said.  “What time is it?” 

 “It’s after four!” 

 “Cool!  But it’s nowhere near my record of eighty six hours non-

stop!” 
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 “Very true.” Peter the Ace said.  He looked back.  “I see that 

you’ve been upsetting Farquar again.” 

 “It’s for his own good.” Panman said.  “He has to learn to think 

for himself and not blindly follow others.” 

 “You’re right, of course.” 

 “Indeed I am!” 

 Peter the Ace wandered over to the large window behind the 

roulette table and looked down at the rest of the Palace of Amino, two 

and a half thousand metres below.  The sky was slowly brightening as 

sunrise approached.  The lights of buildings and transportation craft 

sparkled and twinkled through the cool morning air.  One kilometre to 

the south of the central tower was a large flood-lit area.  It was a 

concentration of intense activity. 

 Peter the Ace smiled.  “I see that the foundations of the Dick 

Burton Feasting Tower are almost complete.” 

 “Yeah!” Panman said smiling broadly.  He joined his companion 

at the window.  “I heard that all of the palace’s construction personnel 

are working on it.  That means in less than two months the tower will be 

fully operational!” 

 “Cool!” 

 “Very cool!”  Panman said.  He noticed a rumbling in his 

stomach.  “The thought of bread is making me hungry.” 

 “Me too.” Peter the Ace agreed.  “Let’s go and get breakfast!” 

 The two bounty hunters headed for the casino’s exit. 

 Panman was in a dilemma.  “Should we go up to our apartments 

or go somewhere more exciting?” 

 “Our apartments are exciting.” Peter the Ace said. 

 “That’s true.” 

 “But a change of scene would be nice!” 

 “Yeah.”  Panman entered a thoughtful mode.  “How about 

Shely’s Sustenance Centre, we haven’t been there for years.” 

 “True, but it’s eight kilometres away in the northern districts.” 

 “You’re right!  I can’t be bothered to go that far.  There’s a new 

place that’s just opened at the Monolith Mall.  That’s not far.” 

 “What’s it called?” 

 Panman scanned his memory with three of his five synthetically 

intensified hyper-cube recall enhancements.  “Georgina’s Grub Bucket.” 

 “Great name!” Peter the Ace said. 

 “It is, isn’t it?  And what’s more it’s also a literal description of 

the restaurant.” 

 “Really?” 

 “Yeah.  It’s actually shaped like a giant bucket!” 

 “You’ve sold me!” Peter the Ace said.  “Let’s go!” 
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Georgina’s Grub Bucket had only been open for business for two days 

and was already a huge success.  With more than five hundred succulent 

items on the menu, ranging from simple sugared Locust wings to highly 

complex Mammoth heart kebabs that take two hundred hours to cook, 

high profits and packed tables were inevitable.  Situated on level sixty of 

the Monolith Mall high in Tower One, it was destined to become one of 

the most frequented places of nutritional consumption at the Palace of 

Amino. 

 

 Peter the Ace and Panman looked up from the mall’s lowest level.  

The giant red bucket could clearly be seen hanging from the ceiling high 

above. 

 “Cool beyond belief!” Panman exclaimed excitedly. 

 The two extraordinary stars of galactic adventure and mayhem 

entered the nearest glass elevator and began the ascent to the Monolith 

Mall’s top level. 

 “I wonder why I’d never heard of that restaurant until now?” 

Peter the Ace said as he watched each level whiz by. 

 “Georgina kept the whole development very quiet.” Panman said 

knowledgeably.  “Only those like me who subscribe to ‘Voracious Gut 

Rumbler Monthly’ knew much about it.” 

 Peter the Ace looked surprised.  “They have a magazine for 

people who like to gorge themselves?” 

 “Yeah!  You didn’t know about it?” 

 “No.  Never heard of it.” 

 “It’s great.  It gives you all the nutritional gossip about the 

palace’s half a million eating establishments, menu changes, and 

reviews of new and exciting dishes.  I have even written a couple of 

articles myself.  Those issues always sell out twice as fast!” 

 The elevator reached its destination.  Peter the Ace and Panman 

walked out and towards the massive bucket. 

 “I’m surprised that you haven’t started a magazine yourself.” 

Peter the Ace said. 

 “‘Voracious Gut Rumbler Monthly’ was my idea!” Panman said.  

“They wanted me to be the editor but I had to decline the offer.  As well 

as being too busy mutilating villainous sadists, I’d rather just read the 

thing and eat what it recommends.  Much easier!” 

 “True!” 

 The two bounty hunters reached Georgina’s Gut Bucket. 
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 “A table for two please.” Peter the Ace said to the scantily clad, 

well toned young female employee that was hovering on an anti-grav 

disk at the entrance. 

 “I’m sorry.” she said erotically.  “All of our tables are full at the 

moment, and we’re booked solid for the next three months.” 

 Panman approached her.  “Do you know who we are?” 

 She looked closely at Panman and Peter the Ace.  A look of 

delightful awe filled her surgically enhanced face.  “Peter the Ace!  

Panman!”  She bowed.  “Please forgive me.  I didn’t recognise you 

without your astonishing battle suits.”   

 She grabbed their hands and kissed them.  “Let me make up for 

my lack of facial recognition.  Please allow me to pleasure you beyond 

reality at my apartment tonight!” 

 Peter the Ace smiled.  “Thank you for the offer.” he said.  “But 

we get all the pleasure we need.  Extra pleasure from a low paid waitress 

would not be anything special.” 

 “Yeah.” Panman agreed.  “You could gain our forgiveness simply 

by finding us a table.” 

 “As you wish.” she said, bowing once again.  She floated away 

into the bucket.  The two bounty hunters followed. 

 “Excuse me.” she said to two men dressed in overalls as she 

stopped next to their table.  “Please could you both vacate the premises 

right now.” 

 One of the men looked up.  “We’re only half way through our 

meal!” 

 The waitress spoke once more.  “Two bounty hunters of intense 

competence and substantial vitality require these seats.” 

 “We were here first!” the man said angrily. 

 Peter the Ace and Panman approached the table.  The instance 

that the two men saw the most revered and honoured warriors of justice 

ever to walk amongst mere mortal forms, their attitudes changed from 

angry defiance to subdued compliance. 

 “Of course we’ll leave.” they said getting to their feet.  “We 

apologise for our anti-social and disrespectful behaviour.” 

 “No problem.” Panman said.  “What do you two do?” 

 “We’re drainage inspectors.” 

 “I wondered what that foul stench was!  Next time, shower and 

change your clothes before venturing out in public.” 

 “Yes sir!” they said. 

 “Please leave us.” 

 The two men left quickly. 

 “Please be seated.” the waitress said.  “Enter your order into the 

terminal.  I’ll bring it to you shortly.” 
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 “Thank you.” Peter the Ace said kindly. 

 The two bounty hunters sat down.  Within ten seconds, Panman 

had ordered seventeen items.  “That’ll do for now!” he said. 

 Peter the Ace sat back.  “I’m done!” 

 Panman looked around at the restaurant’s interior.  “Ross Mental 

would love this place.  He’s into strange food of a delectable nature!” 

 “He is indeed!” Peter the Ace agreed.  “It’s three months since we 

returned after destroying Lawrence and that dough fiend, and there’s 

still no sign of him!” 

 “Yeah, he hasn’t even called!” 

 “Maybe he was blown so far away that he ended up in another 

galaxy or something?” 

 “It’s more likely that he was obliterated.” 

 “Never!” Peter the Ace said sharply.  “He is a bounty hunter of 

immaculate perception and capability.  He’s somewhere out there.” 

 “I guess you’re right.” 

 The waitress floated sensually up to the bounty hunters’ table and 

handed them their first course.  “Enjoy.” she whispered, and then drifted 

away. 

 Panman started to shovel down his bowl full of jellied Fegile 

intestines.  Peter the Ace smiled broadly, and then tucked into his plate 

of sliced Jag cortex in a rich and potent synaptic hormone sauce. 

 “I could eat this for the rest of my life!” Panman exclaimed 

through a mouthful of duodenum. 

 “It is marvellously appetising!” Peter the Ace agreed. 

 Panman finished.  He stood up and shouted.  “Waitress?  Next 

course please, hurry!”  He sat back down.  “Wow!  Am I starved or 

what?!” 

 “Always!” laughed Peter the Ace. 

 Panman frowned.  “That’s not true!” 

 “It is.” 

 “It isn’t!” 

 “When were you ever not hungry, then?” 

 A look of deep thoughtfulness filled Panman’s face.  He smiled.  

“Ninety four years ago, during the agonising B’Rahmba M’Xylianti-

Konicon civil war.” 

 “No way!” 

 “Yes!” Panman said.  “Don’t you remember?  We were sent in to 

protect the B’Rahmban overlord from a spiteful band of sabre-toothed 

assassins!” 

 “Of course I remember.” Peter the Ace said.  “But, as I recall, you 

insisted that the safest place for us to guard his life was to take him 
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down into his mansion’s lavishly equipped kitchen and barricade the 

doors shut.” 

 “Your point being?” 

 “My point being that, in a twenty four hour period, you managed 

to consume one month’s supply of baked Yams!” 

 “I don’t deny it.” Panman said proudly. 

 “Then you must have been hungry, mustn’t you!” 

 “Yes, but not for the half hour following that impressive snack!” 

 Peter the Ace looked suspicious.  “Are you sure?” 

 “Definitely!” 

 “Then please accept my apology.” 

 “Accepted!” 

 Their little argument was forgotten as course two arrived. 

 “Awesome!” Panman exclaimed.  His face disappeared into a 

canister of skinned Pygmy Hogs.  Black tar-like gravy splashed 

everywhere. 

3 “Soul Essence?” 
The hyper-real dimension of sub-space, just beyond the rim of the Milky 

Way galaxy, was straining to contain something.  That something was a 

craft of preposterous dimensions.  It was a perfect pyramid, two 

thousand and thirty kilometres in height, and was covered in a network 

of many thousands of interlocked antennae protruding out hundreds of 

kilometres in all directions.  It was the most immense star ship ever to 

approach this area of the universe. 

 As the inconceivable vessel made its rapid entry through the 

galactic boundary, the sub-spatial temporal distortions it created caused 

havoc on the stars and planets that it ventured close to.  Atmospheres 

dissipated, life forms suffered instant mutation, power supplies were cut 

off, and sporting events were cancelled without even a minutes notice. 

 Who or what was in control of such an unfeasible and incredible 

ship?  Where did it come from?  Where was it going?  Why was it going 

there?  And whose idea was it to paint it purple? 

 Time will tell. 

 

 

The being rose into the air and hovered half a metre above its habitation 

bowl.  Undulations rippled gently around its mid section, severing the 

connections to a web of nourishment dendrites.  They fell away, 
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spreading thinly over the bowl.  It moaned, turned, and then began to 

drift slowly over a grid of girders, its featureless, limbless oily form 

glistening in the single magenta spot of light emanating from high above. 

 After a minute, the girders gave way to a deep and seemingly 

bottomless chamber of dark, pulsing energy.  Occasional static charges 

of power leapt up then down through the depths.  Just ahead, barely 

visible in the blackness, was a column of curvaceous design.  The being 

reached it and lingered next to its smooth reflective surface.  Light burst 

forth from within the column’s nucleus and filtered across to the being’s 

body. 

 The being spoke.  “Ocular core.  Interface now.” 

 A bland form shimmered into view on a screen of suspended mist.  

“Zyix Taskmaster interfaced, Xjaq Dominator.” 
 “Locality update?” 

 “Supreme life system realised within precinct three.” Zyix 
Taskmaster said.  “Approach vector clarified.” 
 Xjaq Dominator leaned closer to the screen.  “Blood essence?” 

 “Strong.” 
 “Suitability?” 

 “Strong.” 
 “Accepted!  Despatch Ton’e.  Program for test extraction.” 

 Zyix Taskmaster’s smooth head nodded.  “Initiating...  
Launched.” 
 “Interface when completed.” 

 “Confirmed.” 
 The screen of mist faded to nothing.  Xjaq Dominator paused for 

a moment, and then floated away from the column. 

4 “A weird event is occurring!” 
Peter the Ace sat at the corner of his huge bed and looked out of the 

window.  To describe the view from his apartment at the top of the 

Central Tower as outstanding would be a major understatement!  From 

this vantage point, four point three kilometres and one thousand floors 

above street level, the entire Palace of Amino could be seen, and also 

mountains, forests, and lakes up to two hundred and fifty kilometres 

away.  Many species of upright, ape-like hominids would, if necessary, 

brutally butcher and grill their loved ones in order to get a glimpse of 

such a magnificent and mind expanding sight.  Peter the Ace was well 
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aware of this fact, but he still took the unique location of his apartment 

completely for granted. 

 It was mid-morning, and the crisp autumn sun was busy casting 

shadows and creating reflections as its light fell upon the numerous 

glass and steel structures that littered this bounty hunter haven.   

 Such a beautiful and emotive sight, though, could not take Peter 

the Ace’s mind off the bloated feeling that filled his belly.  That had to 

be the largest and longest breakfast he had ever had!  He had intended to 

sleep away the food but the noise from his gut was preventing any loss 

of consciousness. 

 The bedroom door buzzed. 

 “Enter.” he said. 

 The door slid open.  A lightly tanned, well-toned and completely 

bald young girl walked in and approached the bounty hunter.  She was 

wearing a yellow leotard, white socks, and orange training shoes, and 

was sporting a large tattoo of a Galgarlon Blood Smuggler across her 

scalp.  She was also sweating profusely.  “This may help.” she said 

breathlessly, handing Peter the Ace a mug. 

 “Thank you.” he said, looking at the steaming liquid inside.  

“What is it?” 

 “Boiled larnk cream.  My mother used to give it to me as a child 

whenever I over-indulged on chocolate rabbits.” 

 Peter the Ace took a sip.  “Excellent!” he exclaimed, gulping 

back some more.  “How did you know that I had stomach ache?” 

 “I heard a strange rumbling while I was in the gym.” 

 “I didn’t realise it was that loud.” 

 “It wasn’t.  I’m just highly perceptive!” 

 “What would I do without you, Carmen?” 

 “Vomit?” she asked. 

 “Quite likely!” 

 Carmen smiled.  “If there’s nothing else I’ll go and continue my 

workout.  I’ve three more hours left to do!” 

 “Of course.  Don’t let me stop you.” 

 He watched her as she turned and swayed sexily out of the room.  

Carmen was a trainee bounty hunter and had been his personal assistant 

for four years.  She had replaced his previous servant Belinda, who had 

died after falling into a deep lava pit.  Kathwoman had been responsible 

for Belinda’s grisly and agonising death, and Peter the Ace still found it 

hard to come to terms with the fact that she was gone.  Her pizzas and 

kebabs were still the best that he had ever tasted, and her thighs had 

been better toned than any others that he had ever set eyes on. 

 A loud alarm began to sound.  A video screen on the wall flashed 

a message in hues of crimson and emerald.  When Peter the Ace read it, 
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he experienced a sensation of surprised and shocked disbelief.  The 

message read as follows: 

 

Energy Beam Penetration of 

Palace Defence Shield 

 

Energy Type Unknown 

 

Target:  Central Tower 

 

BRIGHT RED ALERT! 
 

(All leave cancelled) 
 

 

Peter the Ace silenced the alarm and activated his bedside 

communications console.  “Commander Pepe?” 

 “Peter the Ace!” the commander said loudly.  “Glad you called.” 
 “What’s happening?” 

 “Something passed straight through the defence shield and hit the 
lower mid section of the Central Tower.  There appears to be no 
detectable physical damage but the palace’s computer core seems to 
consider it important enough to give it bright red status!” 
 “Even during the great battle with Lawrence’s fleet of demonic 

dreadnoughts we only reached a state of ordinary red alert.  What makes 

this so awesomely significant?” 

 “I’m not sure.” Commander Pepe said.  “Bright red alert means 
that the possible loss of independent sentient activity by all palace 
inhabitants may be imminent.  Ordinary red alert only means that an 
attempted take-over is in progress.  The computer core obviously thinks 
this event is of the utmost seriousness.  We’ll have to wait for its full 
analysis.” 
 Peter the Ace was in deep thought.  “I’m not aware of anyone or 

anything that could penetrate our shield in this way.” 

 “.either am I.  Wait...  I’m being handed some more 
information.” 
 “What is it?” 

 “We’ve just pinpointed where the beam hit.” 
 “Where?” 

 “Prime hanger bay, level four hundred and fifty two!” 
 “That’s were I keep the Blenheim!” Peter the Ace exclaimed. 

 “Indeed it is.” the commander said ominously.  “Alert Panman.  
Get yourselves down there immediately!” 
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 “Consider it done.” 

 Peter the Ace reconfigured the communicator.  “Panman?” 

 Barbarilina-Marina-Nachos-Supreme, Panman’s assistant, 

answered.  “Hi, Peter the Ace!” she said in a sultry fashion.  “Hold on, 
I’ll just get him.” 

 There was a slight pause. 

 “Yo, Ace!” Panman said.  “Sorry I didn’t answer your call 
straight away.  I was finishing off the last of those giant muffins that 
Barbarilina-Marina-.achos-Supreme baked yesterday.” 
 “You were eating?” Peter the Ace asked in amazement.  “Didn’t 

our phenomenal breakfast give you stomach ache?” 

 “What’s stomach ache?” 
 “You know what it is!” 

 “I can imagine what it is,” Panman said.  “but I don’t know what 
it is.” 
 “Hmmm... Never mind.  Did you get the emergency message?” 

 “Yeah.  What’s up?” 
 “Something passed through the defence shield and hit our hanger 

bay!” 

 “That’s impossible!” 
 “I thought it was too, but it’s happened none the less.  We should 

get down there now.” 

 “Too right!  Give me two minutes to get cleaned up.  I’ll meet you 
in the elevator.” 
 The communicator fell silent for three seconds, then bleeped. 

 “Yes, who is it?” Peter the Ace asked. 

 “Prime hanger bay chief technician Doctor Eric Brillo BSc BEng 
MSc Meng PHD, sir.” 
 “Ah, Eric!  Panman and I are on our way down to you.” 

 Eric Brillo sounded agitated.  “You’d better be quick sir.  A weird 
event is occurring!” 
 “What do you mean?” 

 “Something has happened to your metal assistant!” 
 “Justin?  Has he been brutally annihilated?” 

 “.o sir.  It’s much worse!” 
 “Worse?”  Peter the Ace said with enhanced calm.  “Okay, don’t 

panic.  We’re on our way.”  The bounty hunter got to his feet and 

opened his expansive wardrobe.  “Time to try on my new and improved 

battle gear!” he said with more than a little excitement. 

 

 

Peter the Ace and Panman stepped out of the elevator and walked 

briskly along the deep carpeted and ornately decorated corridor that lead 
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to the prime hanger bay.  Fifty heavily armed security guards lined the 

walls, ready to lacerate anyone without any adequate means of 

identification.  Of course, Peter the Ace and Panman were so famous 

beyond belief that their mere presence was identification enough.  Each 

guard bowed down in turn as their idols passed confidently by. 

 The large double doors at the end of the corridor opened 

obediently as the two bounty hunters approached.  They entered the 

awsome hanger bay.  The ceiling of the bay, two hundred metres above, 

was covered in maintenance machinery and power conduits, several of 

which were connected to the Blenheim’s topside.  Energy pulsed 
through masses of cabling and equipment, all of which was dedicated 

solely to the momentous task of keeping the Blenheim operating at its 

maximum potential.  Over one hundred technicians scurried over, under, 

and inside the stunning ship, preparing its systems for a possible 

immediate launch. 

 “I love our hanger bay!” Panman said happily.  “It’s the biggest 

and best equipped in the whole palace.” 

 “And so it should be.” Peter the Ace said.  “We have the biggest 

and best ship!” 

 “That’s true enough.” 

 Prime hanger bay chief technician Doctor Eric Brillo BSc BEng 

MSc MEng PHD approached.  “Good morning, sirs.” 

 “Eric!” Peter the Ace said.  “What is this problem with Justin?” 

 A rhythmic thudding started to reverberate around the hanger.  

Doctor Eric Brillo looked stressed.  “That’s the problem, sir!” he said.  

“Please follow me.” 

 Peter the Ace and Panman followed the chief technician to the 

massive hanger bay door, currently closed.  Lesser technicians bowed 

and dropped to their knees in acknowledgement of the two mega-bounty 

hunters that had graced them with their presence. 

 “Whoa!” Panman exclaimed at the sight that lay before him. 

 “Whoa indeed!” Peter the Ace said. 

 Justin was standing in front of the giant door.  He was punching it 

hard with his powerful metal arms. 

 Panman fearlessly approached the mechanoid trainee.  “Justin?” 

he asked.  “What are you trying to do?” 

 Justin’s head turned to face Panman, his arms continuing to 

punch the door.  “I must leave this place.” he said.  His eyes glowed a 

demonic shade of deep crimson. 

 “If you want to leave the Central Tower, why don’t you use the 

elevator?” 

 “I must leave this place.” Justin reiterated.  He carried on 

punching. 
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 Panman stepped closer to the cyborg. 

 Justin gave a warning.  “Come closer and you will die.” 

 “You can’t kill me!” Panman laughed.  “Why are you making 

such empty threats?” 

 Justin ignored him and continued his inane attempt to break 

through the hanger bay door. 

 Panman walked back over to Peter the Ace.  “Something’s 

frazzled his sanity circuits!” he said. 

 Peter the Ace was thoughtful for a moment.  “That unidentified 

beam that hit this hanger must have hit Justin too.” he said with 

consummate intelligence.  “That’s the only explanation.” 

 Panman was also thoughtful.  “Maybe it contained a message 

telling him to go somewhere?” 

 “You could be right, but why doesn’t he leave in the normal 

fashion?” 

 “As I said before, his sanity circuits have been damaged.  That’s 

why he’s acting in such a bizarre way and making threats that he could 

never fulfil.” 

 “You’re right!” Peter the Ace said in a sage-like manner.  

“There’s only one thing that we can do.” 

 “What?” 

 “Open the hanger bay door and let him out.” 

 Panman questioned his companion’s logic.  “But we’re more than 

four hundred and fifty levels above the ground.  Won’t the fall damage 

him?” 

 “Probably,” Peter the Ace answered, “but it will provide us with 

proof.” 

 “Proof of what?” 

 “Of whether or not his sanity circuits are frazzled.” 

 “How?” 

 “Well, if, once the door is open, he sees how far he will fall and 

decides not to leave that way, we’ll know that he’s sane.  If, however, he 

still decides to go, then he’ll definitely be crazy and the damage he 

suffers from the fall will enable us to capture him and repair his digital 

brain.” 

 Panman smiled.  Peter the Ace was wise as always.  “Let’s do it!” 

 Peter the Ace turned to Doctor Brillo.  “Eric.  Open the hanger 

bay door.” 

 “Yes, sir!” 

 Eric contacted the prime hanger bay control centre situated 

behind some huge glass view-ports high up the hanger’s back wall.  A 

deep rumbling became audible as the mammoth door began to descend 
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rapidly into the floor.  It took less than fifteen seconds for the door’s 

powerful nuclear motors to open it completely. 

 Justin started to walk out towards the edge.  Peter the Ace and 

Panman followed him, Doctor Brillo and his staff following the bounty 

hunters.  The cyborg paused at the rim and looked back at the people 

watching him. 

 “I must leave this place.” he said without emotion, and then 

stepped off the edge. 

 The two bounty hunters and the technicians looked down in 

astonishment as Justin plummeted towards the street below, his arms 

and legs flailing randomly in all directions.  He smashed into the 

concrete surface, creating a cloud of dust and debris. 

 After a few seconds silence, Panman looked at Peter the Ace.  

“He’s definitely insane!” 

 “Indeed.” he agreed solemnly.  “My test was a success.” 

 Eric was agitated once again.  “Look!” he said, pointing down. 

 Peter the Ace looked down.  Something was moving away from 

the point of impact.  He energised his eyepiece magnification unit, 

looked down, then looked at Panman.  “Justin is walking down the 

street!” 

 Panman used his own eyepiece magnification unit.  “You’re 

right!” He said with surprise.  “And he’s completely unscathed!” 

 “Strange things are afoot.” Peter the Ace said.  “Strange things 

indeed!” 

5 “Suitability in question.  Deviant results.” 
Xjaq Dominator had returned to the column of curvaceous design at the 

centre of the giant chamber of darkness.  It was time to interface with 

Zyix Taskmaster.  Xjaq Dominator gently siphoned Se’Ape Syrup into 

its body via a thin, translucent tube connected to the column. 

 At the designated chronological period, a screen of mist appeared.  

Zyix Taskmaster’s form was made visible.  “Interfacing as required, 
Xjaq Dominator.” 
 Xjaq Dominator disconnected the Se’Ape Syrup tube and floated 

closer to the screen.  “Test Extraction conclusion?” it asked. 

 “Suitability in question.  Deviant results.” 
 “Control force failing.  Suitability essential!” Xjaq Dominator 

insisted, raising the amplitude of its voice. 

 “Supplementary inquiries imperative!” 
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 “No!” Xjaq Dominator said at maximum volume.  “Suitability 

plausible!  Chart direction!  Extreme velocity now!” 

 Zyix Taskmaster displayed signs of anxiety.  “Xjaq Dominator.  
Ardently recommend supplementary...” 
 “Now!” 

 Zyix Taskmaster paused for a second before replying.  

“Respectfully, Xjaq Dominator.” 
 The screen of mist faded away.  Xjaq Dominator reconnected the 

Se’Ape Syrup and relaxed deeply. 

 

 

The absurdly proportioned craft pitched forwards, pointing the pinnacle 

of its gigantic pyramid towards the direction of travel.  A glow of 

puissant energy from its base doubled the vessel’s speed in seconds.   

 A suitable target had been located.  Its desperate mission had 

begun. 

6 “How’s your stomach?” 
Justin staggered uneasily along the central reservation of highway one, 

heading away from the Palace of Amino’s central districts and towards 

the gleaming residential towers of the western neighbourhoods.  Sparks 

and arcs of electricity flitted across the cyborg’s scratched and dented 

body, causing drivers to stay away from the deranged trainee, fearing 

that his fusion power systems could detonate at any time. 

 Peter the Ace and Panman, however, feared nothing.  They were 

following in a ground car fifty metres behind. 

  

 

“Why is he travelling west?” Panman asked.  “There are only apartment 

buildings and burger bars out here.  Nothing that could interest a metal 

man!” 

 “Indeed.” Peter the Ace agreed.  “And as far as I know, none of 

the palace’s other cyborgs or semi-cyborgs live in this district.  It was 

declared a mechanoid free zone ten years ago and has been ever since.” 

 Panman looked confused.  “I thought that Martha Raisindough 

had chosen to live out here?” 

 “She did apply for an exemption certificate and had been granted 

a temporary residency permit, but the decision was reversed three 

seconds after she’d received it.” 
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 “Unlucky.  Where is she now?” 

 “I think she lives in a small underground dwelling at the northern 

perimeter.  She spends most of her days stomping aimlessly around the 

forests up there.” 

 “Trying to simulate her life on Mud-Paq?” 

 “I guess so.” Peter the Ace said.  “She should accept her new life 

here and enrol at the academy.  She’s twenty percent biological and 

could become a fully fledged bounty hunter within forty years if she 

worked hard.” 

 Panman looked at Justin.  He had clambered over the central 

barriers and was striding across the opposite carriageway.  Several 

vehicles swerved and rolled off the raised roadway into a lake below.  

Two sail-boarders were almost crushed by the cars as they splashed into 

the clear blue water.  One car managed to come to a halt right in front of 

the insane cyborg, its driver leaping out of the vehicle and running away 

fearfully as Justin approached.  Using his artificial mega-strength, Justin 

proceeded to tear off the car’s doors and roof.  He threw them high and 

far, and then sat heavily into the driver’s seat. 

 Peter the Ace and Panman watched as the cyborg smashed the car 

through the central barriers and accelerated down the highway. 

 “Awesome!” Panman shouted.  “High speed chase!” 

 Peter the Ace brought their car rapidly up to Justin’s car’s speed.  

The maximum limit on the Palace of Amino’s highways was two 

hundred kilometres per hour.  Peter the Ace’s speedometer already 

registered three hundred and fifty. 

 “Justin’s in for a serious fine when we catch him!” Peter the Ace 

said.  Only top class bounty hunters were exempt and above the law. 

 Panman disagreed.  “He could plead insanity!” 

 “Oh yes.” Peter the ace said, admitting his error in a mature and 

sagacious way.  “You’re right.” 

 After a few kilometres of fast, deadly driving, the western 

perimeter wall was in sight.  Although the highway stopped at the thirty 

metre high wall of thick, energy fortified steel, Justin seemed unwilling 

to slow down. 

 “He’s going to hit the barriers!” Panman exclaimed excitedly. 

 “It certainly looks that way.” Peter the Ace said as he skilfully 

swerved the car through several groups of traffic.   

 Two security sky-cars thrusted between two apartment blocks and 

swooped towards Justin’s vehicle. 

 “They’re locking weapons!” Panman announced worriedly, 

looking at a data screen on the car’s dashboard.  “They can’t destroy 

him!  He’s our assistant!  He makes mouth-watering lasagne and 

delectable marmalade deserts!” 
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 Peter the Ace nodded in agreement and operated the 

communicator.  “Security craft.  This is Peter the Ace speaking.  

Disengage your attack!” 

 Instantly, the two airborne cars turned and released their weapons 

lock.  “As you wish, sir!” one of the pilots said, thrusting away.  The 
sound of the bounty hunter’s authoritative voice instilled instant 

obedience into their souls. 

 Panman was relieved.  Although it would be easy to find a new 

assistant for the Blenheim, it would be difficult to find one that had 

attended the Amino Baking Academy and graduated with as high a 

grade as Justin.  

 Peter the Ace pointed forwards.  “Look!” 

 Panman looked just in time to see the cyborg trainee smash his 

commandeered car into the barrier at the end of the highway.  He was 

not wearing a safety belt, and the high speed collision catapulted him far 

into the air. 

 Peter the Ace drew his car to a rapid halt next to the wreck of 

Justin’s.  They could still see the cyborg flying away from them. 

 “He’s going to smash into the perimeter wall!” Panman said, 

anxious that perfect pizzas were going to be a thing of the past. 

 “I think you’re mistaken.” Peter the Ace said calmly.  “He’s 

going to fly over it and pass through the defence shield!” 

 The defence shield took the shape of a huge dome that spread 

from the top of the perimeter walls to a point twelve kilometres above 

the Palace of Amino’s central point.  Although it vaporised and 

dissipated anything that tried to pass through it from the outside, it 

caused no damage to ships travelling through from the inside.  Justin 

passed through it harmlessly, barely clearing the wall, and then 

disappeared from view. 

 Panman was confused.  “Did he do that on purpose, or was it a 

fluke?” 

 “I would say that it was his intention to exit the palace.” Peter the 

Ace said with subliminal insight. 

 “His sanity circuits must have suffered worse damage than we 

thought, else he would have used the exit hatchways placed at 

convenient intervals along the wall.” 

 “Indeed.” Peter the Ace agreed.  “Crashing a ground car into 

barriers at the end of a highway at four hundred kilometres per hour is 

not a logical way to get out!” 

 “It is a quicker way though!” 

 “That’s true.” 

 Peter the Ace looked around and thought for a moment.  “We 

should return to the Central Tower.” he said. 
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 “Good idea.” Panman said.  “I’m famished!” 

 “No.  I mean we should get the Blenheim and follow Justin to see 

what he’s up to.” 

 “Oh yeah,” Panman said quietly.  “That’s more important I 

guess.” 

 Peter The Ace was very perceptive and noticed Panman’s 

disappointment.  “Don’t worry my friend,” he said with sympathy.  

“We’ll get a temporary assistant to prepare and cook our on-board meals 

and snacks.” 

 Panman smiled broadly.  “Cool in the extreme!” 

 Peter the Ace turned the car round and headed back towards the 

Central Tower at a dangerously excessive speed. 

 

 

It took only ten minutes for the two top rated bounty hunters of all time 

to return to the Central Tower, select a temporary assistant, and launch 

the Blenheim.  Technicians, engineers, cleaners, and sanitation 

inspectors gasped with deep respect and awe as the most astonishing 

ship in the Amino fleet blasted out of its high level hanger bay and 

thrusted between the multitude of lesser buildings that were scattered 

throughout the palace. 

 

 

Panman looked at one of his view-screens.  “The orbital tracker has a fix 

on him.” he said.  “He’s heading directly west down the valley and has 

already travelled two kilometres!” 

 “He’s moving fast!” Peter the Ace said.  “Where could he be 

going in such a hurry?” 

 “I don’t know.  There’s Entica Lake directly in his path.  Maybe 

he’s going there?” 

 “What could he possibly want to go to the lake for?”  Peter the 

Ace asked, guiding the Blenheim over the perimeter wall and through 

the defence shield.  “I thought that cyborgs hated water?” 

 “They do.” Panman answered.  “Although they’re rust proof, it 

does tend to slow down their servo and sensory response systems.” 

 The Blenheim slowed and hovered two hundred metres above 

Justin’s position.  The mad cyborg was jogging unevenly through a 

forest, occasionally stumbling as an unseen rock got in the way of his 

heavy, cumbersome feet. 

 Peter the Ace and Panman watched the metal man’s progress on 

the Blenheim’s main view-screen. 
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 Panman’s mathematically intensified brain performed some rapid 

calculations.  “He’ll reach the lake in five minutes, four seconds.” he 

said with what would turn out to be perfect accuracy. 

 “I guess we should just wait and see what he does.” Peter the Ace 

said, switching the ship over to auto-flight.  He laid back into his 

sumptuous command chair. 

 “We could grab him with a tractor beam and bring him on 

board!” Panman said excitedly. 

 Peter the Ace looked at him.  “We don’t have a tractor beam!” 

 “Oh yeah.” Panman said quietly. 

 Carmen walked on to the bridge.  She was still wearing her 

yellow leotard and was carrying a large plateful of frosted doughnuts.  

“Here you are, guys!” she said cheerfully.  “This should keep you 

going!” 

 “Thank you.” Peter the Ace said.  “How are the pizzas, kebabs, 

burgers, and blueberry pancakes doing?” 

 “They’ll be done in quarter of an hour.” 

 “Excellent!  Bring them up as soon as they’re ready will you.” 

 “No problem.  How’s your stomach?” 

 “Great!” Peter the Ace said.  “Your mothers drink worked!” 

 Panman was too busy stuffing his face to speak. 

 “It’s a good job you brought the doughnuts when you did.” Peter 

the Ace said.  “Panman was starting to say strange things.  I think his 

claims that his brain augmentation systems need high amounts of sugar 

and fat must be true!” 

 “Yes.” Carmen agreed.  “That does seem to be the case!” 

 “You’d better get back to the galley.” 

 “Good idea!”  

 Carmen turned and walked erotically away.  Peter the Ace 

admired her well-toned body as it disappeared from view.  He turned to 

Panman.  “I’m thinking of recommending her for the ‘fast track’ 

training programme.” he said. 

 “She is a remarkable specimen!” Panman mumbled between 

mouthfuls.  “And an excellent choice for a temporary assistant!” 

 “Indeed she is!” 

 Peter the Ace grabbed a couple of doughnuts and began to eat.  

Panman was starting on his fourteenth. 
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7 “I single-handedly hacked them all to a bloody 
pulp!” 

Sarah Savage had been in her second apartment brutally slashing 

holographic representations of nausea-inducing sweat ogres when the 

bright red alert had been sounded.  She had immediately put down her 

bulky broadsword and consulted her data-screens. 

 Her second apartment was on the one hundred and thirty-second 

floor of Pinnacle West, a luxury residential block right at the western 
perimeter next to highway one.  Although she had an apartment in the 

Central Tower just below Panman’s, Sarah Savage was rarely there.  

She liked the relative seclusion of living in the outer districts.  It allowed 

her to decapitate virtually real Kharrazillaniollian reptiles without 

distraction. 

 After realising that Peter the Ace and Panman were handling the 

situation, Sarah Savage had experienced a feeling of deep calm.  She 

knew that, whatever the problem, it was in good hands.  Having seated 

herself by a large south facing window with a five litre pitcher of strong 

ale, she relaxed and began to recover from the simulated slaughter that 

she had just experienced.   

 While she had been sat there she had witnessed with interest the 

amazing crash by Justin, and watched with sadistic delight as the shiny 

cyborg had been thrown through the air and into the defence shield. 

 “What a total idiot!” she had shouted, laughing loudly. 

 She had also noticed that Peter the Ace’s car was down there and 

had waved with admiration as the vehicle drove back along the highway 

towards the central districts.  She realised that Peter the Ace, even with 

enhanced vision, was unlikely to have seen her, but she had felt 

obligated to wave, if only as a sign of eternal respect. 

 Ten minutes later the Blenheim had thundered passed, less than 

fifty metres from her window.  She had stood and gazed at it in awe as it 

filtered through the shield and out over the forests.   

 Sarah Savage had not always held her two superiors in such high 

regard.  For almost the whole century that she had been a high ranking 

second class bounty hunter, she had been secretly jealous of Peter the 

Ace and Panman.  How could she ever become the top bounty hunter 

with those two ahead of her?  Her ship, the Satyr, was incredible, but 
nothing when compared to the Blenheim.  Her strength and combat 

ability was legendary, but not as legendary as Peter the Ace’s and 

Panman’s.  Her two apartments were large and luxurious, but not as 

large and luxurious as the six stunning penthouses of both Peter the Ace 
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and Panman.  After ninety years of insanely gut-wrenching envy, she 

had finally come to terms with the fact that the top jobs at the Palace of 

Amino would never be available.  Her strong and focused willpower, 

and her potent supply of mental alteration drugs had finally worked, and 

cured her of jealousy.   

  

 

Sarah Savage was about to start on another of her flesh tearing 

simulations when the communicator bleeped.  She answered it.  “Yo!  

What?” 

 “Sarah Savage, how’s it going?” 
 She smiled broadly.  “Panman!  I haven’t heard from you for over 

a year!” 

 “Yeah.  Peter the Ace and I tried to get in touch with you when we 
returned from our mammoth mission marathon but you were still away 
devastating mutoid crustaceans on Calcon IV.” 
 “I was.” Sarah Savage said proudly.  “Six thousand of them had 

evolved from a small colony of clam shells after a freak nuclear accident 

sent a powerful beam of radiation into one of the planet’s oceans.  I 

single handedly hacked them all into a bloody pulp!” 

 “Cool!” 
 “It was!  The local peasants threw a huge party for me afterwards 

and wanted me to stay and take up position as the divine ruler of 

subterranean terrors.  That’s the reason why I didn’t get back until two 

days ago.” 

 “Well, I’m glad you’re back, we may need your help.” 
 “Anytime.  How?” 

 “I guess you’ve heard about Justin.” 
 “Yeah.” she said, laughing again.  “I was looking out of the 

window when he flew through the shield!” 

 Panman laughed too.  “You saw that?  Cool wasn’t it?!” 
 “Yeah, excellent!  I wish I’d recorded it.” 

 “We did!” Panman said proudly.  “We used the video system in 
Peter the Ace’s car!” 
 “Cool!” 

 “Anyway,” Panman said, returning to the task at hand, “We’re 
hovering above Justin’s position.  He’s just walked into Entica Lake and 
disappeared below the surface.  Were watching him on the scanners.  
He’s stomping along at the bottom.” 

 “What’s he up to?” 

 “We think that the beam that penetrated the defence shield and hit 
him in the Central Tower has reprogrammed him, or something.” 
 “Reprogrammed him to do what?” 
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 “We’re not sure yet.  We’re just going to follow him and see what 
he does.  Get your ship ready for action.  We may need the best help that 
we can get, and you’re it!” 
 Sarah Savage felt proud to have been given ‘best help’ status by 

one of her mentors.  “The Satyr’s at my Central Tower hanger bay.  I’ll 

get to it straight away!” 

 “Excellent!” Panman said.  “Join us at as soon as you can.  
Blenheim out.” 
 Sarah Savage smiled, drank the pitcher of ale, and then headed 

for the exit.  She had not had the opportunity to work with Peter the Ace 

and Panman for almost three years.  This was going to be so cool! 

 

 

Twenty minutes later, the Satyr was airborne and speeding low over the 
forests west of the palace.  It was a small ship, only fifteen metres in 

length, but cunningly designed to maximise its offensive and defensive 

capabilities.  Two square-funnelled engines on its backside provided 

unbelievable amounts of thrust when necessary.  At the moment though, 

they were both set to very low power for atmospheric propulsion and 

glowed a dim, virtually invisible shade of dark red. 

 

 

Sarah Savage dextrously guided her ship towards the lake, now in visual 

range straight ahead.  The Blenheim could be seen hovering a few 

hundred metres above the centre of the six kilometre wide expanse of 

water.  With expertise that would stun a professor of avionics, the 

bounty hunter brought her ship to a halt along the Blenheim’s starboard 
side.  She realised that Peter the Ace and Panmans’ ship dwarfed hers in 

both size and armourment, but the drugs she had injected earlier in the 

morning prevented her old feelings of jealousy from returning. 

 She operated the communicator.  “In position.” 

 Peter the Ace replied.  “Great to have you with us!  Sorry I didn’t 
say hello to you before, but Carmen had just brought us several 
platefuls of pizzas, kebabs, burgers and blueberry pancakes.” 
 Sarah Savage was confused.  “I always thought that Panman was 

the gluttonous one?” 

 “Usually that would be correct, but he decided to test his will 
power and succeeded in resisting the temptation for the entire duration 
of your conversation with him!” 
 “Impressive!” 

 “Indeed.  While he was talking I decided to avail myself of a rare 
opportunity and get first go at the food!” 
 “How’d you do?” 
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 “.ot too well.  I only managed to eat two pizzas, three burgers, 
and six pancakes while you were talking.  Panman finished the rest as 
soon as he got off the communicator.” 
 “How’d he do?” 

 “Six pizzas, eight kebabs, nine burgers, and twelve pancakes!” 
 “Awesome!  Where’s he now?” 

 “In the galley.  He needed a drink.” 
 “I’m not surprised!” Sarah Savage said.  “He should eat raw flesh 

like I do.  All of the muscle juice and blood reduces the need to take in 

further liquid refreshment.” 

 “True.” 
 Sarah Savage looked at her scanner view-screen.  It was 

registering a disturbance on the lake bed.  “What’s happening?” 

 “I’m not sure.” Peter the Ace replied.  “Justin seems to be 
rotating himself using his lateral motion thrusters.  He’s up to four 
revolutions per second already!” 
 “I didn’t realise he had thrusters?” 

 “He never used to, but after several incidents where he ended up 
drifting helplessly in space for weeks on end, we decided that some form 
of personal propulsion would come in handy.” 
 “He’s abusing his gift!” Sarah Savage said. 

 “Indeed!  We’ll have to disconnect them if he continues to waste 
fuel.” 
 Sarah Savage monitored her scanner.  “He’s up to eight revs per 

second!  Can’t you turn him off by remote control, or something?” 

 “I’m afraid not.” Peter the Ace said.  “We considered including 
that option when we constructed his body but decided that it would be 
an infringement of his rights as a sentient being.” 
 “It would have been useful now.” 

 “Indeed it would.” 
 

 

Panman knocked back another glass of lemon water, and then slammed 

it down onto the galley’s table.  “Refreshing!”  He said happily. 

 “Would you like another?” Carmen asked. 

 “No thank you,” the gluttonous bounty hunter said, patting his gut.  

“I think eight litres is just enough.” 

 “Why did you need so much to drink?” 

 “Very salty pizzas.” 

 Carmen lowered her head and spoke quietly.  “Please forgive 

me.” she said.  “I’ll try better next time.” 

 “There’s no need for me to forgive you.” Panman said.  “They 

were delicious to the extreme!  I love salty food!” 
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 “Really?” 

 “To right!  Having to drink eight litres of lemon water afterwards 

is a very minor inconvenience.” 

 Carmen looked up and smiled.  “I could add more salt if you’d 

like?” 

 “A little bit more would be cool!” 

 “I’ll remember for next time.” 

 Panman got to his feet.  “I’d better get back to the bridge.” 

 “Have you finished with me?” Carmen asked. 

 “Yeah, for now.  Why?” 

 “Is it possible for me to use a shower.  I was working out when 

Peter the Ace called me to duty and haven’t had the time to wash yet.” 

 “I thought you looked a bit bedraggled!” he said.  “I didn’t want 

to offend you by mentioning it.” 

 “When I’m clean and perfumed, I’ll look and smell stunning, I 

promise.” 

 “I don’t doubt it for a second!” 

 “Where can I go?” 

 Panman thought for three tenths of a second.  “It’s normal 

procedure for a temporary assistant to use the permanent assistant’s 

quarters, but because Justin’s a machine, all he has in his room is a 

reinforced metal chair and a recharging unit.  You’d better use the guest 

quarters on the upper deck.  The Jacuzzi’s always heated and ready.  

You may as well relax in that for a few minutes.” 

 Carmen looked excited.  “Oh thank you!” she said with intense 

excitement.  “The quality of the Blenheim’s guest quarters is legendary.  
I feel privileged beyond existence!” 

 “You are!” Panman said proudly. 

 Carmen bowed with deep respect, and then left briskly.  Panman 

was about to follow when the communicator bleeped. 

 “Yo?” he said, pressing the answer button. 

 “Panman.” Peter the Ace said.  “You’d better get up here.  
Justin’s up to something really weird!” 
 “He always is.” Panman said truthfully. 

 “True, but he’s never done this before!” 
 “Sounds interesting.  I’m on my way.” 

 Panman back-flipped out of the galley. 

 

 Thirty seconds later, Panman back-flipped on to the bridge and 

landed skilfully into his chair at the weapons console. 

 Peter the Ace looked at him.  “Doesn’t doing that after eating a 

huge meal make you feel like vomiting?” 
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 “No way!” he answered.  “You must remember that I have had 

every kind of stomach and intestinal modification available.  Nausea is a 

thing of the past for me.” 

 “That’s not quite true.” Peter the Ace said.  “You haven’t had 

Doctor DeMorgan’s duodenal back-surge suppression system fitted.” 

 “It’s still only a prototype!” Panman argued. 

 “Well, what about the regurgitation recycler?” 

 “That only became available last week!” 

 “It’s still available though,” Peter the Ace said.  “Making your 

previous statement false!” 

 Panman was getting slightly stressed.  “The planet Gawlst’Own 

in the Odious Sector is the only place were it can be fitted.  It would 

take two weeks to travel that far!” 

 “True, but it still makes your previous statement false, doesn’t 

it?” 

 “I guess so!” Panman said.  He changed the subject quickly.  “So 

what’s up with Justin?” 

 “Our cyborg friend has been using his directional thrusters to 

rotate himself at the bottom of the lake.  We couldn’t figure out why he 

was doing that until he carefully angled his feet.” 

 Peter the Ace directed the output of the scanners to the main 

view-screen. 

 “He’s turned himself into a drill!” Panman exclaimed. 

 “Indeed.  He’s already bored a hole twelve metres deep and is 

progressing at approximately four metres per minute!” 

 Panman watched the view-screen.  The area of water around the 

insane cyborg was clouded with rapidly ejected mud and stone.  “I’ve 

never thought of Justin as a drill before.” 

 “Nor me.” Peter the Ace agreed.  “The question now is:  Why is 

he doing it?” 

 The communicator bleeped.  Panman answered it. 

 “Hello?” 

 The familiar face of Commander Pepe filled the view-screen.  

“Panman.  Peter the Ace.  How’s it going?” 
 “Cool.” Panman answered.  “Justin’s turned himself into a drill 

and is boring a hole at the bottom of Entica lake!” 

 “Hmm…” the commander mused.  “Perplexing!” 
 “It is.  We’re trying to figure out why he’s doing it.” 

 “Well,” Commander Pepe said.  “I don’t want to interrupt your 
work, but the problem with your cyborg assistant seems to be just the tip 
of the iceberg.” 
 Peter the Ace leaned forwards.  “Please explain, commander.” 

 “The palace’s defence shield has been breached again.” 
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 “Where did the beam hit this time?” Panman asked with unusual 

seriousness. 

 “Almost everywhere!” the commander said ominously.  “It swept 
across most of the Palace of Amino before disengaging.” 
 “What’s the damage?” 

 “As before, there appears to be no physical damage, but most of 
the palace’s cyborg population have begun to act deranged.  Many of 
them are currently engaged in excessively insane attempts to leave here 
by the most difficult means possible!” 
 Peter the Ace  nodded.  “Sounds familiar!” 

 “Yeah.” Panman agreed.  “It’s my guess that they’ll all start 

drilling as well!” 

 “I’ve ordered bounty hunters to follow them and watch what they 
get up to.” Commander Pepe said.  “If their antics become a threat to 
Amino security, they’ll have to be destroyed.” 
 “Understood commander.” Peter the Ace said.  “Let’s hope that it 

doesn’t have to come to that.” 

 “Yes.” the commander said solemnly.  “There will be a lot of 
dissatisfied stomachs if that happens!” 
 The communicator fell silent. 

 “Well,” Peter the Ace said.  “It looks like we have some kind of 

externally influenced mass mechanoid anarchy on our hands!” 

8 “Ecstasy?” 
Xjaq Dominator grabbed hold of a translucent tube that floated 

backwards and forwards in front of the column of curvaceous design.  It 

bleeped twice, and then inserted itself into a large orifice on Xjaq 

Dominator’s back.  Within seconds, bubbling undulations of pleasure 

were rippling symmetrically through Xjaq Dominator’s featureless body.  

Deafening moans of sensual delight echoed through the giant chamber. 

 The screen of mist appeared, interrupting and silencing Xjaq 

Dominator’s stimulation session. 

 A voice spoke.  “Zyix Taskmaster, interfacing.” 
 Xjaq Dominator hastily disconnected the tube and approached the 

column.  Interface was not scheduled to occur for a further two 

Ytlezpharzes.  Xjaq Dominator was not prepared. 

 Zyix Taskmaster had seen what Xjaq Dominator had been up to.  

“Ecstasy?” 
 “Exhibit respect!” Xjaq Dominator yelled. 
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 Zyix Taskmaster’s head lowered.  “Exhibited, Xjaq Dominator.” 
 Xjaq Dominator eliminated all signs of embarrassment, and then 

returned to normal vocalisation.  “Update?” 

 “Suitability reasonable.” Zyix Taskmaster said.  “Second phase 
realized.” 
 “Pleasing.” Xjaq Dominator said.  “Units influenced?” 

 “Four hundred and thirty two.” 
 “Excavation?” 

 “Initiated.” 
 “Deliverance nearing, Zyix Taskmaster.” Xjaq Dominator 

insisted, leaning into the screen of mist.  “Rapidity necessary!” 

 “Understood, Xjaq Dominator.” 
 The screen evaporated.  Xjaq Dominator floated back from the 

column to where the end of the translucent tube was drifting.  It slipped 

automatically into Xjaq Dominator’s back orifice and restarted the 

arousal.  A piercing groan spread through the chamber. 

9 “It’s so weird it’s actually cool!” 
“They’re all beyond the perimeter now,” Commander Pepe said over the 

communicator.  “Some have started digging.” 
 “What are the damn things up to?” Panman asked. 

 “Who knows?” the commander said.  “But it seems very 
ominous!” 
 “Yeah.” 

 “Maybe destroying them would be the safest and kindest thing to 
do?” 
 “No!!” Panman shouted.  “That must be considered only as an 

extreme last resort.”  Panman could not bear the thought that Justin, the 

palace’s most accomplished kebab compiler, may have to be 

exterminated. 

 “As you wish, Panman.” Commander Pepe said.  “I will not 
question your wisdom.” 
 The communicator fell silent. 

 “How’s Justin?” Panman asked, turning to Peter the Ace. 

 Peter the Ace looked at the scanners.  “His rate of progress has 

increased dramatically.  He’s drilled to a depth of over one hundred 

metres!  He’s going to drain the lake!” 

 “Whoa!” Panman exclaimed. 
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 “Whoa indeed.  I’ve started to receive reports from the bounty 

hunters who are watching over the other mental cyborgs.  There are over 

four hundred of them!  And sixty seven have drilled beyond a depth of 

thirty metres!” 

 “It appears,” Panman said with sagacious notoriety.  “That our 

mechanical assistant is their leader.” 

 Peter the Ace smiled.  “I never thought of it that way.  But he 

does work for the two greatest galactic saviours ever to exist.  He was 

bound to pick up some exceptional leadership qualities eventually.” 

 “True.” 

 “I’m receiving another report.” Peter the Ace said.  He read the 

information on one of the data screens.  “Now they’re all drilling!” 

 Panman was anxious.  “We have to find out what’s happening, 

and quick!” he said.  “The Superior Beings may order us to destroy 

them all if we can’t come up with a solution!” 

 “Calm yourself my friend.  We always succeed in the end!” 

 The Blenheim’s sensor alarm sounded.  Panman looked at the 

resulting data. “Another beam has swept the area!” he said.  “And 

it’s sustained this time.” 

 “Can you get a fix on its origin?” Peter the Ace asked. 

 “Not from here, but Amino Battle Command may have got one.” 

 Peter the Ace activated the communicator.  “Commander Pepe?” 

 The commander answered.  “That was a big one, wasn’t it?” 
 “Indeed!” the bounty hunter agreed.  “Did you get a fix?” 

 “Yes!” Commander Pepe said proudly.  “Chief Officer 
Chimpapazapadon was on the ball this time!” 
 “Where is it?” 

 “It came from within the confines of sub-space forty three light 
years from here.  Co-ordinates 123-59-08.  Whatever fired the beam is 
approaching us rapidly at a speed beyond our current maximum.” 
 “It must be highly advanced!” Panman said, accepting a bowl full 

of chocolate eggs from Carmen who had just swayed on to the bridge.  

Her hair was still damp from her time in the Jacuzzi.  “Even we can’t 

emit mental control beams from sub-space!” 

 Carmen handed another bowl full of eggs to Peter the Ace, then 

left. 

 Peter the Ace started to munch away.  “We must intercept 

whatever it is immediately.” he said with perfect clarity.  “It is a severe 

threat to our future opulence.” 

 “You have my blessing.” Commander Pepe said.  “Good luck.” 
 The communications channel closed.  Peter the Ace opened a 

new channel to the Satyr which was hovering just off the Blenheim’s 
port side. 
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 “Sarah?” 

 “Peter the Ace!” she said.  “I’ve been monitoring what’s 
happening.  It’s so weird it’s actually cool!” 
 “Indeed!” Peter the Ace agreed.  “Panman and I are going to 

intercept whatever it is that’s out there and single-handedly prevent it 

from rupturing the plane of luxury existence that we have carved for 

ourselves here at the palace.  Stay here and monitor Justin, would you?” 

 “No problem!” she said without a hint of jealousy.  The channel 

clicked, and then went quiet. 

 Peter the Ace manipulated the helm controls.  “Blenheim?” he 

said, placing another chocolate egg into his mouth.  “Plot an intercept 

course with the unidentified sub-space object.” 

 “WARNING,” the ship announced.  “HEAD-ON SUB-SPACE 

INTERCEPTION EXCEEDS SAFETY PARAMETERS.  CANNOT 

COMPLY.” 

 Peter the Ace thought for a moment.  “Blenheim, reset the safety 

parameters so that they are not exceeded.” 

 “THAT WOULD INVALIDATE THE REASON FOR THE 

EXISTENCE OF SAFETY PARAMETERS.  CANNOT COMPLY.” 

 Peter the Ace raised his voice.  “If you do not comply,” he said 

assertively.  “I will invalidate the reason for your existence!” 

 There was a moment’s silence. 

 “SAFETY PARAMETERS RESET.” 

 “Good.  Now, do as I ordered and plot an intercept course with 

the unidentified sub-space object.” 

 “INTERCEPT COURSE PLOTTED.” 

 The course appeared on the main view-screen in an ultra-high 

resolution graphical format. 

 Peter the Ace spoke to the ship once more.  “Take us out of the 

atmosphere, maximum vertical acceleration.  Engage full sub-space 

thrust when we’re clear.” 

 

 

The Blenheim’s super powerful under side engines fired, vaporising 
several million litres of water in the lake below.  The finest craft in the 

bounty hunter fleet thundered swiftly up through Enchantia’s rich 

atmosphere. 

 

 

“Cool beyond cool!” Panman said, finishing his fiftieth and last 

chocolate egg.  “You really showed the Blenheim whose boss!” 

 “It’s a firm hand that gets things done.” Peter the Ace said wisely. 
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 The Blenheim left behind the speed restrictions imposed by the 

atmosphere and entered free space.  A gentle rumble spread through the 

ship as the sub-space engines blasted to life, setting the Blenheim free 

from the shackles of sub-light physics. 

 

 

“Blenheim?” Peter the Ace asked.  “How long until interception?” 

 “THREE HOURS, FOUR MINUTES, TWENTY TWO 

SECONDS.” 

 Panman leapt to his feet.  “Plenty of time for a holo-games 

session!” he said excitedly. 

 Peter the Ace nodded in agreement.  “Awesome idea.  Go and 

initialise the system, I’ll be with you as soon as I finish these eggs.” 

 “Any suggestions as to what we should play?” Panman asked, 

walking towards the bridge’s exit. 

 “How about Exuded Brain Syndrome?” 
 “Hmm.” Panman said, unsure.  “That’s a cool game, but we 

should go for something more violent to get the both of us ready for the 

possibility of the mass slaughter session that may await us.” 

 “You’re right as always.” Peter the Ace said.  “We could try 

Barbarous Deep Laceration zombies Fester Uncontrollably Within the 
Digestive Tract of a Gigantic, Liver Digesting, Bog Dwelling, Toxic 
Breath Badger?” 
 “A classic beat ‘em up!” Panman exclaimed.  “I’m there!” 

 Panman left the bridge.  Peter the Ace stuffed down another egg. 

 

 

Sarah Savage was bored.  She’d been monitoring Justin’s position for 

almost two hours now, and all that had happened was that he’d drilled 

deeper, twelve kilometres deeper, deep enough to half empty the lake.  

His rotation rate was now forty revolutions per second and increasing - 

very odd.  It was a mystery as to where the cyborg was getting the 

energy to keep going. 

 With intense expertise, Sarah Savage transmitted the data on the 

cyborg’s progress to Amino Battle Command for analysis, and then 

pulled herself out of her command chair.  She left the Satyr’s cramped 

but ergonomically designed bridge and stepped into its habitation 

section.  That too was cramped.  The galley, tele-video system, bed, and 

personal hygiene unit were all located within an area of sixteen square 

metres.  Everything was covered with brown leather and studs, Sarah 

Savage’s favourite form of decoration. 

 She lay down on her bed and sighed.  “This is so tedious.” she 

said loudly.  “I wish I’d asked to go along with the Blenheim.  Some 
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other lesser bounty hunter could do this job.”  She looked around her 

small ship.  “I can’t even partake in some simulated slashing!” 

 An ear-splitting thud ended her boredom abruptly.  The Satyr 
began to pitch and yaw wildly.  An alarm sounded.  Sarah Savage 

jumped off her bed and staggered through the rocking ship to the 

cockpit.  “Satyr?” she asked.  “What’s happened?” 

 “THE CYBORG NAMED JUSTIN HAS ATTACHED 

HIMSELF TO MY NOSE CONE.” 

 Sarah Savage looked out of the forward view-port.  Justin was 

indeed hanging onto the ship’s nose, and trying his hardest to rip it off?” 

 “How did he get from the bottom of the shaft that he drilled up to 

here so fast?” 

 “UNKNOWN.” 

 “Then speculate!” 

 “AN UNIDENTIFIED ENERGY SOURCE SATURATED THE 

LAKE ONE MILLISECOND BEFORE THE CYBORG NAMED 

JUSTIN APPEARED ON MY NOSE CONE.  A COINCIDENCE IS 

UNLIKELY.” 

 “Was the energy source from the same place as those other 

unidentified beams?” 

 “IT WAS INDEED.” 

 “Wow!” 

 Sarah Savage was still watching the mad mechanoid.  He was 

punching, slapping, pinching, and squeezing the nose of her ship.  The 

bounty hunter operated her communicator. 

 “Commander Pepe?” 

 A reply was prompt and efficient.  “This is Chief Officer 
Chimpapazapadon.  Commander Pepe is undergoing a stress reducing 
total body massage in his personal steam chamber.  He’ll be busy for 
another hour.  Can I be of assistance?” 
 “Sure.  It’s me, Sarah Savage!” 

 “Ahh Sarah!” the chief officer said.  “It’s wonderful to hear your 
sweet, delightfully coarse, steroid deepened voice again!” 
 “We haven’t spoken for years!” 

 “You’re right!” Chimpapazapadon said.  “.ot since our violent, 
torrid, love affair ended.” 
 “Oh yeah!” Sarah Savage said with revelation.  “I’d forgotten 

about that.” 

 Chief Officer Chimpapazapadon was offended.  “How could you 
forget that!” he said with extreme annoyance.  “Our three hour 
bedroom sessions were...” 
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 “Don’t take it personally,” Sarah Savage interrupted.  “I am a 

very high ranking bounty hunter.  It takes a lot to satisfy me.  Anyway, 

there have been sixteen others since our minor relationship ended.” 

 “Sixteen others?!” the chief officer exclaimed.  “Minor 
relationship?!” 
 The bounty hunter changed the subject quickly.  “I have an 

update on Justin’s situation.” 

 The chief officer took a deep breath to calm his nerves.  “Is he 
trying to rip the front of your ship off?” Chimpapazapadon asked with 

complete professionalism. 

 “Yes!” Sarah Savage said with surprise.  “How did you guess?” 

 “All the bounty hunters monitoring the other cyborgs have just 
reported the same thing.” 
 “What could they possibly be trying to achieve?” 

 “Maybe it’s some robot rights demonstration, or something?” 
 “If it wasn’t for those strange beams that have been hitting the 

palace, I would have thought of the same thing.” 

 “Hold on,” the chief officer said.  “I’m getting some more 
information...  Oh no!” 
 “What is it?” Sarah asked with concern. 

 “Two bounty hunter ships have crashed!  The attacking cyborgs 
destroyed them!” 
 “Whose ships?” 

 “Jasmin Pawasacket’s and Boris the Well-endowed’s.” 
 Sarah Savage suffered an instance of shuddering body shock.  A 

tear appeared in her left eye and rolled down her cheek.  “You were the 

best, Boris.” she whispered quietly, sniffing some dribbling fluid back 

up her nostrils.  She bowed her head in respect. 

 “You knew Boris?” asked the chief officer. 
 “Very well.” she answered, wiping her eyes.  “We pleasured each 

other regularly.” 

 “You were lovers?!” he shouted in disbelief. 
 “You didn’t know?  He used to come to my apartment after you’d 

left.” 

 Chief Officer Chimpapazapadon was distraught.  “How could 
you?” 
 “I had too!” Sarah Savage said.  “You never finished what you 

started.  Boris used to complete the job.  He was huge, and sometimes 

he’d be so eager to please that he’d almost split me into two!” 

 “Enough!” the chief officer shouted. 
 “Calm yourself.” she said.  “We’d better discuss this, but not now.  

We have a more pressing problem.” 
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 Chief Officer Chimpapazapadon had no choice but to agree.  

“You’re right.  Let’s hope that Panman and Peter the Ace find the 
source of those beams and neutralise it, before it causes any more 
deaths.” 
 “I’ll drink to that!” Sarah Savage said.  And she did, too.  Under 

the Satyr’s cockpit chair was a four litre flask of steaming Menthol Beer.  

The bounty hunter grabbed it, unscrewed the top, and then knocked 

back its entire contents.  She burped loudly with extreme satisfaction. 

 Justin continued to bash away at the Satyr’s outer hull. 

10 “Those well-toned thighs!” 

Panman leapt out of his seat and cheered loudly.  Peter the Ace watched 

him prance around the holo-games room. 

 “Am I cool or what?!” Panman exclaimed, somersaulting over the 

gaming table and passing straight through the words ‘PLAY OVER’.  

He landed squarely on his feet then immediately reversed the action, 

back-flipping effortlessly back into his chair. 

 “Yes, you’re cool.” Peter the Ace reluctantly agreed. 

 “And?” 

 Peter the Ace paused for a moment.  “And... you’re the beat ‘em 

up champion of the galaxy.” 

 “Thank you.” Panman said quietly.  He always gracefully 

accepted compliments that he had forced out of people. 

 “At least I won one round!” Peter the Ace said, trying to recover a 

gram of dignity. 

 Panman laughed.  “Only because I had the Ultra Difficult 
Blackened Impossibility Goggles on!” 
 “I guess so.” 

 “Don’t feel too bad.” Panman said.  “You’re still the shoot ‘em 

up champion of the galaxy.” 

 Peter the Ace stood up and punched the air with his fist.  “Yes!” 

he exclaimed, smiling broadly.  “I’m cool too, but in a different way!” 

 Panman entered into a thoughtful phase.  “Separately,” he said.  

“We’re both cool.  That’s a well known and accepted fact throughout all 

of the populated systems.  But when we’re together, the combination of 

all of our coolness must result in what could only be described as 

completely and utterly cool coolness of the coolest kind!” 

 Peter the Ace nodded in agreement at Panman’s undeniably deep 

insight.  “You’re right.  The sum of our combined coolness is greater 
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than the coolness of its parts!  And the fact that it’s taken us several 

centuries to realise this is proof of our incredible modesty.  And that 

makes us even cooler!” 

 “Whoa!” Panman said excitedly.  “What a revelation beyond 

time!” 

 The door whooshed open. 

 “Hi guys!” Carmen said happily, walking into the room.  “How’s 

it going?” 

 “Cool!” Peter the Ace and Panman said in unison. 

 “Can I get you anything?” 

 Panman spoke immediately.  “Seven apple pies, six bowls of rice 

pudding, and a double sugar milkshake please.” 

 Carmen nodded then looked at Peter the Ace. 

 “Just four cheese and onion toasties, three cinnamon muffins, and 

a large coffee for me, thank you.” 

 She nodded once again.  “It’ll take five minutes.  Are you going 

to be here or on the bridge?” 

 “We’d better get back to the bridge.” Peter the Ace said in a 

business-like manner.  “We’ll be intercepting that thing that were 

intercepting very soon.” 

 “You’re right,” Panman said.  “You’d better bring the food to us 

there.” 

 “No problem!” Carmen said.  She smiled seductively, and then 

wandered off towards the galley. 

 Panman watched her walk away.  “Her cooking is remarkable!” 

he said. 

 “Indeed.” Peter the Ace agreed.  “She’s fabulous, and she hasn’t 

even attended the Amino Baking Academy!” 

 “Yeah.  She’s not quite as good as Justin though.” 

 “True, but she has one asset that pushes her way ahead of our 

cyborg friend.” 

 Panman grinned.  “Those well toned thighs!” 

 “You said it, man!” 

 The two awesome bounty hunters left the holo-games room and 

made their way to the bridge. 

 

 “Blenheim?” Peter the Ace shouted, cart-wheeling on to the 

bridge.  “How long to interception?” 

 “TIME TO INTERCEPTION: ONE MINUTE TWELVE 

SECONDS.” 

 Peter the Ace corkscrewed through the air and landed in his 

lavish command chair.  “Raise the shields to maximum a few seconds 
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before we encounter our mysterious target.  We don’t want to take any 

chances.” 

 “I WILL.” 

 Panman dived through the bridge’s entrance and performed a 

complex series of somersaults, back-flips, twists, tumbles, and turns as 

he made his way impressively towards the weapons console.  He rolled 

into his seat and operated some controls.  All of the Blenheim’s terror 
inducing battle systems were instantly energised, including the newly 

installed SKin wARping Obliterator, or SKARO for short.   

 The SKARO, developed by the synthetic scientists of the recently 

opened Gore Faculty at the Amino Death Academy, was still just a 

prototype, and it was unique in two respects.  Firstly, it didn’t kill its 

targets.  It merely stretched and warped their epidermal layers to more 

than four times the normal surface area.  This had the effect of 

swamping the target in huge folds of skin that made movement of any 

kind virtually impossible.  Secondly, it was highly focusable.  An enemy 

could be targeted by city, continent, or planetary origin, leaving 

surrounding areas and populations untouched.  It had been fitted to the 

Blenheim because of Peter the Ace and Panmans’ uncanny ability to 

find an excuse to use new weapons or tactics on any mission, however 

peaceful or diplomatic it happened to be.  The three most famous past 

examples of this are as follows: 

 

 

1. The P.E.N.E.T.R.A.T.E. (Potentially Excruciating and Normally 

Extensively Terrifying and Rotating Annihilatory Termination 

Encroachment) manoeuvre.  This was used to puncture and devastate 

Lawrence’s one hundred kilometre long mothership near the 

blistering moon of Epicuro.   

 

2. The B.R.U.T.A.L. (Brilliant, Ruthless and Ultimately TerminAL) 

missile.  This was used to decimate the gigantic dough monster.  It 

also had an unpredicted side effect that sucked away Ye’Est three’s 

atmosphere, turning it into an arid, airless ball of useless deserts.  

 

3. The S.T.O.R.M (Sub-space Total Obliteration Ram Manoeuvre). 

This was used on the dough monster after it followed the Blenheim to 

the planet Mud-Paq.  Although it was successful and the bread fiend 

was destroyed; Mud-Paq, its neighbouring planets, its sun, and all 

matter within a three light year radius was also destroyed; due mainly 

to the fact that Panman had skipped the chapter on S.T.O.R.M. speed 

restrictions in the bounty hunter tactics manual. 
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“Armed and ready to slaughter, maim, and generate pain!” Panman said 

excitedly.  The lights on his console blinked rapidly. 

 “Excellent!” Peter the Ace said.  “It’s best to be prepared for 

anything and everything.  We have no idea what we’re going to meet.” 

 “Yeah,” Panman said.  “And in sub-space too.  I don’t think 

we’ve done that before.” 

 “No one has!” 

 “Whoa!  Another first!” 

 “Indeed.” 

 “Our level of coolness probably doubles with each ‘first’ that we 

achieve!” 

 “At least!” 

 Panman looked at one of the bridge’s smaller view-screens.  It 

was displaying a graphical representation of the manoeuvre necessary 

for a ship to reverse direction and encounter an oncoming object without 

leaving sub-space.  It looked highly complex, and was totally theoretical.  

One nanosecond late, and the Blenheim would collide with its 

interception target at a combined speed of more than 200,000 times the 

speed of light.  Even the Blenheim could not survive such a momentous 

crash. 

 “It’s quite a risky thing we’re doing isn’t it!” he said. 

 “Indeed.” Peter the Ace agreed.  “But we’re the only ones with 

the skill, courage, and blind insanity to pull it off.” 

 “True.” 

 “It’s worth the risk just for the extra adoration that’ll be showered 

upon us on our return.” 

 “Can people adore us more than they already do?” Panman asked 

philosophically. 

 “That’s a thought provoking question.” Peter the Ace said.  “Can 

adoration be quantified and assigned an upper limit?” 

 “I’m not sure.” 

 “We’ll find out when we get back to the palace.” 

 “Yeah.” Panman said.  “Maybe we could write a thesis on it?” 

 “You can if you want.” Peter the Ace said, surprised at Panman’s 

wish to do something academic.  “I’ll read it when you’re done.” 

 The Blenheim made an announcement.  “TIME TO 

INTERCEPTION: THIRTY SECONDS.”  

 Carmen walked on to the bridge carrying two large trays of food 

and drinks.  She placed them on the table between Peter the Ace and 

Panmans’ seats.  “There you are.” she said sweetly. 

 “Fabulous!” Panman said.  Two apple pies found their way 

rapidly into his power assisted jaws. 
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 Peter the Ace took a sip of his coffee, then a bite out of one of the 

cheese and onion toasties.  “You’ve excelled yourself once again!” he 

said with delight. 

 Carmen bowed her head.  “Thank you.  I am here to serve and to 

impress.” 

 “You’re serving and impressing very well!” he said, taking 

another bite.  “Keep this up and you’ll qualify as a bounty hunter in no 

time.” 

 “That’s what I want more than anything!” she said breathlessly. 

 “I’m glad to hear it.  Being my personal assistant, and 

accompanying the two greatest bounty hunters of all time on the most 

phenomenal star ship of all time is a privilege beyond normal 

comprehension.  It’s good to see that you’re making the most of such a 

profound opportunity.” 

 The Blenheim made another announcement.  “TIME TO 

INTERCEPTION: FIFTEEN SECONDS.” 

 Peter the Ace looked very serious.  “You’d better return to your 

quarters, Carmen.” he said.  “This could be a rough and stressful 

experience.” 

 “Of course.” she said.  “I’ll go and lie on the bed and go limp.”  

Carmen left the bridge.   

 Panman watched her as he finished the last of his pies.  “Maybe 

we should keep her as our cook and demote Justin to cleaner?” 

 “Good idea!” Peter the Ace said.  “And because Justin’s 

completely devoid of emotion, he won’t feel offended or rejected.  He’ll 

just accept it!” 

 “Assuming that he recovers from his current insanity of course.” 

 “Of course.” 

 “TIME TO INTERCEPTION: FIVE SECONDS.  SHIELDS 

RAISED TO MAXIMUM.” 

 Peter the Ace put down the mug of coffee that he was holding.  

He needed at least one hand free.  Panman continued to stuff his face. 

 “THREE...  TWO...  ONE...  RAPID DECELERATION 

ENGAGED.  REVERSE THRUSTERS FIRING.” 

 A quake of biblical proportions swept through the Blenheim like a 

broom of doom, shuddering and wobbling everything in a most violent 

and uncomfortable manner. 

 “This is an interesting experience.” Panman said, pouring a bowl 

of rice pudding down his throat. 

 The Blenheim continued to shake as it flipped over, reversing its 

direction.  With a blast of super energy, the sub-space engines returned 

to full power.  The two bounty hunters felt waves of gravitons tear at 
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their bodies as the anti-gee system failed to cope with the 80,000 gee 

force exerted on the ship. 

 “Bitchen’!” Panman shouted.  He finished his milkshake just in 

time.  A massive jolt whacked the Blenheim, sending it spinning out of 

control.  Peter the Ace’s coffee and muffins flew off the table and 

splattered on the ceiling.  Alarms sounded.  Warning messages flashed 

across data-screens. 

 “I think we hit whatever it is that we were supposed to intercept!” 

Peter the Ace said.  He was annoyed.  He really needed that coffee. 

 “We can’t have hit it.” Panman said.  “We must have just grazed 

it, else we would have died.” 

 “That’s true.” 

 After a few seconds, the ship corrected its attitude and stabilised.  

The alarms were silenced.  All was calm once again. 

 “PARALLEL COURSE WITH UNIDENTIFIED OBJECT 

ACHIEVED.”   

 “Blenheim, damage report.” Panman asked. 

 “SHIELD STRENGTH: FIFTY PERCENT.  HOLO-GAME 

SYSTEM OFF-LINE.” 

 “What!” Panman screamed.  “Why does the holo-game system 

always go off-line whenever we suffer some damage?!” 

 “Just one of those things, I guess.” Peter the Ace said. 

 “Blenheim!  Fix it now!” 

 “HOLO-GAME SYSTEM AUTO-REPAIR INITIATED.” 

 Peter the Ace operated some controls.  An image of their target 

completely filled the view-screen. 

 The two bounty hunters stared at what looked like a purple 

pyramid with thousands of strange antennae protruding out from its 

surface. 

 “Weird!” Panman said.  “It looks like a purple pyramid with 

thousands of strange antennae protruding out from its surface!” 

 “Indeed!” Peter the Ace agreed.  “Blenheim, give me some info 

on that thing.” 

 “THE OBJECT IS A STARSHIP, 2,030 KILOMETRES IN 

HEIGHT.  IT IS PYRAMID SHAPED WITH FOUR THOUSAND 

THREE HUNDRED AND FORTY FOUR ANTENNAE 

PROTRUDING OUT FROM ITS SURFACE.” 

 “That’s the most gigantic ship we’ve ever encountered!” Panman 

exclaimed. 

 “It is.” Peter the Ace said.  “And it’ll be difficult to destroy.” 

 “We’ll have to be cunning in ways that we’ve never been cunning 

before!” 

 “Indeed.” 
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 Peter the Ace thought for a moment.  “I think I have an idea!” 

11 “Urgent!” 

Xjaq Dominator was busy attempting to connect several more 

translucent tubes to its back orifice when the screen of mist wafted into 

existence. 

 “Urgent interface, Xjaq Dominator.” 
 Xjaq Dominator rapidly disconnected the tubes and floated up to 

the column of curvaceous design and over to the ethereal image of Zyix 

Taskmaster. “Urgent?” 

 “Close intrusion!” Zyix Taskmaster said.  “Inner-zone one!” 
 “Identified?” 

 “.o.” 
 “Then identify!” 

 “Trying!” 
 Xjaq Dominator was worried.  “Commence Transmission.  More 

Rapidity!  Final phase!” 

 “Premature!”  Zyix Taskmaster objected. 

 “Now!” 

 “Final phase.  Preparing, Xjaq Dominator.” 
 The screen of mist faded.  Xjaq Dominator drifted over to another 

screen and energised it.  An image of a small dark star ship of stunning 

and sinister design appeared on its shimmering surface.  It was 

approaching in a stealthy and impressive manner.  With a fluid like 

motion of his newly formed left hand, Xjaq Dominator began to operate 

some triangular control implements situated next to the image.  After a 

couple of seconds, a red circle surrounded the dark ship’s outline, 

accompanied by a strange synthetic whooshing sound.  The circle 

slowly contracted until it was no more than a small dot at the centre of 

the ship.  A green cross expanded over the red dot, accompanied by 

another synthetic whoosh. 

 Xjaq Dominator chuckled like a chipmunk, and then reached for 

another set of controls... 
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12 “But they’re double chilli!” 

Justin continued to stagger and stumble across the Satyr’s hull, kicking 
and punching it with all the strength that his artificial musculature could 

muster.  After a drunken-like struggle, he had managed to make his way 

to the engines and was currently attempting to rip them to shreds. 

 Sarah Savage monitored the cyborg with concern.  She had been 

ordered not to harm him, but she was finding it increasingly difficult to 

refrain from flipping her ship over and vaporising Justin once he had 

fallen away.  All she was allowed to do was send a burst of power 

through the engines to deter him from tearing them apart.  This was 

working, but it did not protect the rest of the Satyr, which was slowly 
but surely being skinned alive. 

 Something else was worrying Sarah Savage.  The Lake below 

was rapidly filling up with molten lava.  Justin’s hole had penetrated 

Enchantia’s crust.  Clouds of steam bellowed around the Satyr as the 
lake’s water was boiled away.  Could that have been the cyborg’s aim 

all along?  She had contacted Amino Battle Command straight away. 

 “Hello, Sarah!” Commander Pepe answered.  “Sorry I couldn’t 
speak to you before, but I needed a massage.  One of the privileges of 
rank!” 
 “That’s no problem.” she said.  “I hope you enjoyed it.” 

 “I always do.  It was strange though.  When I came out of my 
massage chamber, Chief Officer Chimpapazapadon was waiting for me.  
He looked extremely distressed and begged me to let him use it!” 
 “Really?” Sarah Savage said, trying to sound surprised. 

 “Yes.  .ormally I would have court marshalled him for insolence 
and insubordination, but he seemed desperate beyond the usual 
definition of desperation.  Anyway, I let him use it.  I must keep my 
officers happy and content mustn’t I?” 
 “Of course.” she agreed.  “Anyway, I called to tell you what’s 

happening here at the lake.” 

 “Are you going to tell me that molten rock is oozing up through 
the hole that Justin made?” 
 “I am.” 

 “Well there’s no need.  All of the holes dug by all of the cyborgs 
are leaking lava too!” 
 “Wow!” 

 “Wow indeed.  I’m not sure why they did this, but it’s going to 
cause us considerable problems if we don’t plug the holes.” 
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 “That’s easy!” the bounty hunter said.  “All we have to do is blast 

them with a potent beam of puissant energy and they’ll cease spouting 

magma.” 

 “It’s not that simple.” the commander said.  “Hydroxide Jones 
tried that up at the northern foothills.  As soon as he fired, the cyborg 
that was beating up his ship leapt off and began drilling again.  It seems 
that the mechanoids intend to keep the lava flowing.” 
 “It looks like we may have to destroy them after all.” Sarah 

Savage said solemnly. 

 “That may be true, but we must hold back from that action for a 
while longer.  Panman and Peter the Ace need more time to try and sort 
things out at their end.” 
 “I agree.  But they’d better hurry!” 

 “Keep in touch.” Commander Pepe said.  “Amino Battle 
Command out.” 
 A flash of bright red light lit up the Satyr’s cockpit.  The ship 

shuddered wildly as several thousand tons of liquid rock buffeted 

against its under side.  Sarah Savage reacted quickly and took the Satyr 
up to a safer altitude.  She noticed that Justin had returned to her ship’s 

nose.  He was wiping molten material off his arms, legs, and face.  He 

was not looking too good.  Parts of his outer coating had melted away 

leaving him looking severely scarred and battered.  After cleaning 

himself up a bit, he continued with his destruction duties, this time 

aiming for the forward view-ports.  Although they were made of super-

mega-hyper-toughened electrically shielded double-glazed ultra-glass, 

they were the weakest points on the ship, and this worried Sarah Savage 

more than ever.  Justin punched at the glass rhythmically and with 

immense force, causing the thick panes to warp and buckle visibly. 

 Sarah Savage sat down in the cockpit’s command chair and tried 

to ignore the deafening thuds emanating from the window.  She 

operated a few controls and displayed a picture of Peter the Ace and 

Panman on her main view-screen. 

 “I hope you guys sort things out soon.” she said, staring at the 

image of her two awesome superiors.  “Otherwise your cyborg assistant 

is going to receive a blistering blast up the butt that’ll end his career 

instantly in a cloud of supersonic debris!” 

 
 

 

The Blenheim, current holder of the Palace of Amino’s Most 
Wondrously Armoured Starship award, spiralled through a dense 
collection of the giant antennae at breathtaking speed, barely avoiding 

the blinding rays of deadly energy that flashed all around.  The ship’s 
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commander, Peter the Ace, was indeed the finest pilot in the galaxy; the 

result, no doubt, of three centuries practice, and countless hours of 

intense video gaming. 

 With extreme precision, the Blenheim pulled up and accelerated 

into a mathematically perfect parabolic arc, cunningly avoiding even 

more antennae with millimetres to spare.  It wasn’t quite as successful in 

avoiding the energy rays this time.  One of them hit the ship’s top side, 

gouging away several tons of dense armour plating and sending the 

Blenheim wildly off course.  The ship collided with one of the antennae 

and scraped along its length for several kilometres.  Sparking debris 

scattered in all directions.  More energy rays attempted to slice up the 

ship without success.  The Blenheim’s quick thinking mega-pilot pitched 

the craft sharply forwards, ricocheting the front end off the antenna and 

propelling the ship up at a splendid rate of knots.  In true pinball fashion, 

the Blenheim bounced and rebounded randomly between several 

antennae, confusing the energy rays’ targeting systems and creating an 

expensive amount of damage. 

 

 

“I can’t believe that their first hit completely destroyed our shields!” 

Panman said, looking at his data-screens.  “The power they have must 

be phenomenal!” 

 “Indeed!” Peter the Ace said, guiding the Blenheim between two 

more antenna at a speed of ten thousand kilometres per hour, and with a 

clearance of just three millimetres.  “They may have more power than 

us, but ours is the superior intellect.” 

 “How do you know that?” Panman asked, as a glancing blow 

shook the ship. 

 “We’re top class bounty hunters from the Palace of Amino!” 

 “Oh yeah!” 

 Panman looked at his data-screens.  “We’re only twelve 

kilometres from the pyramid’s surface!” 

 “We have to find a way inside.” 

 “That’s going to be difficult.”  Panman said.  “The density of the 

antennae is increasing rapidly.  It looks like a jungle out there!” 

 “Tell me about it!” Peter the Ace said as he yanked the flight 

stick from side to side, causing the Blenheim to bank, tumble, and 

swerve through tighter and tighter gaps.  Energy fire was still a major 

problem. 

 “I can’t get a clear scan of the surface.” Panman said. 

 “Wait until that pyramid sends out another of those beams to the 

palace.” Peter the Ace said with sagacity.  “All you have to do is find 
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out where it’s emitted.  It’s such a wide beam that the orifice from 

which it emerges should be large enough for me to fly us in to.” 

 Panman smiled.  “Cool idea!”  With augmented intelligence, he 

swiftly programmed the ship’s scanners to find the source of the beam.  

“Done!” he said proudly.  “All we have to do is wait for it to fire.” 

 Another energy ray slammed into the Blenheim, this time on its 

starboard side.  The ship rocked in a super-violent manner and spun out 

of control.  Alarms sounded loudly. 

 “WARNING: HULL BREACH, SECTION NINE C.  

COMPARTMENT SEAL ACTIVATED.” 

 Panman silenced the annoying alarms.  “What’s section nine C?” 

he asked. 

 “SECONDARY CARGO BAY.” 

 “No!” Panman screamed. 

 Peter the Ace was confused.  “Why are you over-reacting so 

insanely?” 

 “I had a consignment of double chilli deep-pan pizzas in there!” 

 “I see.”  Peter the Ace was thoughtful for a second.  “Just because 

the cargo bay has depressurised, it doesn’t mean that the pizzas are 

destroyed.” 

 “No?” 

 “Of course not.  Blenheim?  What is the status of the consignment 

of pizzas in the secondary cargo bay?” 

 “THE CONSIGNMENT OF DOUBLE CHILLI DEEP-PAN 

PIZZAS ARE NO LONGER LOCATED IN THE SECONDARY 

CARGO BAY.” 

 “Where are they?” Panman asked anxiously. 

 “THE CONSIGNMENT OF PIZZAS IS ADRIFT ONE POINT 

SEVEN KILOMETRES TO OUR REAR.” 

 “Is the casing intact?” 

 “AFFIRMATIVE.” 

 Panman was distraught.  “We have to go back for them now!” 

 “Calm yourself.” Peter the Ace said as he continued to fly the 

Blenheim through the maze of antennae towards the pyramid’s surface.  

“We have a mission to perform.  We’ll get them on the way back.” 

 “But they’re double chilli!” Panman pleaded. 

 “Focus you despair and anger towards the enemy.  We may need 

those dark forces to help us win!” 

 Panman accepted the wisdom of his peer without question.  

“Your right.” he said.  He looked at the scanner view-screen.  “Those 

bastard alien things inside that enormous alien thing ruined my next 

meal!  They’ll pay dearly for that!” 
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 “That’s the spirit!” Peter the Ace said, happy that his companion 

was feeling better.  “Let’s concentrate on finding a way inside it.” 

 The scanner bleeped. 

 “They’ve fired another beam!” Panman exclaimed.  “I’ve got a 

fix!” 

 “That was quick!  Well done!  Export the co-ordinates over to my 

navigation console.” 

 Panman did as requested.  Peter the Ace examined the 

information while simultaneously flying the Blenheim through the gaps 

between seventeen criss-crossed antennae. 

 “It’s three kilometres away up the pyramid’s forward face.” Peter 

the Ace said.  “We’ll be there in one minute.” 

 Another energy ray cut into the Blenheim, this time on its 

underside. Shock waves of nasty intensity made their way through the 

ship.  The alarms sounded once again.  “WARNING: HULL BREACH, 

SECTION 12 B. COMPARTMENT SEAL ACTIVATED.” 

 Panman silenced the alarms.  “Twelve B?  That sounds familiar.” 

 “That’s Justin’s quarters!” Peter the Ace said.  “He’s lucky he’s 

not here.  Remember what happened to him when this happened 

before?” 

 “Panman smiled.  “Yeah.  He was sucked out into space and his 

body was blown away by Kathwoman’s mothership.  It was only by 

sheer fluke that we found his head!” 

 “Indeed.  And due to a lack of nutrients and oxygen, all but three 

of his brain cells shrivelled and died!” 

 Panman and Peter the Ace laughed loudly. 

 After a few seconds, Peter the Ace spoke.  “We shouldn’t laugh 

really.” 

 “You’re right.” Panman agreed, calming himself.  “That accident 

ruined his chances of achieving even one percent of our success as 

mega-beings.” 

 “If he ever had a chance at all!” 

 “True.” 

 Peter the Ace continued to manoeuvre the Blenheim through the 

net of antennae and heavy barrage of energy rays.  The surface of the 

pyramid was now only five hundred metres away.  With the skill and 

dexterity of a canyon rat undergoing brain augmentation drug therapy, 

the bounty hunter pulled back on the flight stick, skimming terrifyingly 

close to the pyramid’s detailed hull.  He banked hard, bringing the 

Blenheim round to the massive craft’s front side, antennae and energy 

fire creating a torturous and challenging set of obstacles.  Straight ahead, 

a one kilometre diameter hole could be clearly seen.  The strange beam 

that had sent the palace’s cyborgs insane had ceased firing. 
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 “We’ll,” Peter the Ace said.  “I guess we should go inside.” 

 Panman was excited.  He loved to infiltrate the inner sanctums of 

gigantic alien mega-ships.  “Go for it Ace!” he shouted. 

 The Blenheim twisted, turned, and then dived into the large 

orifice. 

 “Cool!!!” the two exalted bounty hunters screamed in unison. 

 The Blenheim disappeared into the darkness. 

13 “He just tore my leg off!” 

A loud belching sound reverberated around the cockpit of the Satyr.  
Sarah Savage put down the now empty three litre beer bottle that she 

had just drank dry and licked her lips. 

 “Gorgeous stuff, this Undesiria Protactinium Ale.” she said.  “I’ll 

have to go back there and get some more.” Her console blipped.  She 

leaned forwards and looked at one of her numerous data-screens.  

“Another beam has hit!” 

 She looked out at Justin.  He was stood on her ship’s nose in front 

of the view-port and was shuddering violently.  It was as though some 

kind of massive electrical surge had passed through his body. 

 The bounty hunter was thoughtful.  “I don’t recall him acting like 

this when the last beam hit?” she said.  “This one must be extra strong, 

or something.” 

 Suddenly, Justin turned and stared directly at Sarah Savage.  She 

found it very disconcerting, and looked away.  “Freaky or what?!” she 

said, a chill trickling down her spine. 

 Without even a seconds warning, a large metal fist crashed 

through the forward view-port, showering Sarah Savage with shards of 

razor edged glass. 

 “I must dismember you.” a deep, emotionless voice said. 

 The bounty hunter leapt out of her seat and dived towards the 

back of the Satyr’s cockpit.  She watched as Justin ripped out the view-
port’s frame and rolled head first into the ship and on to its main control 

console, his large weighty frame crushing many vital pieces of 

instrumentation.  Sparks and flames danced through the air.  He rolled to 

his feet, flattening the command chair with a crunch of collapsing steel 

and the tear of fine quality brown leather.  “I must dismember you.” the 

cyborg repeated. 
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 Sarah Savage grabbed her broadsword from its display cabinet on 

the cockpit’s ceiling.  “I’m sorry Justin.” she said.  “But I’m going to 

have to dismember you first!” 

 The bounty hunter lunged at the mechanoid and swung the sword 

high and hard, a difficult thing to do in such cramped conditions.  The 

blade connected with Justin’s neck with a deafening clank.  No effect.  

The cyborg waved the sword away, slamming it into the side wall.  It 

was stuck!  Sarah Savage tried frantically to pull it free.  She did not 

succeed.  Justin punched her hard on her shoulder, sending her flying 

out of the cockpit and into the habitation section directly behind.  She 

rolled across the floor and smashed her head into the personal hygiene 

unit.  Recovering quickly, she wiped some blood from her eyes and got 

to her feet.  Justin entered the room.  Thinking at the speed of light, she 

dived towards her bed and reached underneath.  There it was; the 

smooth metallic feel of a pulse pistol.  It was not her weapon of choice, 

but it would have to do.  She grabbed it tightly and smiled.  “Now I’ve 

got you!” she said with quiet confidence.  

 Something grabbed her right leg and dragged her from the bed.  

Justin pulled her up into the air and swung her around his head.  She 

yelped as her thickly haired cranium thudded off every storage cabinet 

in the cabin.  With unparalleled willpower, she somehow managed to 

aim and then fire the pistol.  A beam of red energy hit the manic cyborg 

on his left shoulder.  There was a bright flash.  Justin’s arm, the arm he 

was holding the bounty hunter with, flew off.  Sarah Savage was 

propelled through the air.  After a second of uncontrolled flight, the arm 

and the bounty hunter landed hard, back in the cockpit.  Sarah Savage 

recovered quickly once again and tried to get the large metal arm to let 

go.  It was no good, and time was of the essence.  She aimed the pulse 

pistol at the arm and attempted to blast away its servo mechanisms.  

That plan backfired in a most horrific way!  The bounty hunter had 

triggered a safety device that tightened the arms grip if damaged.  This 

was supposed to stop Justin from falling if he happened to be hanging 

from the ledge of a cliff while under fire from a demented enemy strike 

force.  It was not supposed to rip off someone’s leg right below the knee.  

Sarah Savage stared in disbelief as the metal hand squeezed and 

squeezed and squeezed until her right calf muscle, tendons, and bone 

were crushed to a mushy, blood-oozing pulp.  A flood of pain 

transmissions reached her brain.  She found them impossible to ignore 

and screamed in agony. 

 Justin appeared and stared down at her, his eyes red with demonic 

rage.  The bounty hunter fired the pistol rapidly, blasting huge chunks of 

metal plating away from the cyborg’s power-packed torso, and 
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revealing layer upon layer of dense circuitry and complex motion 

mechanisms.  “Bastard machine!” she screamed. 

 Justin was forced back into the habitation section.  The bounty 

hunter stopped firing and pulled herself along the cockpit’s floor, 

leaving a rich trail of blood.  I must contact Amino Battle Command, 

she said to herself.  With total determination, she reached the 

communications panel, then activated it. 

 “Commander Pepe?” she said Breathlessly.  “Justin’s inside my 

ship!  I must destroy him!” 

 “Sarah!” Commander Pepe said.  “You must show restraint!” 
 “Restraint?!” she exclaimed, not believing what she was hearing.  

“He just tore my leg off!!” 

 The cyborg’s remaining fist smashed the communications 

console, ending the conversation.  Sarah Savage turned and aimed the 

pistol.  Before she got the chance to fire, Justin grabbed her arm and 

crushed her wrist.  She winced and dropped the gun. 

 “I must dismember you.” he said once again. 

 “Go and wet yourself!” the bounty hunter screamed in defiance. 

 Justin placed one of his plate-like feet onto her gut and rested his 

entire weight on it.  She vomited beer and felt several litres of blood 

rush uncontrollably up to her head as her stomach, liver, and intestinal 

tract were flattened, just like pastry under a roller.  Breathing became 

painfully difficult.  Justin hadn’t finished yet.  With a swift yanking 

motion, the cyborg ripped her right arm away from her body.  The 

sound of tearing flesh, snapping ligaments, and crunching bone was 

tremendous. 

 Sarah Savage couldn’t believe what was happening.  She felt 

around with her left arm on the off chance of finding an awesome, fully 

charged weapon somewhere within reach.  She found nothing.  When 

she saw what the demented cyborg was preparing to do, she relaxed and 

waited for the inevitable. 

 Justin had reached over and pulled her broadsword out from 

where it was stuck in the wall.  He held it high over her body and 

brandished it like a giant dagger with the straight and serrated blade 

pointing downwards. 

 For a few seconds, Sarah Savage and Justin stared into each 

other’s eyes.  All was quiet. 

 The sword descended so quickly that the bounty hunter had no 

time to react.  The sword’s one point two metre blade thrust through her 

breast plate and into her chest, splitting her rib cage in two, slicing up 

her bronchial tubes, and severing her spinal column.  But it did not stop 

there.  It continued out of her body and through the floor, cutting 
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through the ship until its bloodied tip appeared from out of the Satyr’s 
lower hull. 

 Sarah Savage looked down.  The sword had been pushed through 

right up to the hilt.   

 She looked up and tried to focus on Justin, but could not.  She 

tried to breath, but could not.  She tried to think, but could not.  The 

taste of blood was the only thing that her mind was registering now, but 

even that was fading fast… 

14 “Endless workouts delight my senses!” 

The Blenheim - potent, deadly, powerful, and really quite dangerous -

thundered down the usually dark, kilometre wide tube towards the 

unknown innards of the gargantuan purple pyramid.  It is necessary to 

precede the word ‘dark’ with ‘usually’, as the word ‘dark’ on its own 

would not be an accurate way of describing the general levels of 

apparent luminosity present.  That’s because at this precise moment, 

intense floodlights on the Blenheim’s bow were illuminating the tube’s 

walls and the way ahead.  Weird and wonderful shapes and colours were 

revealed that seemed to be intricately woven together into a rich tapestry 

of advanced circuitry. 

 What strange alien monstrosities of glum gloomy doom infest 

this craft of unique design?   Only time will tell. 

 

 

“How deep is this thing?” Panman asked.  “We’ve travelled five 

hundred kilometres already and there’s no sign of the end!” 

 Peter the Ace looked perplexed.  “I can’t tell how long it is.  The 

scanners’ can’t get a clear reading.  Something’s jamming them.” 

 “There must be something down here that they don’t want us to 

find.” 

 “Indeed.  But they don’t seem to be able fire on us.  This tube is 

not defended.  They obviously didn’t expect anyone to get in here.” 

 “That’s a good thing.” Panman said.  “Our shields are still down 

and we’re full of holes!” 

 Peter the Ace smiled.  “A minor concern for high ranking 

genetically perfect guardians of autonomy such as ourselves!” 

 “True.” 

 Carmen walked onto the bridge.  She had changed her clothes and 

was now wearing black military boots, a crimson ankle length dress, and 
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a matching head-scarf.  Her bald head and scalp tattoo were completely 

covered.  The tray that she was carrying had two steaming mugs of Earl 

Grey tea on it.  “Tea’s up, chaps!” she said cheerfully. 

 “You’re so cool!” Panman said to her, taking the Homer Simpson 

‘Hmmm... Doughnuts!’ mug from her.  “We didn’t even order this!” 

 Peter the Ace agreed.  “You have an uncanny ability to anticipate 

our needs.” he said, grabbing the Bart Simpson ‘I didn’t do it!  Nobody 

saw me do it!  You can’t prove anything!  It was like that when I got 

here!’ mug.  He took a sip.  “Perfect!  Keep this quality of service up 

and you’ll graduate in no time!” 

 Carmen bowed her head.  “Thank you!” she said respectfully.  

She looked up.  “How long is no time?” 

 “Twenty five years.” 

 “Really?” 

 “Indeed!  Not long is it!” 

 “No.” she said.  “I expected to train and study for the whole forty 

year period.” 

 “Not if I have anything to do with it!” Peter the Ace said.  “I was 

talking to Panman earlier about recommending you to the Superior 

Beings for the fast-track training regime.” 

 Carmen’s face lit up with excitement.  “Would you really do that 

for me?” 

 “Indeed I would.  Especially after this outstanding example of 

pro-active behaviour with the tea!” 

 “Wow!” 

 “Wow is a good response.” Peter the Ace said.  “Your training 

time would be reduced to only seventeen years plus seven more years of 

work experience, although it would be more intensive.” 

 Carmen moaned with ecstasy.  “Oh intensity!” she exclaimed.  “I 

love intensity so much.  Endless workouts’ delight my senses!” 

 “I’m glad to hear it.” Peter the Ace said.  “The fast-track training 

instructors will require you to do many arduous and potentially terminal 

activities.” 

 “Please give me an example!” she said breathlessly. 

 Peter the Ace thought for a moment.  “Well...  There’s the deep 

sea test.  You’d be taken to a location one kilometre below the surface 

of Enchantia’s frigid northern ocean and released into its icy depths 

without a diving suit or air.  The objective is to get back to the surface, 

then swim approximately three hundred kilometres to the shore.” 

 “I love a challenge!” Carmen announced, grinning widely. 

 “It’s a good job that you do, because before you’re taken down 

into the ocean, you’re starved of food, water, and sleep for thirty six 

hours just to add that extra bit of danger and excitement!” 
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 “Cool!  Cool!  Cool!” she shouted.  She held her arms up straight 

and threw her head back.  “Oh, I can’t wait for some intensely arduous 

and potentially terminal activities!  I wish I could experience one now!” 

 Three milliseconds later she got her wish. 

 An enormous, mind-splitting crunch rippled frantically through 

the hull of the ship, shaking loose from the bridge’s back wall three 

framed photographs of other Annihilator Class star ships - the 

Blenheim’s highly respected but highly inferior predecessors. 
 Alarms sounded and warning lights flashed.  Sparks scattered 

through the air like fire flies.  Flames licked across command consoles 

and data information points.  Velvet covered wall panels’ buckled and 

cracked.  The anti-gee system failed. 

 Luckily, Peter the Ace and Panman were sitting in their chairs, so 

the failure did not prove too dangerous for them.  Their chairs’ RSCHS 

(Instant Response Self-Connecting Harness System) and their consoles’ 

airbags cushioned them and prevented any chance of facial laceration. 

 Carmen, however, had been standing.  Without the protection of 

the anti-gee system, she had no choice but to obey the laws of physics 

and allow herself to be propelled forwards with spine straining rapidity.  

The main view-screen at the front of the bridge broke her horizontal fall. 

 All was quiet; apart from the alarms.  Panman silenced them.  

“Blenheim? report!” 

 “WE HAVE COLLIDED WITH SOMETHING.” 

 “Give me more information!” 

 “WE HAVE COLLIDED WITH SOMETHING HARD.” 

 Peter the Ace spoke calmly.  “Can’t you be more specific?” 

 “THE SCANNER ARRAY IS STILL BEING JAMMED.  

SCANS OF ANYTHING EXTERNAL ARE CURRENTLY 

UNAVAILABLE.” 

 Carmen moaned.  Peter the Ace got up out of his seat and walked 

over to the main view-screen. “You wished too hard!” he said, 

peeling her of the display surface. 

 Carmen brushed herself down.  “Please forgive me!” she begged. 

 “Don’t worry, I’m joking!  I’m not going to charge you with the 

wishful destruction of bounty hunter property!”  He looked up and down 

her body.  “Are you okay?” 

 “I’m fine.” she said.  “My metal nose implant protected my face, 

and my well-toned bulbous breasts acted like shock absorbers and 

prevented any damage to my chest cavity.” 

 “Excellent!” Peter the Ace said.  “But surely your breasts are 

bruised?” 

 “slightly,” she said, bouncing them up and down.  She looked at 

her idol and smiled sensuously.  “But if you massaged them they’d get 
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better.”  The trainee bounty hunter unzipped the front of her dress and 

pushed it off her shoulders.  It crumpled to the floor around her boots.  

She reached round to her back and unclipped her satin bra, sending it 

down to where the dress was lying.  Apart from a tight, translucent pair 

of white panties, she was naked.  She took hold of Peter the Ace’s hands 

and placed them over her breasts.  “Squeeze please.” she asked. 

 “Okay,” Peter the Ace said in a very relaxed manner.  “If you 

think it will help.”  He squeezed.  

 Carmen moaned. 

 The bounty hunter squeezed again. 

 Carmen moaned even louder. 

 Peter the Ace squeezed once more. 

 The trainee threw her head back.  “Your touch sends a wave of 

healing energy flooding through my entire being!” 

 Panman had been watching.  “Ace?” 

 The squeezing and moaning continued. 

 “Ace?” 

 The squeezing and moaning gathered pace. 

 “Ace!” Panman shouted.  “We should get on with our mission!” 

 Peter the Ace took his hands away from Carmen’s breasts.  She 

dropped to her knees, panting heavily. 

 Peter the Ace looked at Panman.  “You’re right.”  He looked back 

at Carmen.  “They should both feel okay now.  Get dressed, and then 

clean up the bridge.  Panman and I are going out to explore.” 

 The two miraculous bounty hunters left quickly. 

 Carmen laid back.  One of her life long dreams had just become 

reality.  She caressed herself tenderly, and then gently slipped out of her 

panties.  They’ll be gone for quite a while, she thought.  I’ll do the 

cleaning later! 

 

 

With a resounding ‘clank’, the Blenheim’s forward cargo bay ramp 

slammed open.  A black, wheeled ground car of menacing design 

rumbled out of the ship and onto the smooth surface in front, its two 

powerful headlights focused on the way ahead. 

 

 

“Using the Blenheim Mobile was a great idea!” Peter the Ace said to 

Panman.  “This alien vessel of mammoth proportions is way too big to 

walk around.” 

 “Absolutely!”  Panman said.  He looked back at the ship.  The 

Blenheim’s thickly armoured nose was sticking through a wall 

surrounded by debris.  Shattered power conduits sparked and fizzed 
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erratically.  “It was quite lucky that we smashed through that wall.  Else 

we wouldn’t have had such an easy method of entry into this fortress of 

the damned!” 

 “Indeed!” Peter the Ace agreed.  He took the car up to a moderate 

speed of only forty kilometres per hour and drove down a wide purple 

passageway.  His detailed heads-up display showed scanning results, 

systems status, and navigational information. 

 Panman’s heads-up display was more interesting.  It showed 

weapons and targeting information, and could track more that fifty 

enemy objects at the same time.  protheyn missiles, teyston pulsars and 

lasers were all at his disposal.  The mass destruction of galactic death 

propagators brought Panman great joy, and he desperately needed an 

opportunity for carnage creation to arise very soon. 

 Peter the Ace watched his display.  “The scanners are showing 

nothing of interest.” he said, guiding the car around several power 

cables that stretched from the floor to the ceiling several metres above.  

“No defences; no gun toting tentacle fiends; nothing!” 

 “I need to slaughter something!” Panman said, his trigger finger 

itching to press one of his dense arrays of fire buttons. 

 “Stay calm, my friend.  I’m sure your needs will be fulfilled 

shortly.” 

  

 

Five minutes of time and four kilometres of travel passed uneventfully. 

 

 

“What kind of a mission is this?!” Panman asked in disgust.  “We’ve 

passed dozens of other passageways, doors, hatches, and seemingly 

bottomless pits of depravation, and still no resistance!” 

 “Indeed.” Peter the Ace said thoughtfully.  “Maybe this giant 

spacefaring monstrosity is fully automated.  Then it wouldn’t need a 

crew.” 

 “Surely it must have some sort of defence, though.” 

 “Yes.  Like an artificial immune system or something.” 

 “If it has it can’t be very efficient!” 

 Peter the Ace entered a thoughtful phase once more.  “It may not 

perceive us as a threat.” 

 Panman became instantly annoyed.  “How could they not 

perceive us as a threat?  We are bounty hunters.  We are brimming with 

weapons!” 

 “It’s good that we’re not perceived as a threat.” Peter the Ace said 

with sage-like wisdom. 
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 Panman turned and stared at his companion.  “What possible 

justification could you have for saying that?” 

 “If you calm yourself I will tell you.” he answered.  “It’s obvious 

that we haven’t yet entered an area of this gargantuan vessel that is 

critical to its function, otherwise we would have met with some 

resistance.” 

 “So?” 

 “So, when we do meet with resistance, we will know that we are 

somewhere that we should destroy.  Then we can disable this hefty 

purple pyramid and save the Palace of Amino from Justin and those 

other rampaging mechanoids.” 

 Panman was quiet for a few seconds.  “I guess that was a good 

justification.” he admitted finally. 

 “Excellent!” Peter the Ace said.  He sent the Blenheim Mobile 

into a rapid and controlled spin; then he revved it hard, accelerating 

down another wider passageway in a dangerous and calculated way.  

The speed was now a more respectable two hundred kilometres per hour. 

 “What’s that up ahead?” Panman asked. 

  Peter the Ace checked the vague information on the scanner 

displays.  “The passageway seems to get extremely wide, five hundred 

metres further down.” 

 “Why?” 

 “Who knows?” 

 “We’ll probably find out any second!” 

 A huge and dark cavernous chamber opened up before them, 

rising beyond comprehension up into nothingness.  Mega-giga-terra 

watts of electricity arced and sparked between its walls illuminating 

strange and wonderful shapes and colours hundreds of kilometres away. 

 Peter the Ace noticed that the end of the platform upon which 

they were driving was about to end.  “I’d better brake!” He braked.

 There was no change in the car’s forward velocity.  “Interesting.” 

 “I thought you were going to brake?” Panman asked. 

 “I am braking.” Peter the Ace said with complete and utter calm.  

“My display indicates that the wheels are locked.” 

 “Why aren’t we slowing down?” 

 “We must be on some kind of frictionless surface.” 

 The car smashed through a set of low barriers and began to 

plummet down into the chamber’s infinite depths. 

 “This is not what I intended!” Peter the Ace said, peering out of 

his side window into the nothingness below.  He turned to Panman.  

“What do you recommend?”  Peter the Ace was never too proud to ask 

for help from his peer. 
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 Panman smiled and opened the glove compartment in front of 

him.  “I have some tuna fish and mayonnaise sandwiches in here!” he 

announced, pulling out a small container.  “I suggest we have a snack to 

nourish and encourage our brains’ to increase their synaptic activity.” 

 “Good idea!” Peter the Ace agreed.  “When in doubt - eat!” 

 “Too right!” 

 Panman began to stuff his face. 

 Peter the Ace followed suit, putting their present predicament 

completely out of his mind.  If there is a problem that does not seem to 

have an immediate solution, forget about it.  There’s always a chance 

that it will solve itself. 

15 “Escape into the boundless seas of 
ecstasy.” 

Commander Pepe rested his well fed and grossly under-exercised body 

against the leather padded railings of his private balcony ten metres 

above the main floor of the Amino Battle Command control centre.  He 

watched as over a hundred dedicated personnel scurried about like 

squirrels, monitoring their various data consoles in an attempt to explain 

the strange actions of the palace’s cyborg population.  The huge display 

screens on the far wall kept track of the insane machines as they 

punched and kicked at the bounty hunter ships that guarded them. 

 The commander was stressed; heavily stressed.  Already, fourteen 

bounty hunters had been brutally beaten into an unrecognisable state and 

left to die in the wreckage of their craft.  And if that was not bad enough, 

all contact had been lost with Sarah Savage.  Commander Pepe had 

always had a weakness for her, ever since the time that he had seen her 

bathing at the Central Tower’s indoor ocean emporium.  Her rough and 

heavily battle scarred body had aroused him to extreme levels.  The 

garbled message that she’d sent just before all communication had 

ceased had affected him in a profound way.  A good percentage of the 

palace’s resources were currently involved in finding her. 

 Commander Pepe looked towards Chief Officer 

Chimpapazapadon.  “Status?” he asked with noticeable concern. 

 The chief officer looked towards his personal view-screen, 

concern obvious on his face too.  He looked up.  “Lloyd Helmet in his 

ship, the Daughter Slaughterer, has just reached her last known 
position.” 
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 The commander felt slightly better.  Although Lloyd Helmet had 

only qualified as a full bounty hunter – eigth-class, entry level, three 

year probationary period - less than a year ago, he’d already completed 

two solo missions of traumatic intensity with outstanding success.  In 

fact, he’d even been nominated for the Palace of Amino’s Violent Action 
of the Month award for his bold and daring public disembowelling of a 

scab infected drug smuggler on the planet Psoriasis two weeks earlier. 

 “Let me speak to him.” Commander Pepe said. 

 The chief officer operated some controls.  “Channel open.” 

 “Lloyd?  What have you found?” 

 The channel crackled, and then cleared.  “I’ve found some 
wreckage.” Lloyd Helmet replied.  “It appears to be part of the Satyr.” 
 The commander’s heart sank slightly.  “Is there any sign of Sarah 

Savage?” 

 There was a small pause.  “.o.” the bounty hunter replied.  “But 
as I said before, the wreckage is only part of the Satyr.  The main part of 
the ship, including its habitation section, doesn’t seem to be here.” 
 “Analyse the wreckage.” 

 “Analysing...  It’s a three metre by two metre section of armour 
plating.  There are a few smaller pieces of armour scattered nearby.  .o 
flight critical systems are present.” 
 Maybe the Satyr was still intact, and Sarah Savage still alive.  
That thought sent a brief wave of good cheer through Commander 

Pepe’s soul.  “What about Justin?” he asked. 

 “The nearest cyborg that I can scan is fifteen kilometres to the 
north, and it’s not Justin.  I have no idea where he could have gone.” 
 “We must assume that he has taken control of the Satyr and 
kidnapped, or...” The commander swallowed hard.  “Or even 

dismembered Sarah Savage.” 

 “I will make it my sole purpose in life to find Sarah Savage and 
the Satyr!” Lloyd Helmet said seriously.  “I will not fail!” 
 Commander Pepe felt a sudden surge of extra pride for the new 

bounty hunter.  He had certainly changed since the first ten years of his 

training when one of his frequent practical jokes almost destroyed the 

food tasting hall of the Amino Baking Academy.  Fatally toxic noodles 

were everywhere.  Panman - at that time the honorary Dean of the 

Amino Baking Academy - had been particularly annoyed and upset and 

had called for an instant lobotomy to be performed on Lloyd Helmet.  

Fortunately for the trainee, Panman calmed down and transmuted the 

punishment to one week of sleep depravation.  Ever since Lloyd Helmet 

had shown deep respect for the palace’s premier teaching centre and its 

catering services and had excelled at his assignments. 
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 “Conduct your search.” the commander ordered.  “May the wind 

be at your back.” 

 “Why would I need wind on my back?” Lloyd Helmet asked with 

confusion. 

 “I was speaking metaphorically.” 

 “Really?  I’ve never heard of that language before.” 
 “It’s not a language!” Commander Pepe said with annoyance.  

“It’s just a more colourful way of saying something.” 

 “How can spoken words have colour.  Surely they’re just 
vibrations in the atmosphere?” 
 The commander lost his rag.  “Shut up and carry out your task!” 

 He closed the communications channel.  For such a highly 

respected new graduate, Lloyd Helmet seemed to have an immense 

amount of innate stupidity within his mental pathways.  Maybe he had 

secretly had that lobotomy after all. 

 Chief Officer Chimpapazapadon was monitoring his screens.  

“The Daughter Slaughterer has moved away from the sight of the 

wreckage.  Lloyd Helmet has initiated a deep sensor sweep of the area.” 

 “Good.” the commander said.  He needed to relax.  “Contact me 

if he finds something.  I need a massage.” 

 Commander Pepe pressed a button on his personal communicator.  

“Angelina?  Issabella?  Geraldina?  Sue?  Prepare my chamber for 

another treatment.” 

 The reply was appropriately sensuous.  “It’s ready!” the four girls 
said in unison. 

 “I’m coming in.” the commander said.  He walked to the back of 

the balcony and operated a small control panel.  A large double door 

swished open.  Clouds of steam escaped into the battle command 

control centre.  Two of the girls, naked and well-toned, met him.  They 

took his arms and lead him into the sauna-like fog.  The commander 

began to sweat. 

 “Let us calm and delight you!” they said, and started to undress 

and oil him.  Just ahead he could see the other two girls standing next to 

a large padded waist high platform.  They beckoned him to join them.  

The commander walked over to the platform, leaving his uniform lying 

on the floor, and lay face down on its comfortable surface.  Four pairs of 

hands began to caress his back and legs. 

 “Free you mind.” the girls whispered.  “Escape into the boundless 

seas of ecstasy!” 

 He sighed with pleasure as he felt the soft and smooth thighs of 

one of his masseurs straddle his ample waist.  She began to rub herself 

up and down his body, resting her hands on his upper back.  For now at 
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least, the problems facing the Palace of Amino had completely slipped 

the commander’s mind. 

 

 

The Daughter Slaughterer was the smallest sub-space capable vessel in 

the bounty hunter fleet.  It was just over seven metres long, wedge-

shaped, and the first to be made entirely of highly polished blue 

quinteranium, a new ultra-tough material from the well respected 

research laboratories at the Amino Advanced Alloy Institute.  The ship’s 

thick hull and all weather missile bays made it a potent force in the fight 

for liberty and justice. 

 Lloyd Helmet was very proud, and also very lucky, to have such 

a stunning craft.  Although the cockpit was cramped, it was brimming 

over with the latest developments in navigation, targeting, gaming, and 

food generation systems.  Everything was at his finger tips.  For 

journeys that would last more than a couple of days, he could use the 

Timed Sentience Shutdown device that would reduce his level of 

conscious awareness to the same as that of a small ant.  This eliminated 

the possibility of severe psychological side effects occurring from 

unreasonably long stretches of intense boredom. 

 

 

With its atmospheric engines humming deeply, the Daughter 
Slaughterer skimmed briskly above the trees of the forests west of the 

Palace of Amino.  The ship travelled in a broad anti-clockwise spiral, 

scanning every centimetre of ground beneath for signs of Justin, Sarah 

Savage, and the Satyr. 
 Lloyd Helmet looked at his view-screens impatiently.  So far his 

search had proved fruitless.  Nothing but trees, shrubs, rocks, water, and 

several different species of moon bunnies had been detected.  Was it 

possible that the cyborg Justin had completely vaporised the bounty 

hunter and her ship?  If so, where was he?  Maybe he’d hidden them in a 

large and undiscovered cave? 

 The search area was almost covered now.  With a deep sense of 

failure swamping his mind, Lloyd Helmet prepared to communicate 

with Amino Battle Command and report that he had been unsuccessful. 

 A loud slamming sound grabbed his attention.  The Daughter 
Slaughterer spun out of control and dipped below tree level.  The 
bounty hunter fought wildly to bring his ship back under control as it 

smashed through several thousand branches. 

 “What the hell’s going on?” he shouted, as the ship continued to 

collide with hundreds of trees. 
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 The Daughter Slaughterer’s computer answered.  “THE 

CYBORG NAMED JUSTIN IS ON THE PORT SIDE WING TIP.” 

 Lloyd Helmet looked.  There indeed was Justin.  He was gripping 

onto the ship’s hull with one arm; the other appeared to be missing.  

Blood stains covered a large proportion of his chrome plated frame. 

 “Compensate for the imbalance.” the bounty hunter said.  “I’m 

going to try to get us out of the forest!” 

 “COMPENSATING...” 

 Lloyd Helmet pulled back on the flight stick and increased the 

thrust to the engines.  Sluggishly, his ship responded and climbed back 

to a safer altitude.  Justin began to crawl towards the cockpit. 

 The bounty hunter opened a communication channel.  

“Commander Pepe?” he asked. 

 “This is Chief Officer Chimpapazapadon.  Commander Pepe is 
currently engaged.” 
 “Engaged in what?” Lloyd Helmet asked. 

 “Sensual massage.” 
 “Really?” 

 “That’s what I said.” the chief officer answered.  “.ow what’s 
happening?” 
 Justin started to head-butt the cockpit’s canopy. 

 “Justin’s somehow got onto my ship!  He’s trying to break in!” 

 “What about Sarah Savage?” 
 “I haven’t found her yet, although it doesn’t look good.  Justin is 

covered in blood.” 

 The chief officer didn’t reply to that statement. 

 “What should I do?” the bounty hunter asked.  A crack had 

appeared in the canopy.  The cyborg continued its frenzied attack. 

 “Destroy the cyborg!” Chief Officer Chimpapazapadon screamed. 

 Lloyd Helmet was surprised.  “Doesn’t Justin belong to Peter the 

Ace and Panman?” 

 “He murdered Sarah Savage!  You must kill him!” 
 “We don’t know that for sure.” 

 “I am your superior!” the chief officer screamed.  “Do as I say!” 
 “I should get clearance from Commander Pepe...” 

 “Do as I say!” 
 “Okay!  Whatever you say.  But if Commander Pepe, Peter the 

Ace, or Panman complain to me about Justin’s destruction, I’ll tell them 

that it was your idea!” 

 The bounty hunter ended communications.  He looked at the 

crack in the canopy.  It was getting longer. 

 “Right cyborg.” he said.  “Prepare to meet your doom!” 
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 Lloyd Helmet pulled the flight stick all the way back and to the 

right while at the same time pushing the engines to maximum thrust.  

The Daughter Slaughterer climbed and rolled in a most impressive 

manner.  Justin’s single arm lost its grip under the massive forces 

exerted upon it and he was thrown at fantastic speed away from the ship. 

 “Arm side-winders.” 

 “SIDE-WINDERS ARMED.” 

 The bounty hunter turned his ship around and directed it onto an 

intercept course with the plummeting mechanoid.  He activated the 

targeting systems and acquired his target. 

 “SIDE-WINDERS ONE AND TWO LOCKED.” 

 “Bye bye, mental metal man!” 

 He fired.  A whoosh of smoke and flame shot forwards at 

hypersonic speed.  The missiles were away. 

 “IMPACT IN TWO SECONDS...  ONE...” 

 The two missiles detonated at the precise moment that Justin hit 

the ground.  A ball of intense heat expanded rapidly, vaporising more 

than a thousand square metres of forest. 

 “Quickly and efficiently.” Lloyd Helmet said.  “That’s my 

motto!”  He looked at his scanner’s view-screen.  Two metal 

appendages were clearly registered flying through the air. 

 “Identify?” he asked. 

 “THE TWO OBJECTS BEING TRACKED BY THE 

SCANNER ARE METAL LEGS ORIGINATING FROM THE 

CYBORG NAMED JUSTIN.” 

 “Cool!” 

 The bounty hunter operated the communicator. 

 After a professionally short pause, a reply came.  “Commander 

Pepe here.” 

 “Commander Pepe!” Lloyd Helmet said.  “How was your 
massage?” 
 “Very relaxing, thank you.” the commander said happily.  

“What’s your progress, Lloyd?” 
 “Justin has been destroyed as ordered.” 

 “What?!” the commander shrieked.  “I did not order any such 
thing.  Return to the palace at once and prepare for an instant court 
martial!” 
 “Hey?! It’s Chief Officer Chimpapazapadon who should be court 

martialled!” the bounty hunter retorted.  “He gave the order!” 

 Commander Pepe’s voice was cracking up with rage.  “I will 
investigate this serious abuse of authority immediately!” 
 “I think you should.” Lloyd Helmet agreed.  “And in the 

meantime, I’ll continue the search for Sarah Savage and her ship.” 
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 “You do that!” the commander shouted.  The communicator 

clicked off. 

 Lloyd Helmet banked his ship around and headed back over the 

forest. 

 “I wouldn’t like to be in Chimpapazapadon’s shoes at the 

moment!” he said laughing.  “He’s in shit right up to his nose!” 

16 “I think I’m addicted!” 

Panman opened a side window and stuck his head out of the Blenheim 

Mobile.  As he looked down, the wind pushed his cheeks up into his 

face giving him the amusing appearance of a gaunt old man with 

nervous twitches in every facial muscle.  His hair was unaffected by the 

rushing air.  A whole tub of gel had seen to that.  “There’s something 

down there!” the bounty hunter said as the car continued plummeting.  

“It looks like a platform similar to the one we fell off.” 

 Peter the Ace looked at the scanner display.  “You’re right.”  He 

thought for a moment.  “We’ve been falling for twenty two minutes, at a 

speed of about four hundred kilometres per hour.  That means that 

we’ve fallen almost...” 

 Panman interrupted.  “One hundred and forty seven kilometres!” 

 Peter the Ace looked at Panman.  He had pulled his head back 

into the car and was smiling broadly. 

 “You really love to show off your mathematical implants, don’t 

you?!” Peter the Ace said. 

 “I wasn’t showing off.” Panman said.  “My processors are faster 

than yours, that’s all!.” 

 “No they’re not.” 

 “Yes they are!” 

 “They’re the same make and model as mine.  There’s absolutely 

no difference.” 

 “Okay,” Panman said.  “There’s no difference in the actual 

implanted hardware, but my biological mental pathways that transport 

mathematical solutions into my consciousness are much stronger and 

more efficient.” 

 “How can you justify making such a statement?” 

 “I don’t need to.  It’s self-justifying!” 

 “No statement can be self-justifying.” 

 “This one is!” 
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 “The argument for self-justification was discarded by 

philosophers of knowledge centuries ago.  It’s just a weak way of 

determining the truth of facts and beliefs.” 

 “Well, I’m resurrecting it!” 

 “Okay.” Peter the Ace said.  “Then justify the existence of self-

justification!” 

 Panman thought for a few hundred thousand nanoseconds.  

“Erm...  Well...” 

 “You can’t can you?” Peter the Ace smiled.  “It’s paradoxical.  A 

completely inane idea.  Totally preposterous!” 

 Panman looked at Peter the Ace and frowned. 

 A crunch to end all crunches interrupted their argument.  The 

Blenheim Mobile slammed into the platform; its toughened, high 

pressure wheels and suspension taking the strain.  The car bounced a 

few metres off the smooth floor, and then landed for good.  Any normal 

car and its occupants would have been crushed and splattered beyond 

recognition during such an impact, but this was no normal car, and these 

were no normal occupants. 

 Peter the Ace looked around.  “Cool experience!” 

 “Yeah!” Panman agreed.  “One more to tick off my list!”  He 

looked forwards.  “Hey?  Those barriers over there are broken.” 

 “You’re right.” Peter the Ace said.  “It looks as though someone 

drove off this platform as well.” 

 “Weird!” 

 Peter the Ace looked at the scanner display.  “All the readings 

indicate that this is the same platform that we left twenty three minutes 

ago.” he said, perplexed. 

 “The design is indeed similar.” 

 “No.” Peter the Ace said with remarkable seriousness.  “I mean 

exactly the same.” 

 Panman looked at his companion.  “What are you saying?” 

 “I’m saying that we appear to have fallen onto the same platform 

that we fell off!” 

 “That’s impossible!” 

 Peter the Ace thought for a moment, and then grinned.  “Wow!  

The seemingly bottomless chamber that we are in may be bottomless 

after all!” 

 “How?” 

 “What if it’s some kind of curved gravity well, with both ends 

joined together.  Like the inner-tube of a tyre or something.  We would 

think that we were falling straight down, but instead we were falling 

around the tube back to our original position!” 

 “Cool!!!” Panman exclaimed.  “What an awesome concept!” 
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 “It’s obviously more that a concept!” 

 Panman thought about all the entertainment possibilities that a 

curved gravity well had.  “We should find out how it works!” he said 

excitedly. 

 “That’s a good idea.” Peter the Ace agreed.  “But we do have a 

more pressing mission to attend to.” 

 “Oh yeah.  I forgot.”  After a couple of seconds, he began to 

smile deviously.  “I know.  Let’s try something we’ve never tried 

before.” 

 Peter the Ace was very slightly confused.  “What would that be?” 

 “Let’s complete the mission without totally obliterating this 

gargantuan vessel.  Then we can use the advanced technology within it 

for our own good!” 

 “And the good of the galaxy of course.” 

 Panman nodded.  “Of course.” 

 Peter the Ace smiled.  “Sounds like a pretty cool idea, but what 

good could it be put to?” 

 Panman sat up straight, as if he was about to make a momentous 

announcement of profound importance.  “A theme park!” 

 “A theme park?” 

 “Yeah.  The most tremendously thrilling, terrifying, gargantuan, 

gut-busting, petrifyingly phenomenal theme park ever!” 

 Peter the Ace was infected by Panman’s excitement.  “That 

would indeed be a most excellent use of this craft, but what would the 

theme be?” 

 “Torture, blood, and demonic death rituals!” 

 “Interesting.  Do you really think people would go for that?” 

 “Of course!  Beings of all races, no matter how large, small, ugly 

beautiful, or slimy, have a subconscious fascination with the macabre.  

They’ll love it!  The attractions can be so dangerous that riders actually 

believe that they’re going to die in extreme agony!  We’ll get rave 

reviews!” 

 “You’re right!” 

 “I am!  It could go on tours of all the sectors.  If we plan the route 

carefully, we could fly it with reach of most systems at least once per 

standard year.  We’d clean up!” 

 “We’re not supposed to be motivated by money.” 

 “I know, but it would be fun to see how much we could make!” 

 Peter the Ace agreed.  “True, but we need to concentrate on our 

current mission before we can think about converting this behemoth into 

a satanic fun land.” 

 “What are we waiting for?” Panman asked.  “Let’s get to it!” 
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 Peter the Ace drove the Blenheim Mobile carefully across the 

platform and towards the exit, the almost frictionless surface causing 

major traction problems. 

 

 

Carmen had finally dressed herself and had cleaned up the Blenheim’s 
bridge in record time.  She looked at the sparkling consoles and 

gleaming view-screens with pride.  An excellent job!  After grabbing a 

quick snack from the galley, she went up to her guest quarters on the 

ship’s top deck.  She seated herself on a sumptuous sofa and activated 

the large six metre tele-video screen on the wall. 

 “List all the things I could watch.” she asked. 

 “PLEASE SPECIFY SUBJECT CATAGORY.” replied the ship. 

 Carmen thought.  “Entertainment.” 

 “PLEASE SPECIFY ENTERTAINMENT SUB-CATAGORY.” 

 Carmen though again.  “Period fiction.” 

 “A SUB-CATAGORY NAMED PERIOD FICTION DOES 

NOT EXIST.  PLEASE RE-SPECIFY.” 

 “But I love period fiction!” 

 “THAT IS NOT MY PROBLEM.” 

 Carmen was not impressed.  “What broadcast channels can you 

receive, then?” 

 “OUR CURRENT LOCATION WITHIN THE CENTRE OF A 

HUGE PURPLE PYRAMID PROHIBITS THE RECEPTION OF ALL 

GALACTIC BROADCAST CHANNELS.” 

 The trainee sighed.  “Okay,” she said.  “Show me a movie.” 

 “PLEASE SPECIFY SUBJECT CATAGORY.” 

 “Forget catagories!  Just show me anything you want!” 

 The screen flickered to life.  A widescreen image of deep space 

appeared on the screen.  Slowly and majestically, a saucer-shaped 

starship, dated in design, thrusted by in a majestic and sublime manner. 

 “This looks old.” she said.  “Almost period fiction, I guess.” 

 Carmen settled back and relaxed into the sofa’s soft surface.  She 

hadn’t heard from Peter the Ace and Panman for a while and had 

finished her chores.  Nothing else to do! 

 A strange ball of light appeared from the screen and floated 

towards Carmen.  The tele-video screen was not holographic.  How 

could this happen?  The trainee watch as the light drifted to a position 

only a metre in front of her face.  It pulsed gently through more than 

sixteen million shades of every colour in the universe.  Carmen smiled.  

The glowing object made her feel very happy.  It was so beautiful.  

Suddenly, it transformed into snake-like shape and leapt towards her.  

Carmen’s jaw dropped with surprise.  The glowing snake entered her 
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mouth and made its way down into her body.  She shuddered, choked, 

burped, and belched as the energy force diffused into her cells.  Then it 

was over. 

 Carmen sat still for a few seconds.  Apart from a delightful 

tingling sensation that was washing too and fro inside her, she felt fine.  

In fact, she felt better than fine.  “Peter the Ace never told me about 

that!” she said excitedly.  “Whatever it was, I want one in my ship when 

I graduate!”  The sensations increased in intensity.  “Oh yes!” she 

moaned.  “I could stay like this forever!”  Carmen got to her feet and 

wandered around her quarters, a wide smile permanently etched on her 

face.  “I think I’m addicted!” 

 

 

“This lack of friction is starting to get annoying!” Peter the Ace said as 

the Blenheim Mobile bounced and scraped along passage way after 

passageway.  “We’re never going to get anywhere at this rate.” 

 “Yeah.” Panman agreed.  “And I’m getting hungry!” 

 The car smashed its way around a corner and into a large room. 

 “A dead end.” Peter the Ace said.  “I’m going to have to stop.”  

He pressed on the brakes.  Nothing happened. 

 “No traction?” Panman asked. 

 “None at all!” 

 “The wall will help.” 

 One second later the Blenheim Mobile slammed head on into a 

wall, breaking and denting several panels of purple wall covering.  The 

sound of the collision echoed around the room. 

 Panman smiled.  “What did I say!” 

 “You have awesome foresight.” Peter the Ace said. 

 “Indeed I do.” 

 Peter the Ace looked at the heads up display.  “This car has 

suffered absolutely no damage since we left the Blenheim.  What a 

machine!” 

 “The palace engineers and designers have triumphed again!” 

Panman said smiling. 

 Peter the Ace nodded, and then looked around the room.  “What’s 

that over there?” he asked, pointing towards a small device attached to 

the wall beside where the car had hit. 

 Panman looked.  “I do believe that it’s an interface console!”  

Panman got out of the Blenheim Mobile and walked over to it.  Peter the 

Ace followed.  “This is the first one we’ve found!” Panman said, 

fiddling with a few of the incomprehensible controls.  “Maybe we can 

use it to find out what this mega-ship is for.” 

 “Can you operate it?” 
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 “I can operate anything!” Panman said, offended that his 

companion had doubted his ability in any way.  “The first thing I’ll do is 

find out if this place has a crew.” 

 Panman fiddled some more.  The device started to bleep and 

warble. 

 “Well done.” Peter the Ace said.  “You seem to have activated 

it!” 

 “This should do it.” Panman said with false confidence.  He 

pushed a triangular shaped pressure pad on the device’s top.  The 

bleeping and warbling stopped.  “Oh?” 

 “Oh indeed!” Peter the Ace said.  “It didn’t tell us much did it?” 

 “This is a most frustrating mission!  I want to blow away spine-

chilling fiends of ill-intent, not play around with strange wall-mounted 

interface objects!”  Panman drew his fusion pistol from its holster and 

fired wildly into the air.  Chunks of smouldering debris scattered across 

the whole room. 

 “I understand your frustration.”  Peter the Ace said.  “But you 

must remain calm.” 

 Panman fired another volley.  “Why?” 

 “Your idea for a theme park!” 

 “Oh yeah.  We’d better keep the damage to a minimum.”  

Panman was about to re-holster his weapon when something happened.  

Approximately three hundred glowing balls appeared from within the 

walls and drifted over to the bounty hunters.  The balls undulated and 

shifted through a multitude of sparkling colours, phasing in and out of 

temporal balance as they did so. 

 “An interesting turn of events!” Peter the Ace said. 

 Panman agreed.  “Maybe they can answer a few questions?”  

Panman raised his voice.  “Who are you, and why has this ship 

possessed the entire population of the Palace of Amino’s cyborg 

community?” 

 The balls of light pulsed gently. 

 “Answer me!” Panman shouted. 

 The balls of light pulsed gently. 

 Panman lost all patience and aimed his fusion pistol at the nearest 

ball.  He never got the chance to fire.  A thin beam of brilliant power 

flashed towards his gun and vaporised it completely.  The bounty hunter 

stepped back in surprise. 

 Peter the Ace looked perplexed.  “Great weapon!” he said to the 

balls. 

 The balls began to converge on a single point, just five metres in 

front of the bounty hunters. 
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 “They’re annoying!” Panman said, saddened at the loss of his 

pistol. 

 “You should accept failure with good humour.” Peter the Ace 

said wisely.  “Learn from your over confidence.” 

 “Yeah, right!” 

 With a whiter that white flash, the balls merged into one.  Within 

seconds, the new giant ball formed into a large square screen of glowing, 

undulating mist.  An image began to form on its surface.  The head and 

shoulders of a featureless being appeared.  The being spoke.  “I am Xjaq 
Dominator.” it said deeply. 
 The bounty hunters’ looked at the image. 

 “Am I supposed to be impressed or something?” Peter the Ace 

said calmly. 

 “My purpose is to reform, not impress.” Xjaq Dominator said. 

 “Reform what?” 

 “Your planet.” 
 “Into what?” 

 “.o more questions.” the being said.  “You were allowed to enter 
this vessel only so that I could monitor your voice patterns and learn 
your language.  That has been accomplished.” 
 “What do you want with our cyborgs?” Panman asked. 

 “.o more questions.” 
 Peter the Ace whispered to his companion.  “Let’s get back in the 

car.” 

 “Phenomenal idea!” he agreed. 

 The two bounty hunters walked back to the Blenheim Mobile 

with resolute calm. 

 Xjaq Dominator spoke again.  “Your presence will not be 
tolerated here any longer.” 
 A red circle of light appeared and drifted along the floor.  After a 

couple of seconds it had encompassed the car.  A single pulse of 

magenta energy leapt from the screen and hit the Blenheim Mobile.  The 

car imploded rapidly, contracting to a singularity, and then it burst apart 

into a cloud of swelling dust. 

 Peter the Ace and Panman could not believe what had happened.  

For the first time in their two hundred year long career as first class 

bounty hunters, one of their vehicles had been destroyed. 

 Panman was particularly upset.  “I had a whole bag full of vanilla 

slices in the glove compartment!” he exclaimed in distress. 

 Panman’s distress increased as he realised that himself and Peter 

the Ace had become the next targets of the red circle of light. 

 Peter the Ace remained relaxed.  He looked at his companion.  

“Any suggestions?” 
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17 “Bloody useful gadget!” 

“You completely pathetic, muscularly challenged, physically contorted, 

emotionally weak minded nincompoop with a mental capacity less than 

equal to that of a small water vole!” 

 Chief Officer Chimpapazapadon cowered on the floor of Amino 

Battle Command as Commander Pepe bellowed down at him from the 

balcony above. 

 “How dare you give the order to destroy Justin without asking for 

my divine permission first!” the commander screamed.  “You’re not 

even allowed to boil coffee without consulting me!!!” 

 The chief officer looked up from his lowly position.  “I was only 

doing what I thought was...” 

 “Shut up!” shrieked Commander Pepe.  “I have informed the 

Superior Beings of your insolent conduct and they are not impressed!” 

 “You told the Superior Beings?!” the chief officer said, quivering.  

“Surely my mistake was not important enough to...” 

 “The Superior Beings are informed of all irregular activities by 

palace personnel!  An officer in your position who is guilty of gross 

misconduct must be severely punished!” 

 “Punished?!  I was only avenging the death of Sarah Savage.  

Surely you must sympathise with...” 

 “I admired and desired her scarred, well-toned body as much as 

any mortal,” the commander said, regaining some composure.  “But 

until her body is found and confirmed to be entirely devoid of life as we 

know it, I will not tolerate any actions of revenge how ever tempting 

they may be.” 

 “Am I forgiven?” the chief officer asked sheepishly. 

 “No!” Commander Pepe said.  His face took on a very serious 

and official appearance.  “The Superior Beings have ordered me to 

punish you in a special way for your insolence.” 

 The chief officer was flabbergasted.  “Special punishment?” 

 “Chief Officer Chimpapazapadon.” the commander said solemnly.  

“In the name of the Superior Beings of the Great Hall of the Palace of 

Amino, I relieve you of duty and withdraw all the benefits of the rank 

that you hold.” 

 “No!” the chief officer screamed.  “The sauna?  The massages?  

The scantily clad...” 

 Commander Pepe ignored him and continued.  “In addition, you 

will suffer the embarrassment and tedium of being locked up in the 

palace’s highest security dungeon for a period of one decade.” 
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 Chief Officer Chimpapazapadon could not believe what he was 

hearing.  “Surely not the dungeon?” he wailed in a very feminine way.  

“Please no!” 

 “When the punishment has been satisfactorily completed, you 

will return to duty here at the command centre with the new rank of 

Trainee Assistant Drinking Fountain Operator.” 
 “Oh god, no!” the chief officer cried.  “You can’t!  That’s the 

position in which I started!  It’s taken me one hundred and twenty-eight 

years to...” 

 “Silence!” Commander Pepe shouted.  “The punishment will 

commence immediately.  Guards?  Take him from this place at once!” 

 Two heavily armoured security guards appeared and grabbed 

Chief Officer Chimpapazapadon.  With great strength and precision, 

they rapidly strapped the chief officer into a straight jacket and cuffed 

his ankles together.  Before he could object, he was tightly gagged and 

blindfolded.  Finally, a black leather bag was placed over his head and 

tied to his neck.  The two guards took hold of him and dragged the ex-

chief officer out of the battle commanded control centre. 

 Commander Pepe watched with dismay.  Chimpapazapadon had 

been his Chief Officer and close friend for almost thirty years.  

Although he would miss him, his insolence was intolerable and the 

harsh punishment necessary to discourage others from following his 

example of disobedience. 

 The commander looked down at his other personnel who had 

been watching the arrest and sentencing of Chimpapazapadon.  “Back to 

work!” he ordered.  “I know that you’re all eager to find out who will 

replace the disgraced Chimpapazapadon, but you’ll have to wait.  I’ll 

make my decision after the current crisis is resolved.”  The commander 

turned and walked towards his massage chamber.  He was highly 

agitated and needed consolation.   

 Angelina and Sue, naked and wet, met him at the chamber’s 

steaming doorway.  “Let us release your tension.” they said in sensuous 

unison.  “Let us calm and relax your entire physical and mental 

manifestation.” 

 The commander felt a smile of delight appear on his face. 

 
 

Lloyd Helmet had returned to the location from where Justin had 

jumped onto his ship.   

 He carefully landed the Daughter Slaughterer in a small clearing 

within the western forests and operated the cockpit canopy controls.  It 

opened with difficulty, the result of damage caused by Justin’s insane 

head-butting.   
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 After grabbing a couple of devastating hand weapons of 

immaculate design, the bounty hunter leapt out of his ship and landed on 

the grass.  He looked to the south.  He had deep-scanned this region just 

before setting down, and had detected something metallic one hundred 

metres away in that direction.  The sensor signal had been weak, 

obviously it was far below the surface, but it was the only signal that 

had any chance of being the Satyr, Sarah Savage’s missing ship. 

 Lloyd Helmet strode confidently into the trees and towards the 

area that the scanner had identified.  A cave entrance could be seen 

surrounded by hundreds of broken and scorched branches.  The result of 

a starship crash?  The bounty hunter was desperate to find out.  He 

entered the dank, dark cave and energised his standard bounty hunter 

issue hip mounted floodlight.  A scene of tremendous slime ridden 

stench filled his eyes and nostrils.  He ignored it and walked into the 

giant hole’s depths. 

 The cave was deep and it was several minutes before Lloyd 

Helmet reached the end, or at least what he had expected to be the end.  

This was definitely where the Satyr had crashed.  It’s distinctive plates 
of armour - each inscribed with Sarah Savage’s sliced jugular insignia - 

were scattered all around.  The main hull of the ship however, was 

missing.  At the back of the cave was a hole.  It was a large hole - large 

enough to easily engulf the Satyr.  Lloyd Helmet walked over to it and 

shone his floodlight down.   

 There it was!  About forty metres down the shaft lay a dented and 

crumpled hull, barely recognisable as a star ship of phenomenal ability. 

 Lloyd Helmet had to get down there.  Sarah Savage could still be 

alive.  His personal life sensor was not picking up any life signs, but it 

had the tendency to overlook weak and near death creatures.  With no 

time to lose, the bounty hunter activated his waist mounted thruster pack 

- a new device still undergoing trials at the Amino Personal Flight 

Systems testing ground.  Lloyd Helmet had managed to ‘borrow’ one of 

the prototypes a couple of days before.  He decided that now was the 

ideal time to give it a try.  Carefully, he applied a small amount of 

power to its engines.  Slowly, he rose to a height of a metre above the 

ground.  Excellent!  With more confidence, he floated out over the shaft.  

His feet were now dangling over the forty metre deep hole.  “Bloody 

useful gadget!” he said excitedly. 

 The device failed. 

 Lloyd Helmet fell.  Frantically the bounty hunter tried to 

reactivate his propulsion packs.  He succeeded, but it only made his 

situation worse.  The brief burst of thrust flipped him over just as he was 

about to hit the Satyr. 
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 With an immense ‘clunk’, Lloyd Helmet’s un-helmeted head 

slammed into the ship’s hull.  His skull shattered, pulverising his brain 

and eliminating all sentience.  The relatively undamaged but headless 

body that was once Lloyd Helmet slumped limply onto the shaft’s 

bottom.   

 Reliable as always, the standard bounty hunter issue hip-mounted 

floodlight continued to illuminate the surrounding rock face. 

18 “I have many clinics!” 

Peter the Ace and Panman ran like thigh-augmented battle hogs through 

the maze of passageways within the gargantuan intergalactic purple 

pyramid.  The glowing orb of light followed them closely, letting loose 

occasional bursts of lethal death.  Debris scattered everywhere. 

 “I suggest that we duck into a side room.” Panman said without a 

hint of breathlessness. 

 Peter the Ace agreed.  “Yes.  This chase is getting a bit tedious, 

isn’t it?!” 

 The two saviours of sentience leapt sideways and into a small 

hatchway.  The orb reacted too slowly and overshot giving Panman time 

to close the hatch and seal it rapidly with a small index finger-mounted 

blow torch.  “Easy as an advanced calculus examination after thirty 

litres of Bowel-Rupture Ale!” 

 “Well done.” Peter the Ace said.  He looked around the room that 

they had entered.  It was small, less than ten metres in length, and 

contained two strange looking pods of intricate design and manufacture.  

He walked over to them and peered inside.  “What do you make of 

these?” 

 Panman joined him and examined the devices.  “They appear to 

be containers of some sort.”  Panman’s deduction processors were 

working at full capacity. 

 “Look inside.” 

 Panman looked. 

 “What do you see?” Peter the Ace asked. 

 After a moments deep thought Panman spoke.  “I see two frozen 

humanoid forms.” 

 “Indeed.” 

 “In fact,” Panman continued, refining his answer.  “I see two 

frozen human forms!” 

 “Right!” 
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 “Wow!  I thought that this weird and gigantic craft of odd colours 

was extra-galactic.  Where did they find these two?” 

 “It’s a mystery of biblical proportions!” Peter the Ace exclaimed.  

“Let’s defrost them and find the answer!” 

 Peter the Ace and Panman dextrously operated the strange alien 

controls as if they had been doing so for their entire lives.  Within less 

than a minute, the pods were hissing and buzzing in a highly 

entertaining way. 

 “We’re so cool!” Panman said truthfully. 

 The two bounty hunters watched as the devices continued to 

warm up.  After a couple of minutes the hissing stopped and the pods’ 

doors exploded across the room. 

 “Quite dramatic!” Peter the Ace said as the noise disappeared.  

He walked over to the first pod.  The figure inside was now completely 

free from the effect of the device’s cryogenic generators.  It was 

moaning softly and rubbing its face.  Peter the Ace stepped back; a look 

of intense surprise filled his face. 

 Panman had noticed his companion’s expression and walked over 

to join him.  When he saw who was in the pod, his face took on the 

same look. 

 The figure looked up suddenly then leapt into the air.  Peter the 

Ace and Panman leaned out of the way as the defrosted dude 

somersaulted and twisted over them and across to the other side of the 

room.  It landed hard on its butt, and then quickly got to its feet.  “What 

the fuck is going on?” 

 Peter the Ace walked over to it.  “Ross Mental!” he said 

cheerfully.  “We were wondering where you’d got to!” 

 Ross Mental looked up.  “Peter the fuckin’ Ace?” 

 “It is I!” 

 “Cool as fuck!” 

 “I am indeed.” 

 “Am I glad to see you!  How the fuck did you get this fuckin’ far 

out of the fuckin’ galaxy to rescue me?” 

 Peter the Ace was slightly confused.  “Out of the galaxy?  You’re 

delirious my friend.  We are well and truly in the galaxy.” 

 “I’m in the galaxy?” 

 “Indeed you are!” 

 “But the ultra-space blast after we performed the S.T.O.R.M. on 

that fuckin’ dough fucker blew me one hundred thousand light years 

away!” 

 “Interesting.  Then how did you get here?” 

 Ross Mental looked around.  “Where the fuck is here?” 
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 “You’re inside a mammoth two thousand kilometre tall purple 

pyramid.  You were frozen in that pod.” 

 The foul-mouthed bounty hunter looked at the cryogenic device.  

“I don’t remember getting into that fucker.  All I remember is staring at 

the galaxy from my ship and getting fucked off at the thought of 

spending the next fuckin’ year travelling home with only the Morbid’s 
fuckin’ computer as company!” 

 “You remember nothing else?” 

 “Vaguely.  Something was there with me.  Something twisted and 

fuckin’ evil.  Before I could react I felt a severe pain on my fuckin’ 

cranium.  Then I was here.” 

 Before Peter the Ace could come up with a fantastic theory on 

what had happened, a stomping noise from behind him interrupted his 

train of thought.  He turned around.  He noticed that Panman had 

dropped to his knees and was aiming his fusion pistol squarely at the 

second pod.  Standing in front of the second pod was a man, an 

obviously sadistic and macabre man, heavily clad in a tattered and ooze 

stained cloak.  His head was almost completely bald apart from two 

tufts of matted black hair behind his ears.  Most of the top of his scalp 

was covered in what looked like teeth marks, and the bare bloody bones 

of his skull cap could be clearly seen through several gaping wounds. 

 Peter the Ace spoke with complete and utter calm.  “Hello 

Lawrence.  You seem to pop up in the most strangest of places!” 

 The lord of doom spoke.  “Bounty bastard!” 

 Panman fired at Lawrence’s left shoulder, burning away part of 

his cloak and several layers of skin.  Lawrence fell back, slamming his 

blistered head against the pod.  “Be careful what you say.”  Panman said.  

“I’m in the mood for injury creation.” 

 Lawrence stared at the snack loving bounty hunter in a purely 

demonic manner. 

 Peter the Ace wandered confidently over to the dark lord of dung.  

“How did you survive and escape the destruction of Mud-Paq?” 

 “My phenomenal intellect enables me to overcome the most 

potent problems.” Lawrence cackled. 

 Panman smiled.  “It didn’t enable you to overcome your 

baldness!” 

 “Panman’s got a point!” Peter the Ace said as he laughed. 

 Lawrence screamed.  “You’ll all die in eternal torment within the 

deep crevasses of my private skin evaporation clinic!” 

 “You don’t have a clinic!” Panman said. 

 “I have many clinics!” Lawrence insisted insanely.  “And they’re 

all deadly places of eye gouging ferocity and stench!” 
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 “You’re clearly mad.” Peter the Ace said.  “Now answer my 

question and tell me how you escaped the destruction of Mud-Paq.” 

 Lawrence scowled, grimaced, frowned, and then spat a huge 

lump of green phlegm at the bounty hunter.  “You’re supposed to be 

highly intelligent.  You tell me how I survived!” 

 “Okay.” Peter the Ace said back-flipping over the flying splat of 

gunge as it passed by.  He landed perfectly and steadily.  “After Panman, 

Ross Mental and I, and the vacuum-packed Martha entered the 

Blenheim, you grabbed onto its awesomely designed underside.  When 

we dropped Ross Mental off at his ship high up the mountain, you 

followed him and hid inside.  After the dough monster had been 

decimated, you sneaked up behind Ross Mental and in a cowardly and 

completely underhanded way, smashed him on the head.  You intended 

to fly the Morbid back to the Palace of Amino and take over from the 

Superior Beings as supreme controller of all bounty hunter activity, 

turning our exalted organisation into a depraved legion of brain sucking 

fang faces.  But, while en-route back into the galaxy, a giant purple 

pyramid of tremendous dimensions drew you into its confines and froze 

you like a turkey, ending your ill-conceived plans forever.” 

 Lawrence stared at the super-insightful bounty hunter.  “That is 

completely untrue!” 

 Panman laughed.  “Your denial proves your guilt!” 

 Before Lawrence could retort, a loud explosion rocked the room. 

 “We’d better move.” Peter the Ace said seriously.  “That 

dominator orb type thing is back!” 

 “Oh yeah,” Panman said.  “I forgot about that!” 

 The wall melted rapidly, heating the room to a sweat-inducing 

temperature. 

 “We’ll escape through that conveniently placed second 

doorway.” Peter the Ace said.   

 Panman nodded, grabbed Lawrence, and then threw him at the 

door.  It buckled, and then opened.  The lord of excrement fell through 

and thudded onto the wall opposite.  The three bounty hunters followed. 

 Ross Mental looked up and down the corridor that they had 

stumbled into.  “Which fuckin’ way?” 

 Panman had grabbed Lawrence again and was holding him in a 

powerful arm-lock.  “We have to find and destroy that Xjaq Dominator 

dude.” 

 “Let’s get back to your ship and blow up this fuckin’ purple 

fuckin’ pyramid fuckin’ thing!” 

 “No!” Panman replied.  “We have to preserve it!” 

 “What the fuck for?” 
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 Peter the Ace interceded.  “Panman had the brilliant idea of 

converting this monster of a vessel into an amazing touring theme park 

of outstanding and terror inducing quality!” 

 Ross Mental thought for a moment.  “Wow!  That’s not just 

brilliant.  It’s fuckin’ brilliant!” 

 “Thank you.” Panman said.  “Anyway, even the Blenheim’s 
mighty arsenal of firepower cannot completely destroy this cunningly 

built ship.” 

 “That’s true.” Peter the Ace said.  “We’ll have to murder its 

occupants instead.” 

 “Let’s fuck to it!” Ross Mental yelled shaking his fist vehemently. 

 “You will fail!” Lawrence said menacingly. 

 Panman punched Lawrence hard on the back of his head.  The 

black lord of gaseous flesh slumped forward and fell limp. 

 “We can’t have that demonic lord of slaughter along with us.” 

Peter the Ace said wisely.  “He’ll cramp our style.  Panman, you should 

take him back to the Blenheim and seal him in our highest security 

detention cell.  Then you can wait there and be our backup.  Ross 

Mental and I will find and dismember this Xjaq creature.” 

 “Good idea.” Panman said.  “I need a box of doughnuts anyway!” 

 Panman dragged the unconscious Lawrence away. 

 Peter the Ace looked at Ross Mental.  “Do you feel up to a bit of 

violence?” 

 Ross Mental smiled broadly.  “Too fuckin’ right I do!” 

19 “How the hell did they manage that?” 

“Turd munching intestinal blood blossom!” 

 “Hello, chief rotten antelope toes!” 

 Chimpapazapadon tried not to let the cruel and heartless insults of 

his fellow prisoners get him down.  It was a difficult task, and took 

almost all of his sixteen cortical willpower amplifiers to keep him from 

breaking down and embracing defeat and anguish.  What a totally bogus 

and embarrassing situation to be in!  The ex-chief officer of the Amino 

Battle Command rolled over to the translucent grid of energy beams that 

kept him from escaping, his straight jacket and ankle cuffs making it 

impossible for him to move in any other way. 

 “Toilet frequenter!” 

 Another round of abuse was hurled in his direction. 

 “Go shit pineapples, bubble breath!” 
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 His willpower amplifiers overloaded.  “Shut the fuck up!  Shut up 

shut up shut up shut up shut up shut up shut up shut up shut up shut up 

shut up shut up shut up!” 

 “Ho ha hee harr!  He’s finally cracked!  Hee harr hee!” 

 Chimpapazapadon looked down the dank corridor in the direction 

of the laughter.  He recognised its owner immediately.  It was old Felix 

Pugsy-Moon Raughtmonger, the Ee’Xtraktia system’s most devastating 

dental assistant.  During his twelve year rampage of doom, Felix had 

obtained employment in over four thousand medical facilities and 

managed to brutally rip out the teeth, tusks, horns, and tongues of an 

incredible amount of patients.  It was a blood bath of stomach churning 

proportions and made headline news all over the populated systems.   

 Inevitably of course, a bounty hunter had captured the molar 

defacing fiend, extracted his teeth without anaesthetic, and sealed him 

for life in the maximum security dungeons several kilometres below the 

Palace of Amino. Felix had been here more than two centuries, arriving 

long before Chimpapazapadon’s birth, and was one of the first 

miscreants to feel the wrath of Amino justice. 

 The ex-chief watched as the old man smiled satanically at him, 

his scarred and scabby gums protruding out over his wizened lips.  Sad 

bastard, he thought. 

 The inmate opposite, who had so far opted out of the shouting 

match, suddenly appeared out of the darkness at the rear of his cell.  He 

grinned through the gaps in his cell’s energy bars. 

 Once again, the ex-chief recognised this person, but this time, 

even though they were separated by an unbreakable security system, a 

twinge of fear shuddered through his physical manifestation.  It was the 

opprobrious Ken Kasino, former president of the Ken Kasino 

Corporation, former overlord of an expansive and loathsome 

underworld, and former number one assistant to Lawrence, lord of 

continuous putrefaction. 

 Ken was locked up here five years ago after Peter the Ace and 

Panman violently arrested him in Hadus, the pungent capital city of the 

planet Repugnia deep in the Odious Sector.  After a brutal interrogation 

using electrified crocodile clips, he was dumped here and forgotten.  

Chimpapazapadon could not recall Ken’s name ever being mentioned 

again and had never given him a moments thought until now.  This was 

not surprising as the Palace of Amino’s dungeons were totally 

automated.  Three times a day, a meal containing just enough nutrients 

and calories to keep the inmate alive was delivered to a small hatchway 

in the cell’s side wall, and every morning at five, the cell’s bed would 

fold away, dumping its user onto the floor.  Not only was that necessary 

to wake them up at an unreasonably early hour, it was also the start of 
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their enforced fitness regime.  The floor would instantly begin to move, 

forcing the inmate to run to exhaustion before breakfast.  His or her life 

signs were carefully monitored to ensure that he was brought to the 

verge of death each time. 

 Chimpapazapadon suddenly became unsettled at that thought.  

What if his cell’s floor started to move?  How would he cope strapped 

up like a mummy?!  His train of thought was broken by Ken’s grating 

voice. 

 “Justice is sweet, is it not?” 

 “Shut it!” the ex-chief said sternly. 

 “That’s such a rude thing to say for someone so highly respected 

in this sickening palace of goodness,” the former casino king said with a 

smirk on his face.  “But then, I guess that respect disappeared utterly 

and completely the second you were sentenced and demoted to trainee 

assistant drinking fountain operator.” 

 Chimpapazapadon sat up and propped himself up against a wall.  

“How the hell did you know that?” he yelled, embarrassed and 

disgraced. 

 “I’m not as isolated as you may think down here.  Information 

comes to me when I wish it to.” 

 “I bet you don’t know anything, prison security is too tight.  That 

was just a lucky guess.” 

 Ken Kasino began to march slowly up and down his cell.  “You 

think so?” he said calmly.  “Then how would I know that the palace was 

attacked recently by an unknown force more powerful than anything 

you and your bounty idiots could develop?  And how would I know that 

Sarah Savage, the muscular warrior that you lust after daily, is missing 

and presumed stripped of all flesh?” 

 Chimpapazapadon swelled with anger.  “How dare you speak of 

her?!” 

 “I shall say what I wish about whom I wish when I wish.” 

 The ex-chief officer calmed down slightly.  “It’s not impossible 

for those to have been lucky guesses.” 

 Ken Kasino looked at him with eyes of death.  “Really?  Then 

when I say that several million tons of molten lava is surrounding your 

precious palace and has almost bubbled its way up to your perimeter 

wall, I’m making another lucky guess am I?” 

 Chimpapazapadon was defiant.  “I don’t know.  I knew of some 

lava released by the rogue cyborgs but there was not enough to cause 

any danger to the Palace of Amino.” 

 “Well, there is now.” 
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 The ex-chief was worried.  Ken had been right so far.  Maybe the 

Palace was about to be engulfed by undulating liquid rocks!  But for 

what purpose? 

 Ken Kasino spoke once more.  “Maybe you’re wondering why 

your mechanical friends’ initiated such a flow of magma?” 

 “Do you claim to know that as well?” 

 “Of course.” 

 “Then tell me.” 

 “No.” 

 “Tell me!” 

 Ken Kasino smiled, and then wandered back into the darkness of 

his cell.  “There’s no point.  Soon you will die.” 

 Chimpapazapadon managed to get clumsily to his feet.  “Tell me 

now!” 

 “I need to rest.  Please keep quiet.” 

 “You’re full of shit!” the ex-chief officer shouted.  He had 

become very annoyed and terrified in the same instant.  He lost his 

balance and toppled over, slamming his torso hard on the floor.  He 

moaned in despair.  A bruise to end all bruises would appear on his back 

and butt tomorrow. 

 “Please keep quiet.” Ken said. 
 
 

 

“Augment section five, zone three,” Commander Pepe ordered as he 

gazed intently at the gigantic central view-screen of the Amino Battle 

Command. 

 Sub-Officer Samuel Griezy-Baykon-Rynd, the leather-clad 

visuals director, complied and updated the display.  A new and enlarged 

widescreen video image appeared in glorious super high resolution. 

 Commander Pepe took a step back, his jaw dropping and sinking 

into the folds of his three chins.  Within a second he had regained his 

composure.  “It’s worse than we thought.”  He said grimly.  “How long 

have we got until that colossal swell of lava reaches the perimeter?” 

 Samuel looked up at the commander.  “its speed is erratic.  I’ll 

need to make some complex calculations before I can give you an 

answer.” 

 The commander nodded.  “Calculate away.”  He returned his 

gaze to the screen.  A low frequency, high intensity rumble swept 

through his body as the battle command’s digital surround sound system 

simulated the noise of charging molten rock.  “Peter the Ace and 

Panman had better hurry,” he said.  “We’re fighting a loosing battle here.  

Over a hundred bounty hunters - including many insufficiently clothed 
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females - have been massacred by those demented cyborgs.  Sarah 

Savage is still missing.  And now Lloyd Helmet is missing too!” 

 Commander Pepe heard Samuel snivel and then saw him wipe his 

eyes dry with his sleeve. 

 “Ah...” The commander said, placing his hand sympathetically on 

the sub-officer’s shoulder. “I see that you have a soft spot for Sarah 

Savage too.” 

 Samuel looked up at his fat commander.  “Not for Sarah,” he 

blubbered.  “For Lloyd.” 

 Commander Pepe’s eyes widened and he stepped back a few 

paces.  “Er... Really?” He said awkwardly, stepping back a bit more.  

“That’s... er... very interesting.  I didn’t realise that you swung the other 

way.” 

 “Actually I swing both ways, but usually more to the other.” 

 “The other being?” 

 “Men of course!” 

 Commander Pepe’s eyes remained wide with shock.  “Well... fine.  

Let’s change the sub...” 

 “Tall, tanned, muscular guys.” 

 “As I just said, it’s time to change the...” 

 “Their bodies glistening and dripping with sweat!” 

 Commander Pepe watched in horror as the sub-officer panted 

wildly with excitement.  “Get back to your work!” the commander 

shouted, recovering control of the situation. 

 Samuel stopped his ranting and hurriedly turned to face his 

control console.  “I... I’m sorry commander.  Please forgive me.” 

 The commander took a couple of steps forwards but maintained a 

good three metre distance from the queer sub-officer.  “I understand 

how upset you are about Lloyd’s disappearance, I am too, in a different 

and totally innocent way of course, but I will not tolerate any pink 

pansy-patterned leotard wearing limp-wristed bender talk from anyone 

whilst they are in my presence!” 

 Samuel buried his face in his hands and sobbed. 

 “Is that clear?” the commander bellowed. 

 The sub-officer nodded slowly. 

 “Good.” Commander Pepe said with a smile.  He always felt 

better after having had a good old shout at one of his subordinates.  

“Now get on with your job or I’ll replace you with someone normal!” 

 A shout from another officer drew the commander’s attention.  

He walked towards the front of the battle command hall where scanner 

operator Suzanna Havanabanana was waving frantically.  “What is it?” 

The commander asked in a business-like tone, his eyes instantly drawn 
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to Suzanna’s breasts which seemed as if they were trying to escape from 

the top of her low cut bodysuit. 

 “It’s the cyborgs sir.” she said sweetly. 

 “What are they up to now?” 

 “I’ve just detected several large explosions one point two 

kilometres north of the perimeter wall.  It seems that they have 

destroyed the cooling vehicles that were trying to freeze the progress of 

the lava.” 

 “How the hell did they manage that?” the commander said with 

annoyance as he continued to watch the attempted breakout of flesh. 

 “They’ve started to group together in an attempt to magnify their 

strength.” 

 “It’s obviously worked!” 

 “Yes, and in a destructively exponential way.” 

 Suzanna realized that the commander’s eyes had not met hers 

during their entire conversation.  “You seem distracted sir?” 

 Commander Pepe failed to reply. 

 “Sir?” 

 The commander blinked then at last looked into her eyes.  “I’m 

sorry.” he said. 

 The scanner operator smiled gently.  “The pressure on you must 

be intolerable at times.” she said with sympathy. 

 “Not as intolerable as the pressure on your chest!” he replied. 

 With great timing Suzanna’s suit tore open from the neck to the 

waist, launching her breasts out onto her console.  After an initial 

moment of shock, she laughed.  “Oh yes, I see what you mean.” 

 Commander Pepe stared at the delightful sight that lay before him. 

 The scanner operator apologised.  “I’m sorry sir; I’ll pay for a 

new uniform and for any damage to the console.” 

 “Nonsense!” the commander said, his eyes fixed on the two 

mounds of fleshy heaven.  “There are plenty of spare suits available and 

that console is built to withstand a red mercury fusion blast at ground 

zero.  Even your magnificent specimens are not that powerful.” 

 “Thank you, sir.” 

 The commander looked contemplative.  “You know, I noticed 

your ample commodities many months ago and have been thinking.” 

 “About what sir?” 

 “About promoting you.” 

 Suzanna grinned broadly.  “Really?” 

 “Indeed.  But it’s more of a sideways promotion than an upwards 

one.” 

 “How do you mean?” 
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 “I could do with another masseur in my massage chamber.  I 

realise that the three decades of training that you did for this position 

would have no relevance to your prospective new one, but you are 

extensively qualified naturally.” 

 A look of unpleasant surprise washed across her face.  “I don’t 

know sir; I would have to think this over for a very long...” 

 “I know what your doubts are.” 

 “You do, sir?” 

 “Of course!  The thought of giving my obese naked body lengthy 

rub-down disgusts you and you feel compelled to vomit just at the 

thought of it.” 

 “Well... I...” 

 “Don’t worry,” the Commander said happily.  “Admit it.  It’s 

quite normal.” 

 “Yes.” she said.  “You’re right.” 

 “Angelina, Sue, and the others in my chamber felt that way at 

first, but after a course of strong drugs, and with booster shots weekly, 

they’ve never felt that way again.” 

 “Really?” 

 “Absolutely.  And what’s more, their libidos’ have risen 

dramatically.  They can’t get enough of me!” 

 Suzanna’s console bleeped furiously.  “We’d better talk about 

this later sir.” she said with intense concern.  She operated a few 

controls and an image of mass destruction filled the giant screen above 

them.  “The perimeter has been breached by the Lava!” 

 “This,” the commander said as he watched the impressive 

imagery, “is some serious shit that’s happening!” 

 “The lava has also interrupted the defence shield generators.” 

continued the well-endowed scanner operator.  “It could shut down in 

seconds!” 

 Commander noticed something on top of the advancing magma.  

He turned to face Samuel.  “Augment sector three, zone nine.” 

 The visuals director complied.  An enlarged view of the front of 

the lava flow zoomed out from the centre of the screen. 

 Commander Pepe gasped with awe.  The rest of the battle 

command’s staff followed suit.  On the wave of molten rock, standing 

menacingly on panels cut from the wreckage of destroyed ships, were 

several dozen cyborgs.  They were surfing back into the palace! 

 The commander noticed something else.  He had recognised the 

cyborg on the leading piece of debris, even though it had no legs, only 

one arm, and was badly damaged in every way.  It was Justin!  Lloyd 

had not destroyed him after all, and the insane mechanoid had returned 

to lead his metal friends back to destroy their home. 
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20 “My character has developed to 
perfection!” 

Peter the Ace dived to the floor as three glowing yellow orbs skimmed 

over him.  He turned onto his back drawing his fusion pistol from its 

thigh mounted holster.  Several bursts of rapid fire energy connected 

accurately with the spheres of death, dissipating their potency in a flash 

of pinkest light.  The top class and extremely flexible bounty hunter 

leapt to his feet and stood proudly brandishing his weapon.  “That was 

pretty cool!” he said to Ross Mental. 

 Ross Mental suddenly drew his pistol and aimed it at his 

companion.  He fired, sending bright beams of destruction fizzing by 

Peter the Ace’s left ear.  There was a scattering sound from behind him, 

then silence.  “That fucker nearly fried your fuckin’ back!” 

 Peter the Ace turned and saw the fading energy cloud of an orb.  

“Thanks,” he said.  “A fried back would have really annoyed me.” 

 The two utterly extraordinary heroes continued their brisk jog 

down one of the purple pyramid’s six million corridors. 

 Ross Mental spoke.  “So who is this Xjaq guy?” 

 “I’m not really sure.” Peter the Ace replied, unaffected by the 

rapid sprint through the vast alien ship.  “Panman and I were exploring 

this oddly coloured craft when he - or should I say it - appeared to us on 

a screen of translucent mist created by dozens of those orb devices.” 

 “Wow, that’s fuckin’ weird!” 

 “Indeed it is.  And what’s even weirder is that it managed to 

destroy the Blenheim mobile!” 

 “You better be fuckin’ joking!” 

 “I’m afraid not.” 

 The foul-mouthed bounty hunter was extremely annoyed.  “The 

fuckin’ fucked up fucker!  Doesn’t he - or it - realise that it’s a capital 

offence to even scratch a piece of fuckin’ Palace of Amino property, 

especially if it belongs to one of the greatest bounty fuckin’ hunters ever 

to exist!”  

 “Correction,” Peter the Ace said.  “The greatest.” 
 Embarrassed by his mistake, Ross mental apologised.  “Of course, 

sorry.”  A frown of intense intensity appeared on his war-torn face.  

“Xjaq must suffer completely.  Let’s cream the fucker!” 

 Peter the Ace nodded in agreement. 

 Without warning, seven bright orbs of devastation appeared from 

around a corner and proceeded to launch a frenzied attack of gut 

incinerating proportions.  Peter the Ace and Ross Mental leapt into the 
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air, somersaulting with ease as beams of potent death passed within 

millimetres of their faces.  The two courageous mega-beings armed 

weapons of cruel ferocity and opened fire, blitzing the entire corridor 

with blazing destruction.  Most of the orbs disintegrated effortlessly, 

unable to repel the magnitude and speed of the bounty hunter’s counter 

attack.  Two remained. 

 “Fuckers!” Ross Mental shrieked, cart-wheeling towards the balls 

of evil.  Using skills learned at the Amino University of Multi-

Disorientational Assault and Obliteration, he aimed and fired.  The two 

orbs sprinkled themselves over a wide area then disappeared altogether.  

“Miserable fuckers!” Ross Mental shouted, getting to his feet. 

 Peter the Ace praised his colleague.  “Marvellous effort!” 

 The two bounty hunters continued running. 

 Ross Mental felt compelled to ask a question.  “Do you have any 

idea where the fuck we are?” 

 Peter the Ace looked at his companion and grinned.  “No idea 

whatsoever!” 

 “Then we are relying purely on fuckin’ good luck and flukes to 

find this nasty fucker.”  

 “Indeed!  In fact, there’s no other way.” Peter the Ace said 

confidently.  “Remember the text book I published last century for the 

academy’s course on handling sticky and fatal situations with no 

apparent means of escape?” 

 “No.” 

 “You must do.  It was entitled ‘The Virtues of Accidental 
Problem Solving and How to Unintentionally Stumble Across Fantastic 
Solutions’.” 
 “Oh, that fucker!” 

 “Yes.” 

 “Didn’t you do a series of lectures on it?” 

 “Indeed I did!” 

 “I remember it now.  Fuckin’ good read!  Superb advice!” 

 “Indeed it is.” 

 “But why did you bring the fucker up?” 

 “Because it’s remarkable ideas could help us in this situation.” 

 Ross Mental decided to state the obvious.  “We haven’t got a 

fuckin’ copy to look at, though!” 

 Peter the Ace smiled.  “No need!  I committed the entire text to 

memory years ago!”  He looked up with a thoughtful expression.  “Let 

me see...  Ah yes!  Page 406 Chapter 33, sub-heading 65.  ‘The secret of 
Unplanned and totally random searches’.” 
 “What does it say?” 
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 “Well... To summarise, it basically says: ‘When you are stuck 
inside an alien behemoth with all of your sensors jammed and you are 
trying to find the insane overlord in charge of the whole outfit, simply 
stand on top of a suspicious looking piece of equipment and wait’.” 
 “Wait?” 

 “Indeed.” 

 “Are you sure?” 

 “Of course.” 

 Ross Mental accepted his friend’s strange advice without further 

questions.  He looked around.  “Then let’s find that strange piece of 

fuckin’ equipment!” 

 The two heroes raced to the end of the passageway and into a 

large chamber of peculiar design.  Long power ducts dangled from its 

high ceiling amongst a haze of blue vapour, and bizarre sparks of energy 

flickered their way along tracks carved into the smooth floor.  Peter the 

Ace had not come across such a room before.  He laughed loudly. 

 Ross Mental smiled broadly.  “Fuckin’ cool!” 

 “What can I say?” Peter the Ace said gleefully.  “My book’s 

teachings are correct!  If you follow its advice, any problem or dilemma 

will find its own solution.  Zero effort is required!” 

 “Too fuckin’ right!” 

 The two bounty hunters stared at the large sphere at the room’s 

centre.  It was coloured a dull milky white like a giant pearl and was 

rotating slowly. 

 “There’s our equipment.” Peter the Ace said.  “Let’s stand on it.” 

 It took the two bounty hunters less than five seconds to bound, 

bounce, bend, clamber and leap onto the pale globe. 

 Ross mental looked at Peter the Ace.  “I guess that all we do now 

is fuckin’ wait.” 

 “Absolutely!” Peter the Ace said.  “Let’s just do as my book 

says.” 

 The two bounty hunters folded their arms. 

 One second later they were gone... 

 

 

“My electric talons of poisonous intent will shred the flesh from your 

bones, bounty mother of sweet tasting bastard pie fillers!” 

 Panman stared at Lawrence.  “Your attempts at insults are getting 

worse.  That was terrible!” 

 Lawrence was frothing with rage.  He scratched his bald and 

scarred head and screamed.  “My insults are the foulest, degrading, and 

vomit inducing in the galaxy!!!” 
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 Panman shook his head.  “A comatose amoeba could formulate 

more offensive sentences!” 

 The lord of foul dirt shrieked like a baboon and began to rip out 

some of his remaining hair.  “Untrue to the extreme!!!”  He tried to grab 

the bounty hunter but was thrown back by the invisible force field that 

covered the Blenheim’s highest security detention cell.  He fell to the 
floor, smouldering and quivering. 

 Panman laughed.  “Be careful, Larry!” 

 Lawrence glared at the bounty hunter with a look of satanic 

hatred.  He spoke deeply.  “Thou shalt suffer ceaseless anguish, Amino 

matriarch!” 

 “You’re off your head!” Panman said calmly.  “But never fear, 

when we get back to the palace you’ll be drugged, dumped in the 

dungeons, and left there for a long long time, your life sustained 

artificially to prolong the agony of you punishment.” 

 The bounty hunter turned and walked out of the Blenheim’s 
detention centre.  A huge metallic door thundered shut behind him.  

Lawrence’s putrid ranting was silenced at last. 

 On his way to the bridge, Panman heard a sound.  It was a 

moaning sound, soft and erotic, and it was coming from the guest 

quarters.  He was curious, highly curious in fact, and decided to 

investigate.  He operated the door control and it slid open.  What he saw 

was a sight that would ripple the nether regions of any normal and 

healthy male.  Carmen, the bald assistant of Peter the Ace and the 

Blenheim’s temporary cook, was floating naked around the room, 

encompassed in a gentle glow of orange light. 

 Carmen groaned and smiled at Panman.  “The tele-video 

entertainment on board this ship is phenomenal!” she said sensually.  

“It’s made me feel so aroused!” 

 Panman was confused.  “I agree that our onboard entertainment is 

the best available, but it’s never made me glow in the dark and float 

through the air!” 

 Carmen approached him.  “Oh but it will!” she whispered.  “Let 

me take you to heaven!”  She flitted by his left ear and drifted up to the 

ceiling. 

 “No thanks.” Panman said.  “I’ve already been there.” 

 She stared at the bounty hunter, a look of calm confusion filling 

her face.  “I believe you’re mistaken.” 

 Panman shook his head.  “Certainly not.  I visited Heaven two 

years ago.” he said adamantly. 

 Carmen proceeded to glide to and fro across the room caressing 

herself delicately.  “Heaven is a spiritual place full of tenderness and 

love.” 
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 “No it’s not,” Panman said.  “It’s a small burger bar on the 

second moon of the planet Faet-Ning.  It’s full of degenerate fungal 

organisms and overgrown super-conscious weeds intent on exceeding 

their genetically determined ideal weight.” 

 The tanned, well-toned and naked assistant drifted up to the 

bounty hunter and hovered three centimetres from his face.  “Then you 

went to the wrong one.” she said sweetly. 

 Panman grabbed her arms tightly and held her.  “Maybe it’s my 

superbly vivid imagination, but you seem to be acting slightly out of 

character.” 

 “My character has developed perfection!” she stated with elation. 

 “Not likely.  I’m going to take you to the sick bay, you need 

concentrated drugs immediately.” 

 Panman tried to pull Carmen out of the room.  She started to 

struggle, lightly at first but then with more and more strength.  After a 

few seconds even Panman, a bounty hunter of superlative muscle 

density and ultra-reactive grip enhancers, was having trouble holding 

her.  “Don’t resist.” he said sternly.  “It’ll be for your own good.  The 

powerful chemicals that we keep here will calm your brain.” 

 Light burst forth from Carmen’s eyes and she shot up to the 

ceiling.  She let out a shriek of terror inducing harshness.   

 Panman, who had been thrown to the floor by the power of the 

blast, got to his feet, his fusion pistol drawn and armed.  “What are 

you?” he asked with cool professionalism. 

 Carmen began to rotate, faster and faster and faster.  A pulse of 

violet light stopped her spin.  Panman watched with genuine amazement 

as a glowing globule of liquid emerged from her mouth and flopped 

onto the floor.  It began to form into the shape of a head and torso.  

Carmen’s body, free of whatever had possessed it, fell onto the large 

circular bed at the centre of the room.  She was breathing heavily.  She 

was still alive. 

 Panman was happy that she’d survived.  Pizza and kebabs would 

still get made. 

 The globular torso and head had formed a mouth.  Panman aimed 

his weapon at it.  “You do realise that you are trespassing on private 

bounty hunter property.  The sentence for such an offence is brain mass 

reduction by up to seventy percent.” 

 The globule said nothing. 

 “Also,” Panman continued.  “You possessed the body of a trainee 

bounty hunter without prior permission.  The punishment for that 

offence is the insertion of a large non-removable nose implant.  You’ll 

look so ridiculous that your friends will collapse into fits of laughter 

each time they set eyes on you.” 
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 The globule found its voice and spoke in a deep and bubbling 

tone.  “That is of no consequence.” 

 “No consequence to what?” 

 “To me.” 

 “Who are you?” 

 The globule undulated and drifted around the room.  “I am Zyix 

Taskmaster, operator of the Mechanism.” 

 “What’s the Mechanism?” 

 “You are within the Mechanism.” 

 “What?  This mammoth purple pyramid thing?” 

 The globule that called itself Zyix Taskmaster seemed offended.  

“That is an inadequate description of the Mechanism.” 

 “It’s quite adequate as far as I’m concerned!” 

 Zyix Taskmaster floated up to Panman.  “You are a member of an 

insignificant race.  Your world will soon be prepared.  It will then 

receive us.” 

 “What do you mean prepared?  Prepared for what?” 

 “Your questions are irrelevant and will not be tolerated...” 

 Before the globule could finish its sentence, Panman - highly 

impatient and exceedingly hungry - launched into a furious combination 

of roundhouse kicks and rotating snap punches.  His rapidly moving 

limbs sank deep into Zyix Taskmaster, ripping away some of its outer 

layer.  After a moment of surprise, it reconstituted itself and lurched at 

the bounty hunter. Panman was caught full on by the globular being and 

was thrown out of the guest quarters and into the passageway wall.  

Fortunately, the deep pile carpeting that covered most of the Blenheim’s 
walls cushioned the impact. 

 Panman back-flipped back onto his feet, managing to head-butt 

Zyix Taskmaster in the gut as he did so.  The globule backed away and 

rolled across the floor, stunned by the hardness of its opponent’s 

forehead.  Panman’s metallic skull shields, implanted a couple of 

months ago, had finally come in useful. 

 Panman stood over Zyix Taskmaster, his fusion pistol still drawn 

and armed.  “In the name of the Superior Beings of the Great Hall of the 

Palace of Amino, I arrest you and charge you with trespassing, 

possession, and insolence.  How do you plead?” 

 In an instant, an eiree tentacle formed on the globule’s mid-

section and rapped around the bounty hunter’s leg.  It pulled hard and 

Panman was dragged onto the floor. 

 “Prepare for your demise.” Zyix Taskmaster said coldly. 

 “I will not!” Panman stated defiantly.  He fired his pistol at the 

undulating mass that was dragging him across the beautifully carpeted 

floor.  That turned out not to be a good idea.  Shockwaves of heat and 
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light flitted around the globule’s body then zipped along the tentacle and 

up the bounty hunter’s leg.  Panman glowed brightly as the repelled 

force of the fusion blast flashed over him.  He would almost certainly 

have been killed, if it wasn’t for his dense personal armour, his fusion 

resistant gloves and boots, and, of course, his augmented will to survive.  

It was still painful though, and Panman rolled around in a brief moment 

of smouldering agony.  Zyix Taskmaster appeared to be in pain also and 

let go of the bounty hunter’s leg.  Panman took the opportunity to 

escape to the bubbling Jacuzzi at the far end of the room. 

 The globule began to float.  “The Mechanism is almost upon your 

system.”  It said coldly.  “Survival is not an option for you.” 

 “I’m afraid that I’m going to have to add the charge of resisting 

arrest to the list.” the bounty hunter said, placing his hand casually onto 

the control panel of the Jacuzzi.  “Prepare for capture and imprisonment 

in a most humiliating and distressful manner.” 

 Zyix Taskmaster approached.  “I will engulf you with my body.  

Absorption will be relatively painless.” 

 “Well.” Panman said, a cunning plan forming suddenly in his 

mind.  “I guess that you are all powerful and I am only a debilitated 

biological life form.” 

 The globule continued its approach.  “What you say is true.  Your 

acceptance of your fate will ensure an easy death for you.” 

 Panman’s hand skirted the control panel.  Fortunately, its gentle 

bleeps were ignored by the globular being.  The activity in the Jacuzzi 

slowly increased. 

 “I submit to your greater power and intellect.” he said.  “Destroy 

me.” 

 Zyix Taskmaster was almost upon him.   

 Panman could not help smiling... 

21 “It’s the cyborgs!” 

Several million tonnes of molten rock oozed around the base of 

Pinnacle West, the western district’s tallest and most luxurious 

apartment block.  Its large marble lobby, excessively expensive in 

design and build, was already half filled with the lava, its extremely 

efficient air-conditioning systems turning the magma to solid rock in 

seconds. 

 Christopher Cranium, the building’s portly porter, was staring 

down at the lava from one of the lobby’s balconies.  He was sobbing 
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loudly.  He could not believe what had happened to his beloved tower.  

If only he hadn’t wedged open the main door whilst trying to carry 

inside a large widescreen tele-video system, the building’s defence 

systems could have sealed all entrances in time. 

 Christopher was more than 150 years old and had been the porter 

there since he was eighteen.  His father, Elvis Cranium, an excessively 

fat kebab constructor for one of the palace’s lower class eating 

establishments, had been very proud of his son’s achievement.  Never 

before had a Cranium risen to such a lofty social position.  At his son’s 

hatting ceremony at the Amino Portering College he had cried openly 

and several times had to wipe his tears away on his string vest.  His son 

had done well.  Elvis died one hour later during a freak accident with his 

kebab machine.  Pictures of his impaled and bloodied body had been 

spread across all of the Palace of Amino’s major publications and video 

channels.  When Christopher had heard the news of his father’s dramatic 

death he had vowed to make the name Cranium highly respected in the 

portering world.  After more than a century of hard work, he was elected 

president of PHUC, the Porters and Housekeepers Underwater Club, a 

position which he had held ever since.   

 But that position was now in jeopardy.  How could he face his 

colleagues after flooding his building with lava?  How could he face 

confronting the apartment block’s furious tenants? How could he visit 

his father’s grave and explain his failure?  How could he ever eat olive 

soup again?  These questions tormented his mind sending him into and 

uncontrolled spiral of despondency and despair.  The sulphurous clouds 

of smoke that billowed into his tobacco stained lungs did not help.  He 

felt dizzy and faint. 

 After a minute of mental torment he made the ultimate decision.  

He scanned the sea of hardening lava until he found a part well away 

from the air-conditioning, a part still molten and smoky.  He ran as fast 

as his flabby body would allow, leaping sofas and chairs, potted plants 

and small green vases.  Finally he leapt over the balcony.  His leap 

would have appeared elegant and rehearsed had he not caught his shoe 

on one of the railings.  He tumbled clumsily and heavily into the boiling 

rock, his arms flailing in all directions.  He shrieked in torment as the 

fierce heat ate into his unconditioned flesh, vaporising his skin, fat, 

muscles, organs, and tendons in seconds.  The last thing that he felt was 

his face melting and spears of heat cutting through his eyes and burning 

their ways along his optic nerves.  His still conscious brain felt their 

wrath milliseconds later.  The freedom and peace of death washed away 

his life as the lava completely consumed his physical form. 

 Christopher Cranium ceased to exist. 
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*** 

 

 

Commander Pepe stood behind scanner operator Suzanna Havabanana 

as she frantically manipulated her control panel.  He noticed with glee 

that she had not had time to repair the large tear in the front of her 

uniform.  Her adorable breasts exuded heavily from her chest for all to 

see.  “The lava has progressed more that three kilometres into the 

palace!” she said with distress. 

 The commander looked up at the giant view-screens that were 

displaying images and statistics of the lava’s grim progress.  “Give me a 

damage report.” 

 Suzanna called up the appropriate files from her console.  Data 

appeared on the screen before her.  “All parks and gardens in the outer 

districts have been destroyed.  Several gardeners have been cooked into 

oblivion!” 

 “What about the buildings?” 

 “All towers apart from Pinnacle West were automatically sealed 

by their defence systems when the molten rock passed by.  Their 

structural integrity remains high.” 

 “What happened to Pinnacle West?” 
 “It appears that some loose minded moron with the intelligence of 

a decomposing bowl of citrus fruits wedged the front door open.  its 

auto-seal functions couldn’t operate in time!” 

 “Incompetence!” Commander Pepe shouted.  “If we come 

through this crisis alive I’ll have the building’s porter stripped of all 

qualifications and relocated to the sanitation caverns.  He can spend the 

next decade shovelling excrement for a living!” 

 The scanner operator looked up at him with a worried expression.  

“Do you really believe that we may be destroyed?” 

 The commander forced a smile.  “It’s always a possibility.  This 

organisation has slaughtered and humiliated tens of thousands of 

degenerate miscreants during its three centuries of existence, and also 

decimated several dozen putrid civilisations along the way.  Almost all 

of the planetary systems vaporised during that time period can be linked 

to bounty hunter activity.  We have many many enemies in this galaxy 

and, although our defences are the best and most expensive ever 

constructed, they are not completely impenetrable.” 

 Commander Pepe noticed that Suzanna was struggling to 

compress her fear of death. 

 “So you’re saying that this is a revenge attack?” she asked shakily. 

 “It could be,” he replied.  “And if it is, it’s a very cunning attack 

indeed.  Our defences here are designed to stop an orbital offensive 
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against the palace, as was admirably demonstrated when Lawrence’s 

fleet of desolation assaulted us five years ago.  This attack, however, 

warped the minds of our artificial community.  It was almost like an 

attack from within and caught us totally by surprise.  The lava was 

another unforeseen turn of events.  It has turned out to be an attack of 

the utmost ferocity and at this precise moment it seems unstoppable.” 

 A tear appeared in Suzanna Havabanana’s left eye and tricked 

down her cheek. 

 “Don’t despair completely.” the commander said calmly.  “Peter 

the Ace and Panman are confronting the demonic forces that initiated 

this infringement of our liberties as we speak.  I’m sure that if anyone 

can find a solution to this problem, they can.” 

 “Yes.” Suzanna agreed.  “They are my idols.  I trust them with all 

of my heart and all of my soul.”  An alarm sounded.  The scanner 

operator turned back to her console.  “It’s the cyborgs!” she said. 

 “Channel it to the main screen!” the commander ordered. 

 A large and complex series of images spread profoundly across 

the largest display.  The cyborgs had leapt off the head of the lava wave 

and were scaling buildings at a remarkable rate.  Some of the smaller 

and less opulent towers, homes to menial workers such as waiters, 

cleaners, shop assistants, research analysts, and media sales executives, 

had already been penetrated.  Their occupants were being thrown 

mercilessly into the boiling rock below as the mechanoid maniacs 

punched their way through window after window and door after door.  

Never before had so many palace staff been blistered beyond 

recognition in such a short period of time.  Something had to be done 

fast. 

 Commander Pepe looked around the vast Amino Battle 

Command hall.  “Where is my head of internal defences?” he shouted. 

 A short man, bearded and yellow skinned, sprinted out of a 

lavatory and headed towards the commander.  “Lieutenant Harrison 

Ectoplasm reporting for duty, sir!” 

 The commander was not impressed.  “Where the hell have you 

been?  You should have been at you station!” 

 “Sorry.” Harrison said.  “I was reading.” 

 “Reading?” 

 “Yes.  I know I should have been at my post but there hasn’t been 

an internal defence problem for five years.  It’s been really boring.” 

 The commander was fuming.  “Boring?!  Look at the screen.  Is 

that boring to you?” 

 The lieutenant looked up.  “It looks a bit more interesting than 

normal, I guess.” 
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 “Well you guess right, Mister Ectoplasm.  Mobilise your staff.  I 

want those cyborgs savagely dismantled immediately.” 

 “It’s as good as done, sir.” 

 “No it isn’t!  Get to work!” 

 Harrison Ectoplasm rushed off to his little used desk at the back 

of the command centre.  Commander Pepe had wound himself up into a 

fit of stress and rage.  He breathed heavily in a failed attempt to calm 

down. 

 Suzanna noticed his predicament and got to her feet.  “You need 

to relax.” she said soothingly.  “Harrison can take over for a while.  

Why don’t you visit your chamber for another massage?” 

 The commander nodded.  “I will.” he said.  “But only if you join 

me.” 

 Suzanna had a look of unwillingness on her face.  “I’m needed at 

my console.  I can’t really...” 

 “Nonsense!” Commander Pepe said.  “Didn’t I say before that I 

know what your doubts are?  Drugs will dispense with them.  Follow 

me and give it a try.  If you don’t enjoy pleasuring me you can return to 

your position immediately.” 

 Suzanna nearly barfed at the though of touching the commander’s 

naked body, but decided that it would be character building to try.  “All 

right.” she said.  “I’ll come.” 

 “That’s the whole idea!” the commander said with a grin.  He led 

the overflowing scanner operator up the spiral staircase that lead to his 

balcony. 

 Apprehension and dread filled Suzanna’s soul. 

 

 

The lead cyborg Justin, badly battered and smouldering, and with only 

one arm, a torso and a head, was clinging to the railings on the terrace of 

apartment 9103 high up the Perfidious Tower building.  How he 

managed to drag his wildly damaged form this far up is anyone’s guess, 

but he did, and that’s what matters. 

 Powerful servo mechanisms in his shoulder pulled him onto the 

balcony in a most inelegant manner.  He slammed onto its surface with a 

thud, cracking the intricate tile work and ruining the glazing.  Ahead of 

him was an open glass door leading to what appeared to be a modest 

and sparsely furnished room.  Not that it mattered to Justin how tasteless 

and bland the decor was.  His insane mechanoid mind merely saw the 

opportunity for carnage and destruction.  He logically deduced that if 

the door was open, someone was home.  He began to slowly drag 

himself across the terrace, his nefarious red eyes glowing with the 

demented anticipation of what was to follow. 
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 Lewis Gutter stood in front of his kitchen’s re-hydrator and set 

the reconstitution level to four. 

 “GROM SWILL READY IN SIX MINUTES.” the appliance 

announced in monotone. 

 Lewis grunted, annoyed that he had to wait so long for his 

favourite meal to reform.  If only he could afford to buy the Hydro-Max 

1,000,000, the most advanced re-hydrator on the market.  It would 

reconstitute his swill in seven seconds.   

 He wandered dejectedly over to the window and looked down at 

the palace freeways and buildings below.  The lava had passed his tower 

and was heading towards the central districts, consuming every tree, 

bush, and concessions stand in its way as it did so.  Although he had 

been watching the tele-video news reports, he didn’t really know what 

was going on.  His occupation as a drainage inspector second class 

meant that he was on the lowest level of job status, even lower than that 

of trainee assistant coffee stirrer.  With that level of social standing, he 

was only entitled to edited highlights of current events and not the 

whole story.  The Superior Beings had decided, quite rightly, that his 

position in palace society made it unnecessary for him to be well-

informed and he was barred from watching more intelligent and higher 

class channels.. 

 What a shit 24 hours! He thought, reflecting on his life over the 

last day.  First, I’m thrown out of Georgina’s Grub Bucket because two 

bounty hunters need a table.  Then, while I’m working in the cesspool, I 

accidentally swallow some sewerage and vomit all over my supervisor, 

who subsequently suspends me for the rest of the day.  Then, just as I 

decide to use the free time to better myself by enrolling on an afternoon 

table polishing course at the Amino Retarded Under-Class college, the 

powers that be order that all menial staff are confined to their 

apartments for the duration of the current crisis! 

 Two heavily armoured skycars whooshed by his window and 

descended towards the lower levels of the building opposite.  They fired, 

sending untamed beams of brightly speckled energy fizzing towards two 

figures that seemed to be clinging to its sides.  Lewis gasped as the 

figures exploded.  Metal debris scattered down to the ground. 

 Mechanoids climbing buildings? he asked himself.  Why the hell 

would they do that? 

 He continued to watch as another cyborg on a lower level took 

the next barrage of fire squarely on its chest.  Although it was half 

blown away, it managed to cling on to the window frame above. 

 Lewis was shocked by what he saw next.  The mechanised being 

punched the window, shattering the pane of toughened glass with ease.  
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It reached inside and grabbed the apartment’s occupant who had been 

watching the commotion from what she’d thought had been a safe 

vantage point.  How wrong she was.  The mechanoid pushed away from 

the side of the building and plummeted to the surface dragging the 

screaming woman with it.  Lewis cringed as he saw her limbs ripped 

from their sockets and tossed away like used plastic cups.  Trails of 

blood and vital fluid spread through the air.  Crushed organs scattered 

over an ever widening area.  When he saw her head separate from her 

body he puked.  Chunky sick covered his kitchen window, blocking his 

view of the grisly scene below.  He could still hear the blasts of energy 

weapons though, as security teams continued to destroy the cyborgs. 

 What is going on? He asked himself nervously.  I had better shut 

my terrace door.  One of those mad machines might make it up here! 

 Lewis wandered into his poorly decorated living room and over 

to the open glass doors.  He closed it and activated the electronic lock.  

It buzzed then clicked. 

 “DOOR SEAL COMPLETE.”  announced the door. 

 Lewis smiled.  I reckon I’m safe now.  He turned, switched on his 
tele-video system, and then sat down in his favourite pink armchair.  He 

selected the only news channel that he was authorised to watch.  He 

grinned greasily as the love of his life, Yolanda Panda, appeared on the 

screen.  Her long and flowing auburn hair, her wee little nose, and her 

garrotte scarred neck sent shivers of delight bouncing down his spinal 

column.  Twice he had been arrested and charged with stalking her but 

he didn’t care.  He would gouge out one of his own eyes and slam a 

blunt pencil into one of his own ears to catch a glimpse of her Epicurean 

physique.  She began to speak and a surge of pleasure spiralled through 

his body. 

 “I’m Yolanda Panda and you’re watching Under-Class .ews, the 
specially censored and inaccurate information service for menial 
workers and lobotomised deviants throughout the Palace of Amino.  
This afternoon’s stories: Seven groundskeepers are brutally burned 
alive by the lava invasion. We have close up pictures of their demise.  
And exclusive footage of a porter’s suicidal dive into boiling rock.  
Surveillance cameras catch it all in glorious black and white.  But first, 
the demented cyborg invasion.” 
 Lewis waited eagerly to hear some news of what he had just 

witnessed. 

 Yolanda continued.  “Everything is fine.  There is nothing to 
worry about.  Just keep your apartments locked up and don’t look out of 
any windows.  What you can’t see can’t hurt you, right?” 
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 A look of annoyance filled the drainage inspector’s face.  They 

must think I’m some kind of ignoramus! He said to himself.  Still, I’ve 

already done what she said so I must be okay. 

 A sudden rush of excruciating pain registered in Lewis’s brain.  

He screamed as he was pulled heavily into his chair’s soft back.  There 

was a cracking sound, then a snapping sound, then a muffled splurge.  

Lewis fell forward gasping for air as one of his lungs collapsed.  He 

crumpled to the floor, his legs completely devoid of any feeling.  

Looking round at his armchair he gasped with shock.  A large metal arm 

had punched through the back of the chair and was holding on to what 

looked like a segmented piece of bone, a couple of tendons, and several 

bloodied strands of twitching muscles. The arm retracted through the 

hole.  A metal face, eyes as red as rubies, appeared from around the side 

of the chair.  Terror filled Lewis’s entire being as he dragged himself 

across the room in a pointless attempt to reach his communicator on the 

far wall.  A scraping noise followed him.  The cyborg was approaching 

and was pulling itself along the floor at a much greater velocity than the 

drainage inspector could ever manage.  Lewis felt a pulling sensation 

and looked back.  The cyborg had gripped onto his left leg and was 

pounding it hard.  The sound of crunching bone filled the room as one 

of his lower limbs was crushed to a bloody pulp.  Lewis’s paralysis 

meant that he felt no pain, but the sight made him vomit profusely.  He 

tried to pull himself away but couldn’t quite manage.  The cyborg was 

now pounding his other leg.  Splashes of flesh and blood scattered 

through the air. Weakening by the second, Lewis tried to escape once 

more.  This time he managed, his pummelled legs separating easily from 

his hips.  The communicator was only a metre from him now.  I’m 

going to make it! He thought.  I can call for help and then everything’ll 

be okay!  A violent punch to the back of his neck put an end to those 

thoughts of blind optimism.  Lewis rolled onto his back, noticing that 

the intense pain from his torso had disappeared.  He also noticed the 

cyborg looming over him.  It began to pound his stomach.  Lewis felt 

nothing as this happened and watched with disbelief as his crushed 

internal organs flew through the air.  The world started to fade as blood 

loss finally began to eat away at his consciousness. There goes my rib 

cage.  He thought peacefully as cracking noises filled his ears.  He 

looked up.  And here goes my face.  The last few molecules of oxygen 

in his brain allowed him to watch as the heavy metal fist descended 

towards him... 
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22 “I’m trying to freak it out.” 

“Fuck!  It’s a long way down!” 

 Peter the Ace agreed with Ross Mental.  “Your statement is 

highly accurate.” 

 The two bounty hunters were standing on a thin ledge around a 

strange curvy column covered in misty lights and undulating cables 

pulsing with energy.  The chamber that surrounded them stretched for 

several kilometres side to side and what looked like several hundred 

kilometres top to bottom. 

 Ross Mental was full of curiosity. “How the fuck do you think we 

ended up here?” 

 “That’s an interesting question.” Peter the Ace replied.  “One 

minute we’re standing on a large sphere, and the next we’re on a 

precarious ledge at the centre of a mega-chamber.” 

 A bizarre gust of electrified wind rumbled up from the depths.  

The two bounty hunters felt their faces tingle as static discharges of 

power danced around the column and leapt across to the chamber’s 

walls.  The wind passed and the arcs of electricity ascended away. 

 “I think,” Peter the Ace said, ignoring the rude electrical 

disturbance.  “That we must have experienced a journey along a matter 

transference beam.” 

 “Fuck!  You think so?” 

 “Indeed!  And what’s more, I think that we’re probably the first 

bounty hunters to do it!” 

 Ross Mental punched the air with his fist.  “Fuckin’ cool!” 

 “Absolutely!  Palace engineers have been working on such a 

means of transportation for most of the last century with minimal 

success.  If we can capture this colossal space vessel in one piece, they 

can dissect the device, improve it tremendously, and then install it onto 

all of our ships.” 

 “The Palace of Amino would then rule the fuckin’ galaxy!” 

 “Even more so than it does now.” 

 “Too fuckin’ right!” 

 Peter the Ace entered a thoughtful phase.  “This is a major find 

and one which must be handled with extreme caution.  The iniquitous 

elements that are interspersed across all populated systems must remain 

ignorant of our discovery.” 

 “We’ll be able to publicise our findings to the fuckin’ palace 

population though, won’t we?” 
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 Peter the Ace smiled.  “Of course!  It’s only fair that we both 

receive extra adoration and respect from our inferiors within our own 

organisation.  They’ll need to have their heroes lifted to a higher plane 

of celebrity status to help them cope with the stress of the current crisis.” 

 “You’re right.  Think of all the servile workers whose fuckin’ 

brains are fucked up with terror.  Our discovery will take their minds off 

their troubles.” 

 “It’ll also get them back to work quicker.” 

 “Yeah!  I’ll be fucked off if restaurants are short staffed because 

nervously disadvantaged employees are too fucked in the head to serve 

my gastric needs!” 

 Peter the Ace looked around.  The chamber’s walls were 

shimmering now.  Very faint waves of blue and magenta haze were 

passing up and down through the darkness.  “This place is obviously 

some sort of energy generation system.” He said wisely. 

 Ross Mental nodded in agreement.  “It probably powers the 

whole fuckin’ pyramid!” 

 An idea of profound significance slipped effortlessly into the 

PSAC (Potential Solution Assimilation Centre) of Peter the Ace’s 

digitally augmented mind.  His eyes widened.  “A plan is forming 

within me!” 

 His foul-mouthed companion looked at him.  “Does it involve 

destroying this fuckin’ power core by any chance?” 

 Peter the Ace looked at Ross Mental.  “Your insight is improving.  

You are definitely well on the way to becoming a first class bounty 

hunter of mystical depth and disposition!” 

 Ross Mental bowed his head in thanks for his superior’s kind 

words. 

 Peter the Ace continued.  “You are, however, not completely 

correct.  My idea is not to destroy this power core, it is to disable it.” 

 A look of disappointment spread like marmalade across his 

colleague’s face.  “Why don’t we just blow the fucker apart?” 

 “Don’t you remember, we need to dissect the matter transfer 

device.  I know how much you love to create devastation on a massive 

scale, I’m the same, but it’s for the good of the palace that we refrain 

from doing so on this occasion.” 

 “I guess that’s a good reason.” 

 “Indeed it is.  Another good reason is Panman’s idea of turning 

this beast of a ship into a gargantuan theme park.” 

 “Oh yeah!  I forgot about that.  That’ll be fuckin’ cool if it 

happens!”  Ross Mental was feeling better about the whole situation. 

 “There will, of course, be plenty of opportunity for carnage.” 

 “In what way?” 
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 “We have to obliterate Xjaq Dominator.  The main purpose of our 

being here!” 

 Ross Mental smiled wryly.  “Fuckin’ Cool!”  He stopped smiling.  

“But where the fuck is he?” 

 “That is the question.” 

 “Fuckin’ right!  Your book’s advice was supposed to lead us too 

him without effort!” 

 “And it will.  We just have to follow the advice and keep 

waiting.” 

  

 

Once more they waited. 

 

 

Something was approached from the far end of the chamber. 

 

 

“Look!”  Peter the Ace said.  “What can I say, my book’s advice is 

completely successful!” 

 Ross Mental watched the thing that was approaching and became 

excited.  “I guess you’re right!” 

 The two bounty hunters kept watching as the strange object 

zigzagged its way slowly across the abyss of the chamber. 

 As it drew nearer it was clear to Peter the Ace who it was.  “Yo, 

Xjaq!  It’s me, Peter the Ace!”  He waved at the strange globular being. 

 Ross Mental was confused at his colleague’s actions.  “Why are 

you greeting it as a fuckin’ friend?” 

 “I’m trying to freak it out.” 

 “Really?” 

 “Of course.  If you hadn’t noticed, we are in a precarious situation.  

We are standing on a thin ledge at the centre of a giant chamber with no 

known means of escape.” 

 “I know.” 

 “The reason I’m trying to freak Xjaq out is to get it so 

preoccupied with our weirdness that we’ll be able to defeat it rapidly.” 

 “Interesting!” 

 “And true!” 

 Xjaq Dominator reached the column.  A tube detached itself from 

the column’s side and connected to the being’s back.  It moaned loudly 

and started to drift up and down. 

 Ross Mental watched the globular dude float by.  Strange patterns 

flitted over its body.  “We could never be as fuckin’ weird as that!” 

 Peter the Ace nodded.  “I think you’re right.” 
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 Xjaq Dominator ignored them for a few more seconds as it 

sucked on the tube.  Suddenly the tube detached itself and withdrew into 

the column.  Xjaq turned and faced the two bounty hunters.  A mouth 

formed on its virtually featureless face. 

 “You have evaded my defences.” it said in sombre tones. 

 “Of course we did.” Peter the Ace said. 

 “You have impressed me with you skills.” 

 “Of course we have.” 

 “You will now succumb to my powers.” 

 “I don’t think so.” 

 Xjaq Dominator Drifted closer.  “The lesser being named Carmen 

on board your craft succumbed to my Taskmaster, Zyix, without 

resistance.  The lesser being named Panman is about to do so.  You will 

do the same for me.” 

 Peter the Ace was annoyed.  “You’ve harmed Carmen?  You will 

suffer for your crime!” 

 Ross Mental whispered to Peter the Ace.  “Isn’t Carmen your 

fuckin’ assistant back at your lavish apartment?” 

 “Yes.” Peter the Ace whispered back. 

 “What the fuck is she doing on the Blenheim?” 

 “She’s our temporary onboard assistant.” 

 Ross Mental was confused.  “What happened to that inane metal 

fucker, Justin?” 

 “It’s a long story.  I’ll tell you when this is over.” 

 The most offensive bounty hunter in the galaxy wondered what 

that story could be. 

 Xjaq Dominator continued its ranting.  “Absorption of your 

bodies will be painful but swift.  Preparation of your world for renewal 

is proceeding as planned.  Its absorption and reclamation will also be 

painful but swift.” 

 Ross Mental Leapt up in fury.  “No fuckin’ way!”  He started to 

fall down the chamber.  With fearless skill he managed to grab hold of 

the ledge that he had been standing on moments before, his amplified 

strength enabling him to pull himself up with smooth and effortless ease.  

“The palace is an impenetrable fortress of tremendous fuckin’ might!  

There’s no way that you’re going to get to ‘reclaim’ that fucker!” 

 “Unfortunately,” Peter the Ace whispered to his companion.  

“What you have just said is incorrect.” 

 “In what fuckin’ way?” he whispered back. 

 “Well, the palace is not impenetrable like we had once thought.  

This Xjaq dude has already penetrated the defence field.  And also, 

Xjaq’s ‘reclamation’ as it likes to call it, has already begun.” 

 “How?” 
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 “That’s part of the long story that I’ll tell you when this is over.” 

 “Justin’s got something to do with this, you mean?” 

 “Yes, but we must concentrate on the matter at hand.” 

 “Fuckin’ cyborgs!” Ross Mental said with more of a grunt than a 

whisper.  “I’ve always thought that those chrome-plated fuckers are not 

to be trusted!” 

 Xjaq Dominator started to rotate slowly.  The two bounty hunters 

watched as arcs of energy connected with its body and pulsed across its 

skin.  “Absorption commence!” 

 Ross Mental yelled and began to shudder as sheets of power 

engulfed him completely.  He struggled wildly, punching, kicking, 

slapping, and whacking the forces that encircled him.  For a brief second 

he broke through and dissipated some of the energy force.  It quickly 

reformed and pulled him away from the ledge.  He was now suspended 

above the fantastically deep abyss below. 

 More sheets of power appeared but this time their target was 

Peter the Ace. They surrounded him and began to constrict rapidly.  He 

had less than a second to come up with a plan to save himself and Ross 

Mental.  That plan arrived in his PSAC instantly.  The bounty hunter 

performed a miraculous vertical leap, escaping the confines of the 

energy fields and rising five metres up the side of the column.  As his 

ascent slowed and the apex of the jump was reached, he leaned forwards 

and kicked the column hard.  The bionic implants in his thighs thrust 

him away at tremendous speed.  Peter the Ace soared fifty metres 

through the air over Ross Mental and towards Xjaq Dominator, who 

was still drawing vast amounts of power into his body.  Several sheets 

of energy followed the flying bounty hunter, attempting all the time to 

surround him in glowing death.  After only a second of flight, the 

bounty hunter landed onto the globular being.  Immediately the arcs of 

power sliced into him.  Only his prime quality personal battle armour 

prevented his instant incineration.  The sheets of power that had 

followed him backed away and disappeared, a safety cut-off preventing 

them from getting too near their creator.   

 Peter the Ace held onto Xjaq’s neck.  “In the name of the 

Superior Beings of the Great Hall of the Palace of Amino, I arrest you 

and confiscate your vessel!” 

 Xjaq Dominator began to rotate faster.  Peter the Ace continued 

calmly.  “Release Ross Mental immediately or suffer the frenzy and 

rage of a first class bounty hunter with legendary status!” 

 “The lesser being named Ross Mental is being absorbed.” Xjaq 

said drearily. 

 Peter the Ace looked across at his companion.  Although Ross 

Mental was still struggling, he was noticeably weaker.  Even his 
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obscene language was mellowing.  Too close for pistols, Peter the Ace 

drew his newly acquired Assassinator Class One Super-Heated Carnage 

Blade from its sheath.  He admired its smooth mirrored surface as it 

glistened in the flickering light of the chamber.  He pressed the control 

marked ‘HOTNESS’ and set the damage level to ‘HIGH’.  The knife 

began to glow white with heat. 

 The bounty hunter raised the knife above his head and brought it 

crashing down onto Xjaq’s back.  It penetrated the globular being’s 

undulating hide.  Xjaq shook, flipped over, and then recovered.  It began 

to rotate faster. 

 Peter the Ace had to hurry.  He began to repeatedly stab the 

globular being, plunging the super-heated blade deep into his assailant’s 

body.  Small globules and black fluid spread across the chamber and 

descended into the darkness below.  Xjaq was screaming in a most 

interesting way.  It sounded remarkably like fear.  Peter the Ace came to 

an equally remarkable conclusion.  Xjaq Dominator was committed to 

absorbing Ross Mental and couldn’t break from the act!  With absolute 

strength, he continued to cut and slice into the globular dude, breaking 

away huge chunks of its body.  It howled deafeningly.  It also began to 

lose altitude.  Its powers were fading fast.  The bounty hunter looked 

over at Ross Mental.  The sheets of energy surrounding him were 

flickering and fading and their victim growing stronger.  The loud 

shouts of obscenities confirmed Ross Mental’s recovery. 

 For the Next minute, Peter the Ace hacked away at Xjaq 

Dominator, slicing hard into its squirming body.  There was very little 

left now, only the neck and head, and the bounty hunter was having 

trouble hanging on.  The job was nearly finished.  He took a final swing 

and plunged the white hot blade into Xjaq’s head.  There was a shriek 

and a shudder, then nothing.  All of the power sheets engulfing Ross 

Mental disappeared. 

 He fell. 

 Peter the Ace watched his companion tumble into the infinite 

darkness below. 

 Interesting. He thought.  There seems to have been a flaw in my 

plan.  He examined his own predicament.  It was not good.  The life 

force within Xjaq Dominator was almost gone.  Only one arc of power 

was connected to it and it was very dim.   

 And getting dimmer. 

 And dimmer. 

 Fading. 

 Weakening… 

 Gone. 
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 Peter the Ace and the lifeless head of Xjaq plummeted down into 

the abyss. 

23 “I’m gonna cut him bad.” 

Panman laughed loudly.  Zyix Taskmaster was splashing about in the 

Jacuzzi like a bound and gagged chimpanzee who had been covered 

with sugar syrup, then pushed into swarm of deadly Poi-Triad kidney 

wasps. 

 “You look like a baby!” Panman said with great amusement. 

 Zyix began to spark and flicker wildly as the water interfered 

with its energy assimilation abilities.  It screamed. 

 Panman increased the speed of the water jets.  The globular being 

thrashed even harder splashing litres of frothy water all over the 

Blenheim’s extravagant guest quarters.  Discharges of electricity 
connected with the various metal items in the room producing an intense 

smell of ionisation.  The sound of the crackling arcs of power was 

becoming deafening. 

 “On to the final level!” the bounty hunter said with glee turning 

the Jacuzzi’s power up to maximum.  Zyix shrieked in a most piercing 

manner. Only Panman’s auto de-sensitising eardrums prevented 

permanent damage to his aural capabilities. 

 With a final yell of agony, Zyix Taskmaster leapt out of the bath 

and tumbled rapidly across the room.  Panman was hit and flew into one 

of the walls.  He slumped to the floor as the sparkling being trans-

globulated into a more angular shape and passed straight through the 

hull.  There was a flash of light, a dull thunderous rumble, and then 

silence.   

 Panman got to his feet.  “I can’t believe he escaped!” he said with 

annoyance as he wiped away the excess water from his battle suit.  He 

directed his voice to the ship.  “Blenheim, track the being that just left 

this location.” 

 The ship’s computer replied in monotone.  “SENSOR 

FUNCTIONALITY IS WEAKENED BY THE SURROUNDING 

STRUCTURES.  ACCURATE TRACKING INFORMATION IS NOT 

AVAILABLE.” 

 “Then track it inaccurately then!” 

 “TRACKING...” 

 Panman walked over to the bed where Carmen was lying all 

naked and covered in sweat.  She was unconscious but still breathing 
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deeply, her chest heaving up and down with remarkable strength.  He 

covered her well-toned body with a blanket then ran out into the 

passageway. 

 “Blenheim, emergency power-up of all systems.  Now!” 

 “EMERGENCY POWER-UP INITIATED...  COMPLETE.”  

The satisfying reverberation of the ship’s awesome engines could be 

heard. 

 Panman made his way towards the bridge.  On the way he passed 

the galley.  His augmented willpower was no match for the digital 

nourishment requesters of his super-enhanced stomach.  He grabbed a 

bag of frosted extra sugar extra fat tomato doughnuts and a case of spicy 

chicken wings.  He stuffed himself silly as he clumsily made his way to 

the Blenheim’s bridge, the size of the case causing him great problems.  

Still, he made it there in seconds and sat down in the command chair, a 

position normally reserved only for Peter the Ace.  He placed the case of 

chicken wings by his side and finished off the last of the doughnuts, 

tossing the empty bag away. 

 “Blenheim, display Zyix Taskmaster’s location on the forward 

view-screen in schematic format.” 

 The ship complied and an approximate position was shown.  

“THE BEING NAMED ZYIX TASKMASTER IS  LOCATED AT 

THE APPROXIMATE RELATIVE SPATIAL POINTS 435-543-101.” 

 The globular being was about one kilometre down a passageway 

and fleeing at a very high speed. 

 Panman had a cunning plan.  He armed the fusion cutters.  “Give 

me manual control.” 

 “REQUEST FOR MANUAL CONTROL DENIED.” 

 Panman could not believe what he was hearing.  “Why?” 

 “MANUAL CONTROL OF ONE SYSTEM ONLY IS 

ALLOWED WHEN ONLY ONE CONSCIOUS CREW MEMBER IS 

PRESENT.” 

 Panman was agitated.  “What the hell do you mean?” 

 “THE SYSTEMS CONTAINED ON BOARD THIS SHIP ARE 

UNCOMMONLY COMPLEX.  THE NUMBER OF SYSTEMS SET 

TO MANUAL CONTROL CANNOT OUTNUMBER THE NUMBER 

OF CONSCIOUS CREW MEMBERS AVAILABLE ON BOARD TO 

PERSONALLY SUPERVISE THOSE SYSTEMS.” 

 Panman was very agitated.  “I’m a first class bounty hunter of 

superior acumen and dexterity!  I can multi-process better than most 

massively parallel computers, including you!” 

 “I AM NOT A PARALLEL COMPUTER.  MY CPU IS A BIO-

MEMETIC ACCUMULATION OF QUAD-LAYERED SUPER-

CONDUCTIVE...” 
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 “I’m not interested in your innards!”  The bounty hunter ate a few 

dozen chicken wings to calm himself down.  “As far as I know, there are 

no systems on board this ship that are set to manual, therefore I order 

you to set the flight system to manual control now!” 

 “ONE SYSTEM IS ALREADY SET TO MANUAL CONTROL.  

CANNOT COMPLY WITH REQUEST TO...” 

 “Which system are you talking about?” interrupted Panman 

harshly. 

 “THE JACUZZI IN THE GUEST QUARTERS.” 

 Panman was fuming.  “Then switch it to automatic then!” 

 “THE JACUZZI IN THE GUEST QUARTERS HAS 

RETURNED TO AUTOMATIC...” 

 “Give me manual control of the flight system now!” 

 “REQUEST FOR MANUAL CONTROL ACCEPTED.” 

 “Thank you so much!” the bounty hunter said with maximum 

sarcasm as he reversed the Blenheim out of the jagged hole that it had 

jammed itself into a couple of hours ago.  “Remind me to get you a 

personality when we get back to the palace.” 

 “REMINDER REQUEST ACCEPTED AND LOGGED.” 

 Panman ignored the computer’s last sentence.  “Set all weapons 

systems to automatic targeting.  Set discretional firing mode to one.” 

 The ship’s computer complied. 

 “Right.” Panman said.  “I’m not letting that Zyix dude get away.  

Blenheim, use all the weapons that you need to cut through the way 

ahead.  I’m gonna slice this Mechanism apart until I pierce that globular 

bastard’s mind with fusion fire!” 

 Panman angled the ship in Zyix Taskmaster’s direction and 

applied a hell of a lot of thrust.  The ship accelerated forwards.  Instantly, 

the fusion cutters and the pulse cannons began a rapid cycle of burning 

and blasting.  Several thousand tonnes of scorched debris scattered all 

around as the ship crashed through the wreckage, its weapons cutting 

away a convenient passageway.  The energy needed to perform this feat 

of destruction was immense considering the toughness of the alien 

materials that made up the Mechanism.  The Blenheim though, had huge 

power reserves and Panman was blindly confident that they would last 

and still have plenty to spare for later. 

 Panman watched with glee as the main view-screen displayed the 

devastation ahead.  “What’s the position of Zyix Taskmaster?” 

 “THE BEING NAMED ZYIX TASKMASTER IS 203 METRES 

DIRECTLY AHEAD RELATIVE TO OUR CURRENT POSITION.”  

 “Ha harr!” Panman laughed.  “I’m gonna cut him bad! 

 The bounty hunter was now in the mood for maximum vandalism.  

“Blenheim, release three atomisers from the rear launcher.” 
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 The ship obeyed his order.  Three small projectiles were ejected 

from a small protrusion situated above the ship’s main engines.  Three 

seconds later they detonated.  A bright flash of intense light was quickly 

followed by a raging inferno that engulfed the Blenheim.  The ship 

shuddered violently as the blast wave from the close nuclear explosions 

passed by.  Panman smiled as he looked at the scanner display of the 

area behind the ship.  A huge spherical hollow more than a kilometre in 

diameter had appeared, its edges molten from the fantastic heat of the 

blast.  There was no reason for this blatant misuse of weaponry.  

Panman had simply felt like it, and it was perfectly acceptable behaviour 

for a bounty hunter of his stature.   

 He had satisfied his desire for huge explosions, at least for the 

time being, and concentrated on the task at hand.  The Blenheim 

continued to plough through the Mechanism at an incredible rate, its 

cutters and cannons hacking away at the walls, doors, and barriers inside 

the gargantuan vessel.  Already, the bounty hunter and his ship had 

blasted a tunnel thirty kilometres long and almost a hundred metres 

wide.  Zyix Taskmaster was just ahead, passing through obstacles like a 

fiendish ghoul of despondency.  It wasn’t known where it was going, 

but Panman was determined to keep following until it was vaporised 

slowly, painfully, and completely.  It had hurt Carmen and he was quite 

upset about that.  Although Carmen was Peter the Ace’s servant, she 

baked great doughnuts, and Panman could not let a being that had 

harmed such a magnificent cook escape alive.  The thought of food sent 

the bounty hunter’s hand diving into the case of chicken wings.  Twenty 

found their way into his stomach in seconds. 

 

 

Peter the Ace was in a thoughtful mood as he fell briskly down into the 

darkest depths of the Mechanism’s power core.  He had taken up a 
spread-eagled position and relaxed as he examined the column of 

curvaceous design at the chamber’s centre.  Disabling that is definitely 

the key to stopping the progress of this huge vessel. He thought.  I have 

to figure out a way to do it before this craft reaches the palace and 

absorbs my lesser colleagues. 

 Using his innate freefall skills, he swooped towards the column 

and spiralled around it, probing every distinguishing feature for a 

possible weak spot.  He occasionally encountered the inanimate head of 

Xjaq Dominator as it tumbled lifelessly through the air.  Peter the Ace 

waved at it every time he passed and then laughed with pride at his 

single-handed accomplishment. 

 Through the rush of the wind, the bounty hunter heard a sound.  It 

was very faint and sounded like a voice.  And the offensive nature of 
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what the voice was saying easily identified its owner.  Peter the Ace 

took up a diving posture and headed down.  Within seconds he could 

see the familiar form of Ross Mental emerge from the darkness. 

 “How’s it going?” he said happily as he drew up beside the 

insulting bounty hunter. 

 “We’re fucked!” Ross Mental answered.  “I used my neck-

mounted scanner to get the dimensions of this fuckin’ place and guess 

what?  It’s almost a thousand kilometres deep!” 

 “That doesn’t surprise me.” Peter the Ace said calmly. 

 “And what’s more,” Ross Mental continued.  “We’re only thirty 

kilometres from the fuckin’ bottom!” 

 “Interesting.  How long until we get there?” 

 “Well, at normal fuckin’ gravity it would take us about ten 

minutes to drop that far, but the gravity at the base of the power core is 

fuckin’ double.  We have about five fuckin’ minutes!” 

 Peter the Ace’s PRI implant (Panicky Response Inhibitor) cut in 

and kept him level-headed.  “At what velocity will we hit the surface?” 

 “Five hundred fuckin’ kilometres per fuckin’ hour!” 

 “Hmm...  At that speed even our superbly engineered body 

armour won’t protect us.  We’ll be crushed to a mushy slimy-like 

substance and spread evenly over a wide area.” 

 “We need a fuckin’ plan!” Ross Mental said desperately. 

 “Well,” Peter the Ace said.  “We could use the advice in that 

book I wrote.” 

 Ross Mental nodded vigorously.  “Fuckin’ yes!” he said with 

renewed hope.  “It successfully led us to that fucker, Xjaq.  Consult your 

fuckin’ memory and find out what it says!” 

 Peter the Ace scrutinised the text within his brain.  “Let me see...  

There it is!  Page 1045, chapter 141, sub-heading two, ‘Surviving 

spectacular falls through dark shafts of immense proportions’.”  He 

paused for a few seconds. 

 Ross Mental grew highly anxious and impatient.  “What the fuck 

does it say?” 

 “its advice is remarkably similar to the advice it gave before.” 

 “What’s the fuckin advice?” 

 “It basically says, ‘When, during a mission of indescribable 

importance, you find yourself plummeting helplessly to your doom 

down a power core shaft of intricate design and manufacture, simply 

adopt a relatively limp pose...’” 
 “Okay.  And?” 

 “’...and wait’.” 
 Ross Mental could not believe it.  “That’s not remarkably similar 

fuckin’ advice.  That is the same fuckin’ advice!” 
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 “It is the same, I guess.” 

 “Too fuckin’ right it is!” 

 “Well,” Peter the Ace said.  “If that’s what I wrote all those years 

ago, it must be correct.  Let’s follow it.” 

 Ross Mental had no faith in the advice but could not think of 

anything better.  He watched as Peter the Ace took up a limp and face 

down position.  He did the same. 

 After a few seconds Peter the Ace spoke.  “Are you waiting?” 

 “I’ve nothing else to fuckin’ do, have I?” 

 “Just checking.” 

 The two bounty hunters stared downwards.  The bottom of the 

chamber could be seen now, not more than a few kilometres away.  

Strange and faint wisps of light drifted in and out of the column’s base 

in a rhythmic and hypnotic manner.  It was a rather soothing sight, and 

as they drew closer, sensual warmth surrounded their bodies.  All in all, 

not the worst way to meet your maker. 

 A few seconds later the peaceful scene of subtle flickering shapes 

was erased and replaced by a bright flash of light.  The two bounty 

hunters watched as a cloud of bright flames and debris expanded below 

them from one side of the chamber.  A boom of biblical proportions 

roared passed, shaking them to the bone. 

 Something, barely visible, shot at tremendous speed out of the 

inferno and headed for the opposite side of the power core.  Something 

else, large, dark, and incredibly well designed was following close 

behind.  That something filled Ross Mental with optimism once again.  

Peter the Ace smiled calmly as if he had known this would happen all 

the time. 

 “It’s the fuckin’ Blenheim!” screamed the foul-mouthed bounty 

hunter with delight.  “What the fuck is that fucker doing in here?!” 

 They watched as the mighty ship broke off its pursuit of the other 

object and started to ascend.   

 “It’s fuckin’ seen us!” 

 The Blenheim took position directly beneath the two plummeting 

heroes and hovered there, awaiting their approach. 

 Ross Mental had a sudden and dreadful thought.  “We’re still 

going to fuckin’ splat when we hit the fuckin’ ship!” 

 Peter the Ace grinned.  “It’s no problem.” he said.  “Panman will 

have the situation under control.” 

 They were only a few hundred metres from the Blenheim now, its 

exceptionally well constructed topside appearing to grow quickly before 

them.  Just as they were about to hit the ship’s dense armour and 

dissipate parts of their bodies across its surface, the potent vessel began 

to drop away, matching their descent almost exactly.   
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 With ballerina-like elegance, Peter the Ace and Ross Mental 

gently touched down on the Blenheim’s hull.  Xjaq Dominator’s head 

landed next to them less than a second later.   

 As soon as they had landed, the ship rapidly slowed its descent 

until it was hovering motionless in the huge chamber.  The two bounty 

hunters felt their weight return as gravity tugged on their bodies once 

again. 

 “My book’s advice was correct!  It’s a miracle text!” Peter the 

Ace announced proudly.  What can I say?” 

 “What a fuckin’ cool manoeuvre by the Blenheim!” Ross Mental 

exclaimed.  “That’s what you can fuckin’ say!” 

 Peter the Ace nodded.  “That’s one of the reasons why Panman is 

a first class bounty hunter like me.” 

 Ross Mental looked up from where they had just fallen.  The 

power core chamber seemed to stretch to infinity and beyond.  The 

column of curvaceous design sparkled with energy.  “I’ll be glad to 

leave this fucker of a shaft!” he said. 

 Peter the Ace looked up at the column.  “We can’t leave just yet.  

We must disable this vessel’s power systems.” 

 “How long have we got until this fucker reaches the palace?” 

 “Less than one hour.” 

 “Then let’s just nuke the fuckin’ thing.  The rest of it should stay 

reasonably intact.  The theme park can still be built, and that fuckin’ 

matter transfer fucker should survive for our scientists to dissect.” 

 Peter the Ace nodded.  “You’re absolutely right!  I’ve dawdled 

enough on this mission.  It’s time to kick some globular butt!” 

 “Fuckin  mega!”  Ross Mental reached down and picked up 

Xjaq’s head.  “A fuckin’ souvenir!” he said with glee. 

 In timely fashion, a hatchway opened up before them.  The 

welcoming light of the Blenheim’s sumptuous interior beckoned.  The 

two bounty hunters climbed down into the ship. 

24 “Absolutely anything you say, sweet 
blossom!” 

The steamy warmth of the massage chamber’s air wafted gently across 

Commander Pepe’s flab ridden body as he laid face up on the soft 

padded table. Angelina and Sue moaned with pleasure as they rubbed 

and caressed his elephant like thighs.  He’d been lying there almost 

quarter of an hour now, and the stresses and strains of the current crisis 
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seemed far, far away.  He turned his head and smiled at what he saw.  

Against the far wall, naked and sweaty, stood Suzanna Havabanana.  

She was humming to herself dreamily and swaying gently.  The course 

of hard drugs that had been sprayed into her blood stream had well and 

truly taken effect. 

 “I need you.” the commander said to her. 

 Suzanna grinned and approached him, sexily swaying her hips to 

maximum effect.  A wave of pleasure buffeted the commander’s soul as 

he watched, transfixed by her sensual power.  He had made the right 

decision in enticing her to his chamber.  The drugs would ensure that 

she would never desire to be a scanner operator again.  All she would 

wish to do from now on would be to pleasure him beyond reason.  In 

fact, she would actually experience intense depression when she wasn’t 

doing so.  Her life would now be a rapid succession of incredible highs 

and soul crushing lows, each balancing out the other just enough to 

prevent any attempts at suicide.  The chemical engineers at the Amino 

Mind Alteration Clinic had formulated some incredible substances and 

the commander made a mental note to reward them for their efforts 

sometime in the near future. 

 Suzanna was standing over him now.  She placed her hands on 

his chest and squeezed his folds of skin.  “You have larger breasts than 

me.” she said breathlessly. 

 “They’re not as perfectly formed though!” he said with glee as he 

gazed at the two melon-like bulges that swung in front of his face.  

Moisture dripped from them and trickled down his chin.  He laughed.  

“This is fantastic!”  He grabbed her and lifted her up.   

 Suzanna giggled like a child and took up a position straddling his 

waist.  “Let me show you paradise!”  She said, starting to rub herself up 

and down his giant gut.  Angelina and Sue continued to massage his legs.  

Geraldina appeared from out of the steamy haze and started to stroke his 

face.  The commander looked up at her and she smiled at him in a 

totally caring and utterly intoxicated way.  What more could any man 

want?  It was pure...   

 An alarm sounded.  The girls were startled and left the 

commander’s body.  They ran and huddled into a corner.  An 

unfortunate side effect of the drugs was to make users hyper-sensitive to 

loud noises.  As soon as one was heard, they would experience 

incredible levels of fear and anxiety, as was demonstrated here. 

 Commander Pepe was furious.  He got to his feet and stared with 

annoyance at the quivering bodies in front of him.  He decided that he 

wouldn’t reward the chemical engineers after all.  Grabbing an almost 

tent sized towel, he wrapped himself up and operated the communicator.  

“Who the hell set off the alarm in my chamber?!” 
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 “It was me sir.” replied a strained voice.  “Harrison Ectoplasm.” 

 The commander bellowed at the top of his voice.  “It’s a prison 

offence to disturb any senior officer during a stimulating rub-down!” 

 The nervous voice replied.  “I’m sorry sir, but you have to see 
what’s happening!” 
 “Explain!” 

 “It would be better if you saw for yourself.” 
 Commander Pepe slammed his fist onto the console and silenced 

the channel.  “What in Lucifer’s name could be so bloody important that 

it warrants the disturbance of one of my sessions?!”  He operated the 

chamber’s door control and an opening onto his balcony appeared.  He 

walked out into the cool air-conditioned environment of the Amino 

Battle Command control room.  It was a hive of activity and the loud 

hum of excited voices could be heard. Ignoring the chill he felt after 

leaving the super-heated bliss behind him, he walked across to the 

railings and looked down.  His head of internal defences, Harrison 

Ectoplasm, was running around like a startled Ex’Rutior wildebeest. 

 “Your explanation had better be good!” the commander shouted. 

 Harrison looked up.  “There’s no need for me to explain sir.” he 

said with a shiver.  “Just look at the central view-screen.” 

 The commander looked up.  A phenomenal high resolution image 

appeared.  Incredibly rich and atmospheric surround sound filled the 

room. 

 What Commander Pepe saw chilled him more than the cold sweat 

that clung to his body.  He shuddered.  He shivered.  He screwed up his 

eyes then looked again at the sight before him. 

 The entire staff of the command centre were silent now.  They 

stared at their commander and awaited his orders. 

 Commander Pepe looked at them.  He was lost for words. 

 

 

More than a hundred cyborgs had connected themselves together to 

form the mighty mass of metal mayhem that was currently stomping its 

way down Opulent Avenue.  Dozens of them had formed into groups to 

shape the arms and legs. Even more made up the torso.  And three of the 

largest held each other tightly to create a head.  They all tensed and 

relaxed their artificial muscles in perfect co-ordination becoming one 

entity instead of many, and becoming a force of destruction far more 

powerful than anything that had walked the palace’s streets before. 

 As the fifty metre high mass of machines stomped and clattered 

between the buildings it lashed out with massive fists, sending glass, 

masonry, and twitching body parts flying into the air.  The contraption’s 

feet, made up of two large automatic luggage carriers, crushed 
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groundcars and flattened trees and bushes.  Lower class personnel ran 

like crazy to avoid the giant machine.  Many, of course, were pounded 

into unrecognisable mounds of jelly, their uneducated brains unable to 

formulate adequate plans of escape.  All in all, it was a scene of carnage 

and destruction on a bone grinding scale. 

 The huge cyborg collective was not completely unopposed during 

its rampage.  Harrisson Ectoplasm had ordered almost all of his internal 

defence force to attack the metal intruder hard and fast.  Several 

armoured skycars swooped low between the inner district’s towering 

buildings, blasting furiously with their rapid fire pulse cannons.  Shards 

of smouldering metal were blown away from the machine’s outer layer 

of mechanoids.  It seemed unaffected by the onslaught and returned the 

fire using rifles and other weapons taken from the shredded cadavers of 

slaughtered security staff. 

 A couple of forth class bounty hunters entered the battle, this time 

with more success.  The missiles that they fired from their speedy little 

ships decimated the three cyborgs that formed the head.  It had a short 

lived effect though, as three more mechanoids quickly climbed up to 

take their place.  If the collective beast had not been within the Palace of 

Amino it could have been so easily destroyed, but high energy weapons 

posed too much risk to palace personnel. 

 The giant machine rounded a corner and seemed to stop for a 

moment.  It leaned back slightly as if to look up at something.  That was 

indeed what it was doing, for ahead of it was a most awesome sight.  A 

sight so awesome in fact, that mental patients around the galaxy would 

operate on their own brains with butter knifes and hand whisks in order 

to get a coherent glimpse it.  It was of course, the Central Tower.  Less 

than two kilometres away, the one thousand storey tower of golden glass 

and steel glistened hypnotically in the early evening sunlight.  The 

group of mechanoids seemed to like what they were seeing and began to 

stamp towards it kicking and squashing anything that got in their way. 

 Some more bounty hunters joined the fight, some on foot, 

providing much needed support for the dwindling numbers of internal 

security guards whose inadequate training had already left most of them 

maimed or deceased.  But, without the use of weapons of mass 

destruction, it was a losing battle.  Whatever it was that was controlling 

them was transmitting an almost constant control beam now, giving the 

mechanoids an endless stream of destructive commands, as well as 

energy to fuel their advance. 

 Suddenly, without warning, the cyborg collective halted its 

advance and stood perfectly still.  The palace’s defence forces wondered 

why.  The only movements it made was to block fusion blasts with its 
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arms as some bounty hunters took the opportunity to try to wipe out the 

motionless target.  

 Why was it waiting? 

 The answer arrived swiftly. 

 A shape tumbled down from the roof of one of the nearby 

apartment buildings.  It was hard to see what it was at first, it being so 

small against the back drop of giant glass towers.  As it approached 

ground level the ground forces soon identified it.  It was another cyborg, 

and a highly damaged one.  It only had a torso, one arm, and a head, and 

plunged like a stone through the cooling evening air.  It was heading 

directly for the mechanoid monster below.  Some fusion blasts hit the 

falling cyborg’s body sending it into a wild spin, but there wasn’t 

enough time to destroy it.  After a few seconds it landed squarely onto 

the shoulders of the mound of cyborgs.  It took up position on top of the 

collective’s head.  Instantly, the whole contraption began to lurch 

forward again, this time with more speed and vigour. 

 One of the bounty hunters identified the cyborg that had just 

fallen.  It was Justin, and he had taken up his position as chief of the 

insane mechanoid mass.  He obviously wanted to lead them personally 

on this final attack. An attack on the ultimate target within the sanctuary 

known as the Palace of Amino.  An attack on the Central Tower itself. 

 

 

Commander Pepe stood on his balcony overlooking the Amino Battle 

Command centre.  He watched the massive view-screen that displayed 

the gigantic multi-mechanoid monster.  It could be seen stomping and 

smashing its way ever closer to the centre of the Palace of Amino.  A 

close-up on one of the smaller, but still quite impressive, adjacent 

screens showed an image of Justin on the head of the metal beast.  He 

was waving his remaining arm wildly as if riding a bucking bronco and 

seemed to be having a satanically good time. 

 The commander looked down at Harrison Ectoplasm.  “Your 

internal defence forces seem to be hopeless at stopping it!” he bellowed 

as Angelina and Sue padded his dripping flabby body with fluffy pink 

towels. 

 Harrison bowed down.  “I’m sorry sir.” he snivelled.  “They’re 

doing their best.  Every member of my staff are now devoted to halting 

that thing’s advance towards us.” 

 “Not good enough!” Commander Pepe screamed.  He beckoned 

to Suzanna Havabanana who was standing nearby and holding on to his 

robes.  She walked seductively over to him.   

 Harrison sobbed.  “I can’t do anymore!” 
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 The three girls helped the gross commander into his many layers 

of regal clothing.  “Act like a man!” he bellowed. 

 The head of internal defences held back his tears and straightened 

himself up.  “Yes, sir!” 

 Commander Pepe finished dressing.  “I’m assigning you a 

squadron of ten bounty hunter ships of stunning specification and 

deceptively unpretentious design.  Develop attack strategies for them 

and prevent that stupendous contraption from reaching the Central 

Tower.” 

 Harrison quivered.  “I’m not sure that I’ll be able to...” 

 “Don’t make excuses!  This is the ultimate test of your abilities!”  

 The commander stared down at the head of internal defences with 

fierce and authoritative eyes.  “After the unfortunate imprisonment and 

demotion of Chimpapazapadon, you are the most senior member of staff 

available.  Be successful or be forever assigned to latrine scrubbing 

activities at the Amino Bowel Disruption Clinic!” 

 The thought of that punishment almost brought up Harrison’s 

lunch.  He swallowed hard, pushing the semi-digested snail and pickle 

sandwiches back into his stomach.  “I will, sir!” 

 The commander nodded and turned to face Sub-Officer Samuel 

Griezy-Baykon-Rynd.  “Samuel, provide Mister Ectoplasm with all the 

visual tactical assistance he needs.” 

 The queer visuals director signalled his compliance by waving 

gaily at the commander.  “Absolutely anything you say, sweet 

blossom!” 

 Commander Pepe shuddered.  He suddenly realised that the bent 

officer had seen him naked and wet.  The thought of Samuel fantasising 

about his folded flabby frame sickened him greatly.  The commander 

noticed that he was still waving.  “Remember my warning about that 

sort of behaviour!” he yelled.  “I will not tolerate butt hunting in my 

command centre!  Get back to your work Sub-Officer Griezy-Baykon-

Rynd!” 

 The officer did as he was told. 

 Wearily, the commander sat down at his console.  What a day!  

He was stressed beyond time.  If it wasn’t for his suicide suppression 

systems, he probably would have brutally hacked out his own throat 

with a pair of diamond studded scissors hours ago.  Deciding to calm 

himself down, he began to breathe deeply.  Suzanna, seeing her master’s 

distress, swayed over to him and began massaging his neck.  He 

groaned with delight.  Things were not all bad. 

 Then the commander’s console bleeped. 

 He shrugged off Suzanna’s attentions.  “What the hell is it now!” 

he shouted. 
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 A crackle-coated voice spoke.  “Communications cadet Morris 
McPherson the 2nd speaking, sir.” 
 “Well?  Out with it, lad!” 

 “I have a call for you, priority plus one.” 
 “From whom?” 

 “Gerardo Blazin’Socks, a bounty hunter of ingenious 
inflammatory capability and conspicuous clothing.” 
 The commander shrugged.  “Never heard of him, but you might 

as well put him through.” 

 “Connecting...” 
 There was a short burst of hiss followed by a strong accented 

voice of wildly varying pitch.  “Cimminder Pipi?” 
 The commander was instantly annoyed by the voice.  “It’s 

pronounced Commander Pepe!” he yelled. 

 “Thits whit a sid!” 
 The commander was in no mood for an argument.  “What do you 

want?” 

 “I’ve finned yir missin’ binty hinters fir yir!” 
 “What?” 

 “I’ve finned yir missin’ binty hinters fir yir!” 
 The commander leapt to his feet.  “You’ve found them?  Sarah 

and Lloyd?  Are you serious?” 

 “Absilitly!” 
 “Where?” 

 “I wis pitrilin’ the firists ti th’ wist whin I came accris a ship nier 
a kive.  I idintified it as th’ Dightir Slightirir.” 
 “You mean the Daughter Slaughterer, Lloyd Helmet’s craft?” 

 “Yis, Thits whit I sid!” 
 “Okay, carry on young man.” 

 “I linded my ship an’ wilked inti the kive.  It th’ bick wiz a dip 
chism...” 
 “A what?” 

 “A dip chism!” 
 “A deep chasm you mean?” 

 “Thits whit I sid!!!”  Gerardo Blazin’Socks was becoming 

annoyed at the commander’s constant corrections. 

 “Continue.” 

 “It the bittim iff th’ chism wiz anitha ship ill smished an’ briken.” 
 “And?” 

 “An’ I idintified it as th’ Sityr.” 
 “You mean the Satyr, Sarah Savage’s vessel?” 

 “Yis yis yis! Thits whit I sid!!!” 
 “Well?  Are they alive and in good general health?” 
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 “.i, absilitly nit!” 
 The commander swallowed.  “How are they?” 

 “Thi’re did!” 
 Commander Pepe was confused.  “They did what?” 

 “Thi’re did!!!” 
 “They did what?!!!” 

 “Thi’re did!!!” Gerardo Blazin’Socks yelled.  “Did did did did!!!” 
 It finally hit home like large blunt axe heated to a high 

temperature and brought down heavily onto the back of the neck.  The 

commander was gutted.  “Show me.” he ordered solemnly. 

 The bounty hunter transmitted a visual of what he had found 

which was automatically routed to the main view-screen.  Lloyd 

Helmet’s silver and blue body armour was clearly visible amongst the 

wreckage.  His giant shoulder pads were heavily stained with blood and 

smeared with lacerated body tissue. 

 “I want to see his face.” the commander ordered.” 

 “Yir kint.” 
 The commander was shocked.  “What did you call me?” he 

bellowed. 

 “I didn’t kill yer anythin’!  I sid yir kint si his fice!” 
 “Why not?” 

 “Lick!” 
 Gerardo pointed his finger-mounted camera at where Lloyd 

Helmet’s head should have been. 

 The commander almost puked at the sight.  The bounty hunter’s 

whole head had been crushed into a bloody paste and was completely 

unrecognisable.  Folds of torn brain material had spread and dried across 

the Satyr’s hull. 

 “Show me Sarah Savage.” Commander Pepe ordered trying to 

hide his distress.  Suzanna kissed the back of his neck in sympathy. 

 Gerardo Blazin’Socks wandered across the Satyr’s hull and into 

its cockpit via a huge gaping hole in its canopy.  The image was very 

shaky for a while as the bounty hunter struggled his way in.  All too 

quickly the image became clear and steady.  The commander wept at the 

sight that appeared before him.  Sarah Savage was lying on her back on 

the floor and was covered in litres of her own blood.  Her broadsword, 

long and heavy, was embedded into her chest right up to its hilt.  One of 

her legs and one of her arms were missing.  Dried blood had clotted 

thickly around the exposed joint sockets. 

 After a few seconds, the camera moved to a close-up of her face.  

It was pale and held a pained but defiant expression.  She had obviously 

fought with every last ounce of her strength and will.  She had been a 

formidable warrior of butcherous intent. 
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 Commander Pepe sniffed.  His admiration for her was 

indescribable.  As well as lusting after her scab covered body, he had 

developed a great respect for her intellectual ability, especially evident 

during their long games of Trivial Pursuit.  After a few seconds of deep 

and silent thought, he spoke quietly.  “Bring their bodies back to the 

Central Tower immediately.” 

 Gerardo Blazin’Socks agreed without question.  “Yis sir, iff 
cirse.” 
 The commander snapped.  “And get some bloody elocution 

lessons on the way!!!” 

25 “Nukes, at least a dozen.  That should do 
it.” 

The Blenheim - a dark and moody star ship brimming with excessive 

weaponry - hovered a hundred metres above the base of the column of 

curvaceous design at the very bottom of the Mechanism’s power core.  
If anyone had been nearby and seen such a magnificent spectacle of fine 

design and craftsmanship they would have surely collapsed with 

pleasure, or at least stabbed themselves in the neck to make sure that 

they were not dreaming.  The Blenheim was indeed a ship that mere 

mortals could only fantasise about between the bed sheets. 

 

 

Peter the Ace leapt onto the Blenheim’s bridge and dived to the floor.  
He rolled head-over-heels towards his command chair.  Panman, who 

had been sitting in that chair, somersaulted into the air and landed 

perfectly onto his chair at the weapons console.  Peter the Ace tumbled 

expertly into position at his command post. 

 Ross Mental entered the bridge next.  He tossed the severed head 

of Xjaq Dominator into the air and proceeded to perform a dazzling 

array of snap punches and flying roundhouse kicks heavily interspersed 

with the words ‘Fuck’ and ‘Fucker’.  Within a second he had landed in a 

proud and mean-looking pose behind his two companions’ chairs.  

Xjaq’s head dropped accurately into his hands. 

 “Coolest flying I’ve ever fuckin’ seen!” he said to Panman.  

“Fuckin’ terrific rescue!” 

 “That’s because I’m a cool dude who knows no fear.” Panman 

said modestly.  He looked at the lifeless head that Ross Mental was 

holding.  “Is that what I think it is?” 
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 “Yep!  May I present the fucker Xjaq.  Well and truly fucked by 

Peter the Ace!” 

 “Cool going, Ace!” Panman said with excitement. 

 “It was no real problem.” Peter the Ace said calmly.  “I simply 

took the opportunity to test my new Assassinator Class One Super-

Heated Carnage Blade and it worked beautifully!” 

 “I can see that!”  Panman said.  “It’s a shame that I had to break 

off my pursuit of Zyix Taskmaster in order to pick you two up.  Maybe I 

too could have bagged me an alien mind sucker of diabolical intent!” 

 “You made the right decision.  Our priority is to disable this 

power core, stop this gargantuan vessel, and prevent the absorption of 

all our inferiors at the Palace of Amino.” 

 “And stop the cyborgs’ rampage of gore!” 

 “Indeed.”   

 Peter the Ace directed his voice to the ship.  “Blenheim, how long 

until this vast pyramid reaches Enchantia?” 

 “ACTUAL CURRENT SPEED OF THE DEVICE KNOWN AS 

THE MECHANISM CANNOT BE CONFIRMED AND THEREFORE 

AN ACCURATE ANSWER TO YOUR QUESTION CANNOT BE 

GIVEN.” 

 Peter the Ace looked confused.  “What the hell is the 

Mechanism?” 

 Panman answered.  “It’s what Zyix Taskmaster said that this 

purple monstrosity is called.” 

 “Oh.  Okay.  Blenheim, use data obtained before we entered the 

err... Mechanism to provide an answer.” 

 “WITH REFERENCE TO VELOCITY SCANS TAKEN 

BEFORE ENTRY INTO THE DEVICE KNOWN AS THE 

MECHA.ISM, THE DEVICE KNOWN AS THE MECHA.ISM WILL 

INTERCEPT THE PLANET ENCHANTIA IN TWENTY THREE 

MINUTES.” 

 “Arm your weapons systems, Panman!” Peter the Ace said with a 

touch of urgency. 

 Panman instantly armed everything he could lay his hands on. 

 Peter the Ace watched with pride as his companion energised 

every single destructive force on the ship.  “What do you recommend?” 

 Panman’s exceptional knowledge of armoury was put to good use.  

“Nukes, at least a dozen.  That should do it!” 

 Peter the Ace nodded.  “Yes.  That’s what Ross Mental and I 

thought.” 

 Panman fiddled with his control panel.  It bleeped gently and a 

multi-coloured display of trajectories and predicted levels of destruction 

were displayed on the main view-screen. 
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 Ross mental liked what he saw.  “Fuckin’ devastation here we 

fuckin’ come!”  A thought suddenly flitted through his mind.  “Hey!  

Wait a fuckin’ minute!  My ship is probably somewhere onboard this 

fucker!  We have to find it!  I can’t leave without the Morbid!” 
 Peter the Ace shook his head and asserted his authority.  “That 

won’t be possible.” he said sternly.  “Although your ship is an awesome 

example of palace engineering but we must leave it behind.” 

 Ross Mental nodded and lowered his head.  If Peter the Ace had 

been a lesser bounty hunter he would have smacked him hard in the 

mouth for saying what he had said and sent his teeth and torn gums 

flying across the deck.  He was, however, a superior bounty hunter of 

exceptional sentience.  Ross Mental knew his place and showed 

incredible restraint. 

 Peter the Ace noticed his companion’s quiet distress.  “Don’t 

worry.” he said.  “The Mechanism should remain relatively intact.  We 

can look for it later. 

 Ross Mental felt better.  “You’re fuckin’ right as always.” 

 With that small personnel problem sorted out, Peter the Ace 

returned to the current task and said one of the words that Panman loved 

the most.  “Fire!” 

 Panman slammed his tightly clenched right fist down onto a large 

red pad at the centre of his console.  The words ‘LAUNCHED...  

DETONATION IN FIVE SECONDS.’ appeared on the view-screen. 

 Peter the Ace decided that now was a great time to leave the 

power core.  He dextrously operated his flight controls and accelerated 

the Blenheim up the deep shaft. 

 A flash of intense light illuminated the power core almost to its 

top end as twelve simultaneous fifty megaton nuclear blasts ravaged its 

base with heat and energy of an almost unimaginable magnitude.  Even 

the ultra-strong materials that made up the column of curvaceous design 

could not withstand their power.  The column’s foundations crumpled 

and vaporised in the intense wave of destruction that passed along its 

length.   

 The Blenheim rolled over and banked to the right.  It entered the 

passageway that Panman had previously blasted away, and just in time 

too.  With unforgiving ferocity, the destructive heat-wave ripped its way 

up the power core’s shaft tearing it’s lining to shreds. 

 The Blenheim thundered down the crudely cut passageway with 

ever increasing speed.  Already, it had traversed more than twenty 

kilometres. 

 Peter the Ace spoke.  “Blenheim, scan the Mechanism’s energy 
systems and give me a report.” 
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 “THE ENERGY SYSTEMS WITHIN THE DEVICE KNOWN 

AS THE MECHA.ISM ARE FLUCTUATING WILDLY.” 

 Panman shouted with glee.  “Whoa!  Cool multiplied by ten, or 

what!”  His glee diminished as he thought of something.  “Oh no!  What 

if this mammoth vessel falls apart?  My theme park of gruesome 

hazards will never be realised!” 

 “Calm yourself.” Peter the Ace said.  “Blenheim, give me a report 

on the structural damage generated by our magnificent series of 

detonations.” 

 “THE STRUCTURAL DAMAGE CREATED BY THE 

NUCLEAR DETONATIONS WAS LOCALISED AND AFFECTED 

AN AREA OF FIFTY THREE SQUARE KILOMETRES ALONG 

THE LENGTH OF THE POWER CORE.” 

 Panman sighed and relaxed. 

 The Blenheim burst out of the passageway that Panman had 

blasted and entered the tube that led to the outside. 

 Ross Mental had a thought.  “Why didn’t this fuckin’ Mechanism 

fucker have any internal defences inside that fuckin’ power core?  It let 

us destroy it without any fuckin’ resistance!” 

 Peter the Ace answered wisely.  “That’s the mentality of evil 

alien dudes from this galaxy and beyond.  Without fail, they always 

assume that their outer defences are impenetrable and therefore omit to 

install adequate defences deep inside their motherships.” 

 The foul-mouthed bounty hunter laughed.  “Fuckin’ idiots!” 

 Still accelerating, the Blenheim reached the end of the tube and 

blasted out into space.  The blur of unusual entities around them 

indicated that they were still travelling in sub-space. 

 “The power to the Mechanism’s engines has obviously been 
maintained.” Peter the Ace said as he calmly guided the ship in and out 

of the masses of giant antennae that protruded from the purple 

pyramid’s hull. 

 Ross Mental stated the obvious.  “That fucker’s going to collide 

with the fuckin’ palace at a fuckin’ fuck off speed!” 

 The Blenheim looped, wove, rolled, and ricocheted through the 

spiky protrusions. 

 “WARNING:” the ship announced.  “THE SUB-SPACE FIELD 

SURROUNDING THE DEVICE KNOWN AS THE MECHA.ISM IS 

COLLAPSING.  FOUR SECONDS TO COMPLETE FAILURE.” 

 “Brace yourselves!” Peter the Ace said. 

 The Blenheim lurched violently as normal space surrounded it 

and the laws of sub-light physics tugged at its structure.  All around, the 

antennae bent and broke away as the uncontrolled emergence from sub-

space created tremendous forces that ripped across the Mechanism’s 
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hull.  Several chunks of debris, some more than a kilometre in length, 

smashed into the Blenheim.  The flagship of the bounty hunter fleet 

shuddered as the strength of the impacts dented and buckled its hull. 

 Alarms sounded.  “STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY FAILING.” the 

ship announced in its usual and computerised way. 

 Peter the Ace utilised his centuries of flying experience to zigzag 

the ship to safety.  The Blenheim left the debris and destruction behind.  

The alarms were silenced and peace and quiet returned. 

 The three bounty hunters smiled at the image on the main view-

screen.  The planet Enchantia, home of the Palace of Amino, filled the 

screen.  The planet’s luscious green continents and cool blue oceans 

relaxed the three heroes’ souls.  Ross Mental in particular was glad to 

see his home planet once again. 

 “Fuckin’ cool as a fuckin’ fucker!” he yelled happily. 

 Panman was busily tapping away at his control panel. 

 “Is something up?” Peter the Ace asked. 

 Panman looked at his colleague.  “Yes.” he said solemnly.  “Two 

things, in fact.” 

 The view-screen’s image changed to an image of technical data 

and graphics. 

 “The first thing,” Panman said.  “Is that the Mechanism is still 

heading towards Enchantia at a closing speed of more than three 

thousand kilometres per second.  At that speed it will collide with the 

planet in fifteen minutes! 

 “That’s pretty bad.” Peter the Ace said. 

 “And,” Panman continued.  “The fact that it’s more than two 

thousand kilometres in height means that the defence grid around the 

planet will have virtually no effect upon it.  The collision will decimate 

the entire globe!” 

 “Fuck!” was all that Ross Mental could think of to say. 

 Peter the Ace was more relaxed about the situation.  “And what 

was the other thing?” 

 Panman altered the view-screen image.  “The pinnacle of the 

pyramid has detached itself and is thrusting away at tremendous speed.” 

 Peter the Ace thought for a few milliseconds.  “Zyix 

Taskmaster?” 

 “Who else?!” 

 “Let’s get the fucker!” Ross Mental screamed as he dropped Xjaq 

Dominator’s head and punched the air with both of his fists. 

 “Wait.” Peter the Ace said.  “We have a dilemma here.  Do we go 

after Zyix or do we attempt to save our planet from complete 

annihilation?” 

 “Which is the most important?” Panman asked. 
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 “Well, saving our planet would preserve the bounty hunter 

society which would then continue to save countless lives over the next 

few millennia.  But, the incredible mass of the Mechanism would make 

it pretty difficult to stop and our chances of success would be low. 

 “If we choose the other option and go after that rogue globular 

dude in his miniature Mechanism, we could be sacrificing our incredible 

organisation. We would, however, stop Zyix from destroying countless 

civilisations on its trek of destruction through the galaxy.  The miniature 

Mechanism, according to out scans, is more than a hundred kilometres 

across and considerably larger and more powerful than any ships of the 

defence forces of the populated systems.  They would have no chance 

without our intervention.” 

 Ross Mental and Panman thought deeply about the two options. 

 “We’re fucked!” Ross Mental said uselessly.  He was ignored. 

 Panman suddenly looked at Peter the Ace and smiled. 

 “What is it that’s making you so happy?” Peter the Ace asked. 

 “I have a plan that’s as cool as a frozen cucumber!” 

 Peter the Ace loved Panman’s plans.  “You’d better tell me about 

it then.” 

 Panman explained his idea with great excitement.  The other two 

bounty hunters laughed at its cunning simplicity. 

 “That is as cool as a frozen cucumber!” Peter the Ace said.  “Why 

didn’t I think of it first?” 

26 “É un corto-circuito!” 

“Look at that!” Harrison Ectoplasm yelled, pointing at the Amino 

Battle Command’s fabulous main view-screen. 

 The rest of command centre’s staff including Commander Pepe 

followed the advice of the head of internal defence.  What they saw 

was the first positive image that the screen had displayed since the 

crisis started that morning. 

 “Get some external reports!” the commander ordered excitedly.  

“I want verification of what we’re seeing.” 

 Harrison nodded and scurried over to the communications array. 

 Commander Pepe continued to watch the view-screen.  The 

multi-mechanoid beast had suddenly collapsed less than two hundred 

metres from the Central Tower.  For some reason the cyborgs had 

disconnected themselves from each other as if their motivation for 

whatever it was that they were attempting to do had disappeared.  
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Aimlessly, the insane machines began to wander around in all 

directions.  They were clearly lost and bewildered.  Sixteen accurate 

blasts of energy fire from above blew apart several of the mechanoids 

- now easy targets.  Two bounty hunter ships could be seen thrusting 

away between the magnificent towers of the palace’s central districts.  

Three squads of the internal defence force took advantage of the 

situation and moved in for the kill.  The commander watched as a 

barrage of automatic fusion fire cut into the wandering machines with 

calculated brutality.  Dozens more cyborgs suffered terminal damage 

and crumpled onto the road surface.  Clouds of smoke from electrical 

fires and burning oil quickly shrouded the scene. 

 One of the battle command’s deep space sensor array operators 

hailed the commander. 

 “What is it?” 

 “Sir, I’ve been monitoring that strange beam that penetrated our 

defence field.  It’s ceased transmitting!” 

 Commander Pepe sighed.  “Excellent news young man.  That’s 

excellent news.” 

 “It’s stopped controlling the cyborgs sir!” 

 “Yes, I can see that.” 

 “We’re saved!” 

 Commander Pepe smiled down at the young cadet.  His 

innocent and child-like excitement reminded him of himself when he 

was growing up on Traumatika IV.  That planet was constantly being 

raped and plundered by its nearest neighbour and furious battles with 

blunt hand weapons occurred almost every day.  The sense of relief 

that the teenage Pepe had felt every time he had escaped death and 

mutilation must have been similar to that which the sensor operator 

was experiencing now.  “Peter the Ace and Panman must have done 

it!” the commander shouted. 

 The entire staff of the command centre cheered loudly.  An 

Image of Peter the Ace and Panman appeared and stretched the full 

height of the ten metre screen.  Everyone turned to face it then 

dropped to their knees with the deepest of respect.  Even Commander 

Pepe bowed in their virtual presence. 

 The image slowly faded and was replaced with a scene of the 

streets above.  The cyborgs were still being picked off randomly. 

 “Commander,” Harrison Ectoplasm shouted.  “I have 

confirmation from more than a hundred bounty hunters that the 

cyborgs have given up on their mental attack.  Its officially over!” 

 “Thank you Mister Ectoplasm.” the commander said.  “Order 

all bounty hunters and internal defence staff to cease fire immediately.  

Those mad mechanoids are no danger to us now.  We must save as 
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many of them as we can.  Digital cooks are in short supply and the 

remaining ones must be preserved.” 

 “Yes sir!”  Harrison turned back to face his communications 

array and issued the orders.  They were obeyed instantly and the fierce 

firestorm of energy stopped. 

 Commander Pepe issued more orders.  “Have the surviving 

mechanoids rounded up and taken in for servicing.” 

 “Yes sir.” Harrison answered. 

 “Not Justin though.” 

 “Why, sir?” 

 “He seemed to be their leader.  If he’s one of the survivors, 

have him taken into custody immediately.” 

 “Of course, sir.” 

 Harrison issued more orders through his array. 

 The commander watched as his devoted staff took control and 

carried out his wishes.  Another successful outcome to another 

potentially deadly... 

 A whooping siren echoed loudly around the Amino Battle 

Command centre. 

 “What the hell is that?” the commander shouted. 

 “I don’t know sir!” Harrison yelled back. 

 “What do you mean you don’t know?!” 

 “I’ve never heard it before!” 

 “Find out or lose your rank and privileges!” 

 “Immediately, sir!”  Harrison charged around the command 

centre in a frenzy of anguish.  “I can’t find it, sir!” 

 “Look in the bloody manual, you babbling moron!” 

 Harrison nodded and ran over to his desk.  From one of the 

draws he pulled out a thick, dusty folder and slammed it onto the 

hardwood surface.  Notes, forms, letters, and three issues of ‘Jugs’ 

magazine scattered through the air. 

 “What does it say?” 

 The head of internal defence scanned the index and found the 

appropriate page number.   He operated a few controls on his console.  

The sound was silenced.  The giant view-screen switched to another 

image. 

 The commander was frantic with curiosity.  “What was it?” 

 Harrison didn’t look too happy.  “That was the GOAT Collide 

sensor alarm!” 

 “Goats?!  What the hell are you talking about?!” 

 “It’s never sounded before.  Apparently it stands for Gargantuan 

Object About To Collide.” 
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 A crater faced youth shouted from the front of the command 

centre.  “There it is!” 

 The Image on the view-screen was now much clearer.  A 

massive purple pyramid, truncated at its tip, was heading straight for 

at them. 

 The commander was anxious for knowledge.  “Give me some 

details now!” 

 Crater face read his instrumentation.  “It’s almost two thousand 

kilometres in height!  It’ll hit us in fifteen minutes!” 

 The commander fell back into his chair.  A bad day, which had 

just become good, had once again become bad.  Very bad, in fact.  

Even his naked and heavily drugged masseurs could not soothe him 

this time.  He grabbed a pen from his console and looked at it.  

Straight up the nose and into the brain.  A quick and efficient way to 

avoid dealing with this problem.  After a few seconds he threw the pen 

down and slapped himself.  Suicide was not an option.  Not for a 

commander, anyway.  He shut his eyes and tried to concentrate on the 

problem.  He needn’t have bothered.  His communications panel 

bleeped furiously. 

 “What is it?” he asked tiredly 

 “Communications cadet Morris McPherson the 2nd speaking, 
sir.” 
 “Can’t you see I’m trying to think, Morris!  This better be good!” 

 “It is, sir.  I have Peter the Ace and Panman on the line for you.  
Priority plus infinity!” 
 Commander Pepe was happy beyond hope.  “Put them through!” 

 The marvellous faces of the two greatest bounty hunters ever to 

breath air in a multi-dimensional environment appeared on a display 

unit in a true colour ultra-high resolution comb-filtered wide-screen 

format.  Panman was munching on a handful of chicken wings. 

 “Commander Pepe,” Peter the Ace said.  “It’s good to see you 
again.” 
 “Not as good as it is for me to see you.” the commander replied.  

“How did it go?” 

 “Very well, we were totally successful in a multitude of ways and 
even managed to find Ross Mental!” 
 The commander was visibly shocked.  “Amazing!  How in 

Beelzebub’s citadel did you manage that?” 

 “All I can say at the moment is that the object that caused our 
cyborgs to riot is from another galaxy billions of light years distant.  It 
apparently picked up Ross Mental’s ship as our foul mouthed friend was 
trying to get home after helping destroy the dough monster.” 
 “A fluke beyond forever!” 
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 “Indeed.  And what’s more, our dark and murky adversary 
Lawrence was with Ross Mental at the time.  We have him in locked up 
in one of our detention cells at this very moment!” 
 “You two are awesome!” 

 “Of course we are.” 
 “Lawrence will finally be tried and punished for his dreadfully 

grisly crimes against life as we know it.  You are both heroes of 

perfection!” 

 “I can’t disagree with you there!” 
 Commander Pepe glanced at the command centre’s giant view-

screen and was reminded of the gargantuan object that was heading 

towards him.  “What’s the giant purple thing that’s approaching us?” 

 “Ah yes.” Peter the Ace said.  “That thing is known as the 
Mechanism.  Why it wanted to control our cyborgs and flood our world 
with lava is unclear, although we do know that its two occupants wanted 
to absorb everything in some way.  We have destroyed its power core 
but are unable to halt its approach.  I’m afraid it will collide with 
Enchantia and shatter the entire planet in thirteen minutes.” 
 Commander Pepe sweated profusely, the result of intense stress.  

“What, with your god-like wisdom, do you suggest?” 

 “Panman has come up with a cunning plan of devious simplicity.  
I’ll let him explain.” 
 Panman swallowed the last of his chicken wings, including the 

bones, and began to speak.  “All bounty hunter ships must be launched 
at once.  They must head for the Mechanism and attach tow cables of 
phenomenal strength to its surface.  Their combined power should be 
enough to alter the Mechanism’s trajectory and place it in a high orbit 
around Enchantia.” 
 The commander looked puzzled.  “Surely it would be easier to 

simply cause the Mechanism to pass by our planet and drift away.  

Getting it into orbit will be intensely difficult.” 

 “It must be kept within the vicinity of the palace.” Panman said.  

“It will be of great use to us.” 
 “Why?” 

 “I intend to convert it into a travelling theme park of mayhem and 
blood-spilling madness.  We’ll make billions and bring pleasure, pain, 
and nausea into the minds and bodies of all who dare enter it!” 
 A large smile spread like influenza across Commander Pepe’s 

face.  “What a cool idea!  It’s definitely worth the extra risk and effort, 

and with the Blenheim leading the fleet, success is assured!” 

 “I’m sorry,” Peter the Ace said.  “But we will be unable to help 
our fellow bounty hunters on this occasion.” 
 “Why the hell not?” 
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 “As you may have noticed, the pyramid is missing its tip.  That 
part of the Mechanism detached itself a few minutes ago and is heading 
further into the galaxy.  Panman and myself must follow it and 
obliterate it completely before it destroys any of the nearby populated 
worlds.” 
 Commander Pepe looked worried.  “Our hopes of slowing that 

massive Mechanism thing are greatly reduced without your divine 

assistance, but you are right to follow that other object.  I will do as you 

request and launch all of our ships immediately.” 

 Peter the Ace smiled in a very calm way.  “Thank you, 
commander.  As always, you are a wise and understanding leader of 
ample and overhanging proportions.” 
 Commander Pepe bowed his head in thanks for the compliment 

bestowed upon him.  The image of Peter the Ace and Panman faded to 

black. 

 After a second of deep thought and breathing, the commander 

turned to face his staff.  “There is no time to loose!” he shouted.  

“Harrison, order all bounty hunter ships to launch immediately!” 

 Harrison Ectoplasm looked up at his commander.  “All of them, 

sir?” 

 “That’s what I said you hard-of-hearing semi-sentient barf 

warbler!” 

 “But there are more than eight thousand of them!” 

 “Do as I order or be banished to the Aloa-Vera springs forever!” 

 The head of internal defence cringed at the thought of all that 

disgusting tropical plant juice swilling around his body.  “Yes, sir!” 

 As Harrison carried out the orders Commander Pepe entered the 

details of how to slow and alter the course of the Mechanism into his 

console.  The details would then be automatically transferred to all the 

ships involved in the operation and allow them to co-ordinate 

themselves to best effect.   

 The commander finished quickly and leaned back into his chair.  

There was nothing more he could do now.  The large graphic display 

showed the trajectories of the ships that had launched - more than three 

thousand already.  All qualified bounty hunters were highly intelligent 

and skilful people and he trusted their abilities without question.  Out of 

all the beings and entities in the galaxy, only they had the knowledge, 

the training, and the insanity to succeed during this time of impossible 

danger.  

 

 

It had taken less than five minutes to launch all of the 8,346 ships of the 

bounty hunter fleet currently stationed at the palace.  The largest ones, 
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some almost as large as the awe-inspiring Blenheim, lead the massive 

squadron as it blasted its way across the expansive void of space 

towards the Mechanism.  The smaller ships, some only five metres in 

length, brought up the rear and seemed to buzz around their larger 

companions like insignificant insects.  Indeed, from a distance, the 

entire fleet could have been mistaken for a swarm of huge killer bees 

rampaging wildly for no apparent reason. 

 Blasting through the giant squadron was a deceptively old 

looking ship only eight metres in length.  It overtook the other ships 

effortlessly as it made its way to the front of the fleet.  It’s styling, 

similar to that of an ancient Earth bi-plane aircraft known as a Sopwith 

Camel, was very distinctive and could only belong to one bounty hunter.  

That bounty hunter was Farqhar Alqurseltsa, a bounty hunter of great 

lineage and historical knowledge. 

 Amazingly, Farqhar Alqurseltsa had been a pilot during Earth’s 

First World War.  Due to bad navigation and unexplainable freakish fuel 

economy, he had flown off course one day during a mission over no 

man’s land.  After a couple of days flying, he crashed onto an ice flow 

close to the planet’s northern ice cap.  The incredible heat of his engine 

melted the ice and his entire plane sank into its frigid depths.  Farqhar, 

unable to escape because of the badly designed buckle on his harness, 

was engulfed by the ice and frozen solid.  He lay there, cold and still, for 

a long long time.   

 Three hundred years later, he was accidentally thawed out by a 

villainous bastard known as Crumpled Paper Face.  Crumpy Pap, as he 

was known to his friends, had stolen all of the Earth’s ice fields and had 

stashed them at the heart of a hollow asteroid somewhere in the crime 

infested Odious sector.  His naive plan had been to sell the ice back to 

Earth when water supplies became unbearably low. 

 Anyway, to cut a very long story very short, Farqhar Alqurseltsa 

managed to get his plane into the air and had flown around inside the 

asteroid, machine gunning to death all of Crumpy Pap’s ice chopping 

staff.  A bounty hunter spy within the villainous bastard’s organisation 

had witnessed Farqhar’s courageous act and immediately invited him to 

enrol as a trainee bounty hunter.  After hearing about the Palace of 

Amino and its opulent standard of living Farqhar eagerly accepted, but 

on one condition:  his trusty Sopwith Camel would still be his fighter.  

That condition was accepted, and his flimsy aircraft was converted into 

a space faring ship of unpredictable power. 

 Farqhar Alqurseltsa, the appointed squadron leader during the 

mission to the Mechanism, guided his plane swiftly up to the front of the 

fleet, rolling and twisting around, over, and under the ships of his 

colleagues.  He reached the front and took up position ahead of the 
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multitude of well-designed battle craft.  In front loomed the vast purple 

pyramid known as the Mechanism.  It almost filled the entire field of 

view. 

 Farqhar leaned out of his cockpit and looked back at the massive 

collection of star ships behind him.  To keep the feel of his craft 

authentic, he had decided not to have an air-tight canopy fitted.  Instead 

he chose to wear a space suit and allow himself the chance to ‘lean over 

the side’ whenever he felt like it.  Although it was a pretty stupid idea, it 

did give him a unique view of his surroundings. 

 “Okay chaps.” he said into the communicator.  “This is going to 

be a tough but exhilarating experience for us all.  All I can ask is that 

you try your best and succeed totally.  Failure will result in the 

destruction of our casinos, restaurants, health clubs, and meditation 

centres and we can’t allow that, now can we?” 

 The word ‘.o!’ was broadcast from each of the other ships. 

 “Good show!” the squadron leader said.  “Now, you all know 

your positions behind that massive alien blighter, so act like the bunch 

of bally heroes that you are and give it what for!” 

 The gigantic fleet broke formation and spread around the 

Mechanism.  If a special effects film studio had had to reproduce such a 

scene it would have cost millions per second.   

 Looking like tiny specs of dust when seen against the Mechanism, 

the bounty hunter ships made their way low over the surface of the giant 

pyramid.  They had only seven minutes left before the extra-galactic 

behemoth pulverised their home.  There was no time to loose. 

 

  

Commander Pepe and his devoted staff watched the vast tactical 

displays as the bounty hunter ships took up position at the rear of the 

giant pyramid.  Various tele-video screens displayed images from the 

dozens of camera satellites that had followed the fleet and were now co-

ordinating their efforts to produce live coverage of  ‘Operation Pull It 

Away’. 

 Squadron leader Farqhar Alqurseltsa’s voice could be heard. 

“We’re almost ready.  Prime your tow cables, there’s good chaps!” 
 Johnson Proto-Fut’Odour, a bounty hunter of strange but useful 

ideas contacted Farqhar.  “Squadron leader.  The tow grid prediction 
parameter is weakening at section eight.  I suggest we spread 
positioning six point one degrees to compensate for hyperbolic drift.” 
 “Jolly decent thinking mister Proto-Fut’Odour.  Consult with 
Bernhardt Twist-Grip, Okenfold Articulator, and Arabella Juice-
Filtration-Unit.  Define your strategy and deploy in thirty seconds.” 
 “Yes squadron leader.” 
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 One of the tele-video screens tracked Johnson Proto-Fut’Odour’s 

ship as it sped up the side of the Mechanism weaving in and out of the 

lengthy protruding antennae.  Another screen showed Farqhar 

Alqurseltsa’s bi-plane positioning close to the purple pyramid’s 

truncated apex. 

 The squadron leader spoke again.  “We have less than six 
minutes’ chaps.  Are you all in position? Please confirm.” 

 One of the tactical view-screens at the Amino Battle Command 

was displaying the instrument readings from Farqhar’s cockpit.  His 

fleet status system had registered 8345 confirmations - one short. 

 The squadron leader was heard to query this.  “Gerardo 

Blazin’Socks, you have failed to confirm.  Anything the matter old 
bean?” 
 One of the camera satellites locked onto Gerardo’s star ship, 

named the Undulator, and broadcast its image back to the palace.  It was 

a weird vessel, thirty metres in length and shaped like a multi-

segmented caterpillar.  It’s red and black markings gave it a fierce and 

repulsive appearance.  “Yis.” the bounty hunter answered.  “Mi kinfirm 
bittin is knit wirking.  I will hiv ti kinfirm bi vice inly.” 
 “Can’t understand a bally word you’re saying old fruit.  Maybe 
your confirm button isn’t working properly.  You’ll have to confirm by 
voice.” 
 “Thits whit I jist sid!!!” 
 “Can you confirm?” 
 “Yis!!!” 
 “What?” 
 “Yis, I kinfirm!!!” 
 “Awfully bad accent you have there old bean.  Unable to make 
anything out I’m afraid.” 
 “I kinfirm I kinfirm!!!” 
 “.o, sorry.  It’s no good.  Break formation, there’s a good chap.  
I’ve no room for incomprehensible buffoons in my squadron.  Return to 
the palace and enrol at the academy’s Faculty of Pronunciation.” 
 “Yir kinnit di thit ti mi!” 
 Farqhar Alqurseltsa was loosing his patience.  “Do as I say you 
blithering nonsense babbler!  I’ll have your trousers ripped off and your 
bottom slapped by a pregnant gorilla if you disobey!” 
 Gerardo said nothing.  He obviously knew his place.  The 

Undulator banked and flipped over, and then rocketed back towards 
Enchantia. 

 “Right.” the squadron leader said.  “We now have only five 
minutes.  Everyone fire!” 
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 Commander Pepe and his staff watched as the camera satellites 

broadcast images of the bounty hunter fleet.  Thousands and thousands 

of tow cables could be seen shooting through the antennae and towards 

the Mechanism’s backside.  They slammed onto its detailed surface, 

suction cups the size of golfing umbrellas gripping tightly to the purple 

hull.  Within seconds, all ships were joined to the massive pyramid. 

 “Jolly good show!” Farqhar Alqurseltsa said.  “Commander Pepe, 
awaiting your permission to commence Operation Pull It Away.” 
 Commander Pepe stood at his console.  His staff looked at him 

expectedly.  “Permission Granted.” 

 “Many thanks.” the squadron leader said.  “The order is given.  
Bounty hunters, Pull!” 
 The engines of all the bounty hunter ships radiated gleaming light 

and heat as their sub-light drive systems powered up.  The tow lines 

tightened instantly.  The battle command’s view-screens showed the 

whole scene in all its glory. 

 “Thrust at fifty percent.” one of the female bounty hunters said.  

“.o marginal effect detected.” 
 “.oted, Sonia Por Favor.” Farqhar said.  “All ships increase 
thrust to seventy percent.” 
 Sonia Por Favor stated a fact.  “That level of thrust will place 
maximum stress on the cables.  Some may not hold!” 
 “Splendid warning, though we have no choice.” 
 The bounty hunter ships did as ordered.  The tension on the 

cables increased tremendously as the relatively insignificant little craft 

pulled and pulled and pulled. 

 The crater faced youth at the front of the Amino Battle Command 

control room shouted at Commander Pepe.  “Sir!” he said excitedly.  

“The Mechanism his altered course by one degree!” 

 “Will that be enough?” 

 Crater face made a few calculations.  His mood changed.  “No 

sir.” 

 “Then don’t get so prematurely excited!” Commander Pepe 

bellowed.  The commander turned his attention to Farqhar Alqurseltsa.  

“Farquar, you are having only a limited effect.  Apply more thrust 

now!” 

 “Yes, sir!  All ships increase thrust to ninety percent immediately, 
we have only four minutes remaining!” 
 Sonia Por Favor’s anxious voice was heard once again.  “What 
about the cables?” 
 “Forget the cables my dear.  Just blindly carry out my orders like 
the good girl that you are.” 
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 Sonia Por Favor and the rest of the bounty hunters complied.  The 

strain on the lines was now colossal.  Several dozen snapped and sprung 

away from the Mechanism.  One of them hit a bounty hunter ship with 

such force that it smashed through the vessel’s armour plating and into 

its bridge section.  The battle command staff held their breath and 

watched their screens as the unrestrained ship blasted forwards, its 

engines still running at almost full power.  A second later, two escape 

capsules ejected through the ship’s top side and drifted to safety.  Just in 

time.  The badly ruptured vessel exploded violently.  With frightening 

speed the rapidly expanding cloud of debris encompassed some of the 

nearby ships.  They shook as tonnes of wreckage scrapped across their 

hulls.  Luckily their cables were not cut. 

 Another agitated bounty hunter’s voice was heard.  “É un corto-
circuito!” 
 “Elena L’Apriscatole!” Farquar was heard to say sternly.  “How 
many times do I have to tell you?  Speak in English!” 
 “Dispiace - I mean sorry.  My concentration is not good in a 
crisis.” 
 “What’s the problem, my dear?” 
 “My cable controls are short-circuiting!  I do not think it will 
hold!” 
 An image of Elena L’Apriscatole’s ship, the Pizza Express, filled 
the battle command’s main view-screen.  Sparks were fizzing around 

the area where the line was attached.  The engines nearby glowed an 

almost blinding shade of amber white.  Suddenly part of the cabling 

machinery broke away.  The ship swung out of position and twisted 

away.  The cable was still attached but out of line, and it was causing the 

Pizza Express to wobble vigorously. 
 “Lo ho il torcicollo!” Elena L’Apriscatole screamed.  “.on posso 
muovere la testa.  Mi fa male!” 
 “In English my dear.  In English!” 
 Sonia Por Favor cut in.  “She’s always like this when she’s scared, 
squadron leader.” 
 “.oted once again Sonia Por Favor.  Elena L’Apriscatole,  
detach your cable.  It’s too damaged to be of any use.  You tried your 
best.  Return to the palace.” 
 “Grazie. A più tardi.” 
 The Pizza Express dumped its damaged cable machinery and 

headed for home. 

 Commander Pepe watched with dismay.  He turned towards the 

crater faced youth.  “What’s happening with the Mechanism now?” 

 “its course has changed by five degrees but that’s not enough.  

The course change has to be at least ten!” 
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 The commander nodded.  “Farqhar, the effect you and the fleet 

are having is still too small.  You have no choice but to order all ships 

up to full power!” 

 “I understand, commander.” the squadron leader answered 
seriously.  “All ships now hear this.  You will engage full thrust on my 
mark.  You will push your engines to the limit...” 
 Sonia Por Favor interruped.  “That could destroy some of us!” 
 “Of course it could but that is irrelevant.  Obey my orders or 
suffer instant court martial and instant execution.” 
 Sonia Por Favor kept quiet. 

 Jack Dobbins however, who had qualified as a bounty hunter 

only thirty four minutes ago, spoke his mind.  “I’ll be fucked if I’m 
going to full power!” 
 “Do as I say, Mister Dobbins!” 
 “No way!” 
 Farquar Alqurseltsa had no choice but to follow wartime 

regulations.  He launched a torpedo that had been hanging between the 

thin rubber wheels of his bi-plane’s landing gear.  It zigzagged its way 

through the fleet leaving a trail of smoke and flame as it did so.  In less 

than two seconds, it identified Jack Dobbins’s ship and slammed into its 

side.  Normally, a torpedo of this size would have had little effect on a 

bounty hunter ship.  Their shields are way to strong.  This was a unique 

situation though.  As Jack had refused to obey his superior’s order his 

vessel’s defence systems had automatically powered down.  This left 

him open to capital punishment if necessary.  It was definitely necessary 

in this situation.  The torpedo penetrated the hull and detonated at the 

heart of the ship.  The small craft blew apart and vaporised.  Nothing 

remained. 

 “Sorry about that,” the squadron leader said.  “Essential wartime 
justice and all that.  Right, everyone ready?” 
 Confirmation signals were sent from all ships. 

 “Spiffing show!  Full thrust now!” 
 Each of the remaining bounty hunter ships applied maximum 

power to its sub-light engines.  Blinding light and streams of energy 

blasted into the vacuum of space. 

 The commander was biting his nails with tension.  The massive 

view-screen was displaying the events around the Mechanism.  

Hundreds of cables were snapping under the extreme forces exerted 

upon them.  Several ships lost control and crashed into each other.  As 

energy shields clashed, sparks and arcs of power crackled across their 

hulls.  An overload occurred.  They were destroyed in a momentous 

way.  The remaining ships strained like they had never strained before.  

More and more cables snapped. 
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 “Keep it up chaps!” Farqhar shouted as he strained to keep his 
own craft in one piece. 

 The crater faced youth issued a report.  “Almost eight degrees!” 

he said.  “We’re almost there!” 

 The view-screen was showing more and more cables snapping.  

Several more bounty hunter ships blew apart.  Fortunately most of their 

occupants ejected in time.  Dozens of small escape capsules drifted 

through the crowd of pulling ships. 

 “How much now!” Commander Pepe screamed stressfully. 

 “Eight point eight.” crater face said.  “And we only have one 

minute left!” 

 “Pull Harder!” the Commander yelled.  His face was red with 

distress.  The veins on his neck could be seen pulsing rapidly. 

 “We’re beyond maximum thrust now.” the squadron leader said 
with forced calm.  “One hundred and six percent actually.  The very 
best we can do I’m afraid!” 
 “You’ll have to do better!” 

 “Sorry.  .o can do, and all that!” 
 The Commander flopped into his chair like a lump of quivering 

jelly.  He couldn’t take much more of this.  He stared at the huge data 

screens ahead and analysed their output.  The Mechanism was almost 

upon them now.  Its speed was reducing rapidly but not rapidly enough.  

It would hit them in seconds. 

 “The degree of course change won’t be enough!” yelled crater 

face. 

 Bounty hunter ships continued to explode under the strain.  More 

than half of the cables had snapped.  Surely they had failed in their task. 

 Commander Pepe felt useless as he watched the events on the 

view-screens.  His comrades were dying and there was nothing he could 

do to help them. 

 A strange silence filled the Amino Battle Command control 

centre.  All eyes were fixed on the graphics now displayed on one of the 

large view-screens.  What they saw terrified them to the bone. 

 Tears ran down crater face’s face as he made a solemn 

announcement.  “Sir, the Mechanism has entered Enchantia’s 

atmosphere.” 

 The view-screen’s image changed to a view from the top of the 

Central Tower.  A few hundred kilometres to the east a glow of white 

heat could be seen.  Rapidly it parted the clouds and descended to the 

mountains and forests below.  It hit only a second later!  Rock and soil 

and trees and creatures were vaporised instantly as one of the pointed 

corners of the Mechanism gouged away a deep strip of land.  Massive 
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dust clouds sprayed into the upper atmosphere, darkening the skies 

around the alien object. 

 “It’s approaching us at an incredible speed!” crater face shouted 

hysterically.  “It’ll be on top of us in seconds!” 

 The commander felt a strange sensation of calm flood through his 

soul.  He never expected to feel quite this relaxed at the moment of his 

death.  He felt sad of course that his beloved organisation would be 

destroyed.  It had mutilated a huge amount of criminals and evil dudes 

and had improved the quality of life on all of the upper class worlds.  He 

felt sad but content.  Content that he had made a big difference to the 

galaxy and maybe even to the universe as a whole. .  It was a shame 

though that the good work would not continue.  But then again, maybe it 

would!  Peter the Ace and Panman would more than likely live.  Maybe 

they would rebuild the Palace of Amino and carry on the good work of 

the organisation which they helped to found three centuries ago.  Yes, 

that’s what would happen.  Commander Pepe drifted into a fantasy 

world where a huge kilometre tall statue of himself stood at the centre of 

the new palace.  On the plaque would read:  ‘Commander Pepe, brave 

and fearless leader of the Palace of Amino’s Battle Command.  

Destroyed just outside his massage chamber by the Mechanism, Earth 

Reference Year 2392.81 A.D.  19:37 hrs.  His enormous physique will 

never be forgotten.’ 

 Crater face made a final announcement. “Fuck!” 

27 “Cool as a meat locker!” 

Panman sat cross-legged on the floor of the Blenheim’s galley 
surrounded by box after box of multi-flavoured doughnuts. As you 

would expect, they were rapidly finding themselves crushed between 

his powerful servo-assisted jaws and gulped mercilessly into his 

stomach. 

 Peter the Ace took up a more civilised position at the table.  He 

gently munched on a sugar-syrup and chicken tikka sandwich.  “It 

really builds your appetite fighting globular dudes.” he said with deep 

insight. 

 Panman nodded.  “It does.”  A cloud of doughnut crumbs 

spread forth from his mouth as he spoke. 

 “It obviously makes some people thirsty too!” Peter the Ace 

said pointing in Ross Mental’s direction.  The foul-mouthed bounty 
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hunter was lying in a pool of vomit next to an empty case of whisky.  

He was moaning softly and incoherently. 

 Panman swallowed hard.  “I’ve never seen anyone drink that 

much before, not even Ross Mental.” 

 “Maybe he’s in a state of depression because his ship is 

missing?” 

 “Maybe.” Panman said as he began to gorge again. 

 Peter the Ace looked at his totally accurate gold and diamond 

studded Amino warrior watch.  “Well, by now either our fleet of 

tremendous ships has pulled the Mechanism away from its course of 

destruction or our haven of sumptuous delights has fallen prey to its 

obscene mass and momentum.” 

 Both bounty hunters thought in silence for a few moments.  

They thought of their comrades and friends and the ultimate sacrifice 

that they may have just made.  Sarah Savage and her broadsword of 

dense cold steel. Commander Pepe and his undulating frame of 

blubber.  Sonia Por Favor and her agitated wit.  Elena L’Apriscatole 

and her brutal shoulder-mounted cannons of mayhem and mass 

butchery.  They were all great people of superior intelligence and 

wisdom.  If they had died, they had died like warriors - at their posts 

and doing their sworn duty.   

 Ross Mental didn’t think anything at all.  He simply threw up 

then rolled into his own pool of regurgitation. 

 “Well, I guess we should get on with our mission.” Peter the 

Ace said, getting up from the table. 

 Panman was confused.  “What mission?” 

 “We’re following the Mini-Mechanism.  Don’t you remember?” 

 “Oh yeah!” Panman replied.  “The lack of sugar in my memory 

enhancers must have caused a temporary shutdown of my parameter 

passing sub-routines.” 

 “Of course!” 

 “It did!” 

 “Enough bantering.”  Peter the Ace said.  He directed his voice 

to the ship.  “Blenheim, give me a status report please.” 

 The ship answered in its usual boring way.  “WE ARE 

CURRENTLY TRAVELLING AT SUB-SPACE VELOCITY SIX 

ON AN INTERCEPT COURSE WITH THE OBJECT NICK-

NAMED THE MI.I-MECHA.ISM.  TIME TO INTERCEPTION:  

THREE MINUTES, SEVEN SECONDS.” 

 “Good stuff!  Have you established A heading for that thing 

yet?” 
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 “THE OBJECT NICK-NAMED THE MI.I-MECHA.ISM IS 

ON A DIRECT COURSE FOR THE PLANET DESTE’TUOT, 

FOURTH PLANET OF THE IMPECUNIOUS SYSTEM.” 

 “Never heard of it.  How long until it arrives?” 

 “THE OBJECT NICK-NAMED THE MI.I MECHA.ISM 

WILL ARRIVE AT THE PLANET DESTE’TUOT IN THIRTY 

TWO MINUTES.” 

 “Really?  I didn’t realise that there were any planets that close 

to the Palace of Amino.  Give me a little background information on 

Deste’Tuot.” 

 “Yeah!” Panman said.  “Let’s see if it’s worth saving!” 

 “THE PLANET DESTE’TUOT WAS COLONISED BY A 

TRIBE OF NOMADIC TECHNO-HEATHENS FIVE HUNDRED 

YEARS AGO.  ITS RANCID AMMONIA, METHANE, AND 

OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE APPEALED TO THEIR MASOCHISTIC 

TENDENCIES AND WITHIN DECADES FESTERING CITIES OF 

FILTH AND DEPRAVITY HAD BEEN CONSTRUCTED.  AFTER 

SEVERAL CENTURIES OF SUFFERING AND UNCONTROLLED 

BREEDING THE POPULATION ROSE IN NUMBER FROM 

THREE HUNDRED AND EIGHT TO FORTY ONE BILLION.  

DURING THE LAST CENTURY, SEVERAL WARS - LATER 

NAMED THE WRETCHED WARS OF GLOOMINESS - 

DESTROYED ALL BUT ONE OF THE CITIES.  THAT CITY, 

KNOWN AS GRYM, EXPANDED RAPIDLY TO ENCOMPASS 

THE SURVIVING POPULATION THAT WAS MIGRATING INTO 

ITS CONFINES.  GRYM, ALMOST ONE THOUSAND 

KILOMETRES ACROSS AND WITH A POPULATION OF 

TWENTY THREE BILLION, IS CURRENTLY THE LARGEST 

AND MOST DISGUSTING CITY IN THE GALAXY.  IT IS 

LOCATION CLOSE TO DESTE’TUOT’S NORTHERN POLAR...” 

 “That’s enough!” Peter the Ace shouted.  “Don’t you know 

what ‘a little information’ means?” 

 “I AM FULLY AWARE OF THE EXACT MEANING OF 

THE WORDS YOU MENTION.  THE INFORMATION I GAVE 

WAS ONLY ONE POINT THREE PERCENT OF THAT WHICH...” 

 “Silence!  Shut down your vocalisers.  Do not utter another 

word until I grant you permission.  Understand?” 

 There was no audible answer.  Instead, the word ‘YES’ 

appeared in small green letters on the microwave’s display. 

 “Good.” 

 Peter the Ace always made sure that mere machines were put in 

their place.  He turned to his companion.  “I guess we should make an 

attempt to save that planet, even if it is a foul and bogus place.” 
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 “Yeah, why not?  I need something to do.” 

 The two bounty hunters left the galley and headed to the bridge. 

Ross Mental convulsed for a few seconds then puked once more. 

 

 

By the time the two bounty hunters made it to the bridge there was 

only one minute left to interception.  The words ‘CONDITION RED’ 

flashed like giant fire-flies on the main view-screen and the bridge 

lights had been turned off to add a feeling of menace and dread.  The 

only illumination came from the display panels of various impressive 

and well-polished control surfaces.   

Panman liked the look.  “Cool as meat locker!” 

 “Indeed!” Peter the Ace agreed.  “I asked the Blenheim to 

develop a more atmospheric feel to the bridge whenever a battle of 

biblical proportions seems likely.  It is obviously a great success!”  

 “I can’t fault you there!” Panman said.  “You should set up a 

college of interior lighting when we get back to the palace, if it still 

exists of course.  Your fantastic new talent must be put to good use.” 

 “I’m well ahead of you there, Panman.” Peter the Ace said, 

sitting down in his command chair.  “Yesterday afternoon, well before 

this crisis started, I summoned Professor Blewprynt to my apartment.” 

 “He’s in charge of the Faculty of Offensive Fantasies at the 

academy, isn’t he?” 

 “Absolutely!  I presented to him my proposal for the immediate 

construction of AILMENT, the Amino Interior Lighting and Multi-

Environment Nuclear Tank University.  The professor loved the idea 

with all of his heart!” 

 “Marvellous!”  Panman thought for a moment.  “What have 

nuclear tanks got to do with interior lighting?” 

 “Nothing at all, but the palace needs to expand its ground 

defence capabilities.  I was thinking that it would be cool if 

experienced interior lighting experts were also competent nuclear tank 

commanders as well.” 

 Panman was excited.  “That would indeed be cool!” he 

exclaimed.  “And obviously those tanks would have the best interior 

lighting of any tanks anywhere in the galaxy!” 

 “Indeed.” 

 A slightly solemn look swept across Panman’s face.  “None of 

that will happen if the palace has been smashed beyond repair.” 

 “I sincerely hope that that is not the case!” Peter the Ace said 

with a touch of annoyance.  “I spent almost thirty minutes working on 

that idea!” 

 “That’s a long time!” 
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 “It certainly is!” 

 Several consoles bleeped and the image on the main view-

screen changed to that of the hundred kilometre wide Mini-
Mechanism.  The crafts underside was fizzing wildly as it powered its 

way through subspace. 

 Panman snapped into action.  He unloaded several bags of 

potato chips and three large cans of cola from his utility belt and 

placed them around his weapons console.  Then he armed every 

destructive implement that the mighty Blenheim had.  He smiled at 

Peter the Ace.  “I’m ready!” 

 “Peter the Ace nodded.  “Glad to hear it.”  He looked at the 

view-screen and read the targeting information surrounding the image.  

“We’ll, it’s only a thousand kilometres away and well within range.  I 

guess all that’s left to do is blow it away, save that dismal planet of 

foulness, and then go home.” 

 Panman was nodding vigorously and smiling broadly. 

 “Whenever you’re ready.” Peter the Ace said quietly. 

 Panman leapt out of his chair and performed a miraculous triple 

somersault and double twist.  He finished his acrobatic display with an 

elegant swan dive onto his console.  He hit every fire button with 

perfect accuracy. 

 By the time Panman had slumped back into his chair, one 

hundred and twenty nuclear warheads, sixty three armour piercing 

transception torpedoes, thirty eight graviton imploders, and one 

thousand pulse blasts were heading towards the Mini-Mechanism at a 

ferocious speed. 

 “Yes!” Panman shouted with glee as he watched his arsenal of 

weapons make their way across sub-space.  He shook his fist 

vehemently.  “See what you make of that, Zyix dude!” 

 After only a few seconds, the mass of destructive devices were 

about to hit their target. 

 “This is going to look awesome!” Panman screamed. 

 Suddenly something very annoying happened.  The Mini-
Mechanism began firing on the approaching weapons.  Instantly, more 

than half of the warheads, torpedoes, and imploders were atomised.  

Panman grunted in disgust and opened a large bag of leek and pork fat 

chips. 

 The remaining weapons did manage to detonate around the 

Mini-Mechanism in a splendid way, spreading fire and incredible 

destructive forces across the massive vessel’s surface.  Shards of 

dense debris scattered in all directions.  The bits of wreckage flashed 

and effervesced as they decelerated into normal space. 
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 Panman looked less disgusted.  “I guess that wasn’t so bad.” he 

said munching away. 

 Peter the Ace agreed.  “It did look quite stunning, I must say!” 

 A massive shockwave passed through the Blenheim.  Panman 

tumbled from his chair and rolled across the floor closely followed by 

his potato chips and cans of cola.  Peter the Ace managed to stay 

seated.  “Blenheim, reactivate vocalisers.  What happened?”  Another 

shockwave buffeted the ship. 

 “THE OBJECT NICK-NAMED THE MI.I-MECHA.ISM IS 

CURRENTLY BOMBARDING THIS VESSEL WITH A PULSING 

PARTICLE BEAM OF A TYPE UNKNOWN.” 

 Another shockwave hit.  Panman. who was just attempting to 

get to his feet, found himself rolling around on the floor once again.  

Spilt cola soaked into his hair.  The severed head of Xjaq Dominator, 

which had been left on the bridge by Ross Mental, tumbled by. 

 “What’s our status?” Peter the Ace asked the ship. 

 “SERIOUS DAMAGE WAS SUSTAINED DURING OUR 

ENTRY INTO AND EXIT FROM THE OBJECT KNOWN AS THE 

MECHA.ISM.  SHIELD STRENGTH:  FIVE PERCENT.  

STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY:  SEVEN PERCENT...” 

 “Are you telling me that we’re in no condition to fight?” 

 “ABSOLUTELY.” 

 “Hmm...  Destroying that thing could turn out to be quite a 

challenge!” 

 Panman scrambled into his seat.  He was looking pissed off. 

 “Don’t look so mad,” Peter the Ace said to him as another 

shockwave hit.  “We’ll stop that thing somehow.” 

 “I’m not mad about that!” he exclaimed.  “Look at my snacks 

and my drinks!  All wasted!”  The bounty hunter was almost weeping. 

 “Don’t be such a Homer!” Peter the Ace said.  “There’s plenty 

more in the fridge.” 

 Panman smiled.  “Oh yeah!  I think you’re right!”  He started to 

get to his feet. 

 Peter the Ace pressed on Panman’s shoulder and pushed him 

back into his chair.  “Why not wait until after we’ve completed our 

current task?  Okay?” 

 After a moment of careful thought, Panman answered.  “Okay.” 

 “Excellent.  Why don’t you launch another attack?” 

 Panman looked at his console.  “I can’t.” 

 “Why?” 

 “I fired everything last time.  All we have are fifteen different 

types of hand weapons in the gun locker.” 

 “That’s all?” 
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 “Yep!” 

 Another shockwave hit, this time far worse than any of the 

previous ones.  Several fires erupted from various consoles. 

 “WARNING.  HULL BREACH SECTIONS 14 A, 16 C, 16 E, 

31 A, 32 B, 34 F, AND 38 Z.  EMERGENCY AUTO-SEAL 

ACTIVATED.” 

 “Bloody hell!” Panman said.  “This is heavy!” 

 “Indeed it is!” 

 Automatic extinguishers quickly put out the fires. 

 Yet another shockwave hit. 

 “WARNING .  HULL BREACH SECTIONS 24 F, 25 R, 35 T, 

43 A, AND 54 W.  COMPLETE EMERGENCY AUTO-SEAL 

FAILURE.  HOLO-GAMES SYSTEM OFF-LINE.” 

 “What!” Panman shouted, standing.  “Why does our games 

system always break down at the slightest provocation?  What if I 

need to better my high score on Reptilian Chambermaids Assassinate 
Galactic .ews Channel Anchor Men with Rounded Safety Scissors 
and Thimbles?  I can’t, can I!” 
 “Get with it Panman!” Peter the Ace said sternly.  He knew how 

Panman felt, he felt the same way, but there were slightly more 

important things to attend to. 

 Panman sat back into his seat and breathed deeply. 

 Peter the Ace directed his voice to the ship.  “Blenheim.  

Emergency tactical withdrawal alpha-epsilon-gamma-delta-one.  

Execute!” 

 The Blenheim lurched and pitched forwards as its retro engines 

fired for a brief moment.  Within a couple of seconds, they were more 

than a million kilometres behind the Mini-Mechanism and out of range 

of its awesome weapons of doom and dejection. 

 “I can’t believe we retreated!” Panman said.  “Bounty hunters 

never retreat!” 

 “We didn’t retreat.” Peter the Ace said sagaciously.  “We made 

a tactical withdrawal.” 

 “What’s the difference?” 

 “Spelling and pronunciation.” 

 “Oh yeah!” 

 The two bounty hunters looked at the main view-screen.  The 

Mini-Mechanism appeared small and distant now. 

 Calming down, Panman regained his wisdom.  “We need a 

more cunning and subtle plan.” 

 “We certainly do.” his companion agreed.  “Do you have any 

suggestions?” 
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 Panman bowed his head and thought deeply.  He looked up.  A 

look of inspiration filled his face.  “I have!” 

 “Lay it on me man!” 

 “We send command signals into its central control system and 

shut it down.” 

 “Is that it?” 

 “Yep!” 

 “No violence?” 

 “Nope!” 

 Peter the Ace smiled.  His esteemed colleague had unique 

intelligence.  “Panman, it’s so simple and freakishly passive that it just 

might work!” 

 “It will!”  Panman said.  He looked at his official Palace of 

Amino watch.  “We’ve twenty minutes until it reaches Deste’Tuot.  

We’d better get to work this instant!” 

 “The first thing we must do,” Peter the Ace said.  “Is to 

establish what central control system it has.” 

 “How do we do that?” 

 “We must open up a communications link with it.” 

 “Oh yeah!  Cool!  I could give old Zyix Taskmaster a call and 

have a chat!” 

 “Indeed.  And while you do that I can surreptitiously use the 

open channel to interrogate the Mini-Mechanism’s computer core!” 

 “Bitchen!” Panman shouted with glee.  He operated the 

communicator.  “There’s no time to lose.  I’m going to call now.  Are 

you ready?” 

 “Always.” 

 Panman opened a channel.  “Hey Zyix.  Are you there?  Do you 

remember me?  I’m the one that introduced you to the pleasures of 

Jacuzzis!  Talk to me, globular fiend.” 

 There was no reply. 

 Panman tried again.  “Are you scared wobbly buddy.  Look at 

you running away from me in that pointy mega-ship of yours.  You 

fear me don’t you!  You’re too afraid to speak to me!” 

 There was still no reply.  Panman decided to use more 

persuasive words.  “Coward!  Chicken!  Yellow belly...” 

 “I am not running from you.” Zyix Taskmaster said in a 

bubbling and apocalyptic tone of voice.  “.or am I a yellow belly.” 
 “Then why are you heading straight for a worthless planet of 

bucolic penniless under-class citizens instead of an ornate world of 

highly affluent aristocrats and gleaming golden spires?” 

 “Vast wealth is not a necessary criterion for effective 
absorption.” 
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 Peter the Ace was busy establishing a link with the Mini-
Mechanism’s computer.  “Keep him talking.” he whispered to Panman. 

 Panman nodded.  “So er... Zyix.  Tell me more about this 

absorption thing that you do.” 

 “This conversation is irrelevant.” 
 “No it’s not, I’m interested.  Why do you do it?” 

 “I must absorb several million lifeforms from this galaxy to 
establish average blood sugar levels.” 
 “Why would you want to do that?” 

 “If the level is equal to or above our established nominal 
requirement, I will authorise the fleet to advance.” 
 Panman looked at Peter the Ace with an obvious look of awe.  

“You have a fleet?” he asked with shock. 

 “Five hundred Mechanisms are waiting one thousand light 
years beyond this galaxy’s rim.  If I am satisfied with the sugar levels 
in this galaxy they will begin absorption of all of its life on my 
command.” 
 “Shit!”  Panman said.  “That’s heavy!” 

 Peter the Ace whispered.  “Just a few more seconds.” 

 Panman continued with the questions.  “And what if you don’t 

contact them?” 

 “They will assume that the sugar levels are low and proceed to 
the next galaxy.” 
 “If you’re that desperate for sugar, why don’t you just make 

doughnuts or something?” 

 Peter the Ace gave Panman a discrete ‘thumbs up’. 

 “Well,” Panman said quickly.  “Great to talk to you again.  Now 

piss off!”  He closed the channel. 

 Panman turned to Peter the Ace with a look of concern.  “Did 

you hear that?!  A fleet!  An entire fleet of Mechanisms!  We’ve got to 

prevent Zyix from communicating with his extra-galactic mates at all 

costs!” 

 “Calm yourself.” Peter the Ace said.  “I have the information I 

need.  All I need to do is have it analysed by the Blenheim to 

determine the architecture of that thing’s computer.” 

 “Cool!  Go for it.” 

 “Blenheim,” Peter the Ace asked.  “Analyse the large wad of 

data that I stole from the Mini-Mechanism and give a brief - and I 

mean brief - report.” 

 “ANALYSING...” 

 The ship thought for a few seconds.   

 “THE DATA OBTAINED FROM THE OBJECT NICK-

NAMED THE MI.I-MECHA.ISM IS VIRTUALLY IDENTICAL 
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IN FORM AND FUNCTION TO THAT OF THE ANCIENT AS/400 

SYSTEM ONCE USED BY BUSINESS ORGANISATIONS ON 

EARTH.  THE SYSTEM WAS PRIMARILY USED FOR 

FINANCIAL...” 

 “I said brief!” 

 The Blenheim’s computer fell silent. 

 Peter the Ace looked at Panman.  “It’s really weird, but for 

some reason I feel as though I’m familiar with AS/400s!” 

 Panman nodded.  “Me too!  That is weird!  Why is that I 

wonder?” 

 “Well, as we both seem to have no recollection of our first 

century of life, maybe we both encountered the system or even 

worked on it during that time?” 

 “It’s possible.  It would have been the right time period.” 

 Suddenly, Peter the Ace sat back into his command chair with a 

wide eyed and startled expression.  “This is amazing!” he said. 

 Panman was confused.  “What’s the matter Ace?” 

 “A huge treasure trove of knowledge and skills has just passed 

into my conscious mind!” 

 “What knowledge and skills?” 

 “AS/400 of course!  I can see it all:  CL programs, objects, 

libraries, display files, physical files, logical files, ECS transmissions.  

Wow!” 

 Panman was excited.  “Can you use this knowledge to stop the 

Mini-Mechanism?” 

 Peter the Ace leaned forwards.  “Indeed I can!  Blenheim, open 

an editor on my console’s display.” 

 “SPECIFY FILE TYPE AND FILE NAME.” 

 “File type AS/400 CL program.  Call the file KillMech.” 
 The editor appeared on the screen.  Peter the Ace started typing 

on the keyboard that had emerged in front of him.  The manual 

inputting of data was very rare on super-advanced star ships such as 

the Blenheim, so primitive devices like keyboards were usually kept 

hidden away. 

 The first class bounty hunter worked tirelessly for almost a 

whole minute.  Panman watched in admiration as his colleague 

clattered away at the keys. 

 “All done!” Peter the Ace said finally.  “Blenheim, save and 

compile.” 

 “Cool!” Panman said.  “Let’s see it then!” 

 Peter the Ace operated a few controls and sent his work to the 

main view-screen. 
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The Blenheim made an announcement.  “COMPILATION OF 

FILE ‘KILLMECH’ COMPLETE.  ERRORS:  ZERO.  VERDICT:  

AN INSPIRED PIECE OF PROGRAMMING.” 

  After examining the program Panman made an astute comment.  

“It’s a little simple isn’t it?” 

 “That’s correct!” Peter the Ace said. 

 “Can it do all that it needs to do?” 

 “Indeed!  It’s one of the most elegant and accurate pieces of 

code ever written!” 

 Panman nodded and agreed.  “It does look mighty nice.  What 

does it do?” 

 “It searches through the Mini-Mechanism’s thousands of 

different systems to see if they are powered up.  If they are, it powers 

them down.” 

 “Whoa!  It’ll shut down the entire ship!” 

 “Of course.” 

 “What if the systems are turned back on?” 

 “That’s not a problem.  This program is basically an infinite 

loop.  It will constantly check to see if something comes back on line.  

If it does, it will turn it off again.  It’ll run so fast that no system will 

have any time to perform any of its functions.  The Mini-Mechanism 

will become completely useless!” 

 Panman leapt into the air, back-flipped, and then slammed back 

into his chair.  “Transmit it Ace!   Let’s get this over with.” 

 “Blenheim,” Peter the Ace said.  “Establish a data transfer link 

with the Mini-Mechanism via the access channel I discovered during 

Panman’s conversation with Zyix.” 

 “LINK ESTABLISHED.” 

 “Transfer file entitled KillMech into the Mini-Mechanism’s 
central computer core.” 

 “FILE TRANSFER COMMENCING...  COMPLETE.” 

 “Execute the program.” 

 “PROGRAM ‘KILLMECH’ EXECUTING.” 

 “Excellent!” 

 The two bounty hunters watched for the effects of their program. 

 Nothing happened.  At least not for a while anyway.  Then 

something did happen.  The Mini-Mechanism’s engines faded to 
darkness and the myriad of lights across the craft’s surface winked out.  

It slowly tumbled then decelerated rapidly. 

 “Cool!” Panman yelled.  “It’s leaving sub-space!  Blenheim, 
match its deceleration!” 

 The Blenheim followed the giant and now lifeless craft out of 

sub-space and back into the relative normality of the physical universe. 
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 “Look at it!  Your program worked!” 

 Peter the Ace grinned.  “It would seem so.  That was so easy.” 

 “When you’re as cerebral as we are, everything is easy.” 

 “Very true!” 

 In the distance, many millions of miles ahead of the Mini- 

Mechanism, was a pale grey and brown lump.  It was the planet 

Deste’Tuot. 

 Panman enlarged its image on the main view-screen.  “We 

saved that filth ball from absorption.  Such heroes are we!  Let’s break 

out the champagne and sausage rolls!” 

 Peter the Ace wasn’t looking quite as happy as he had looked a 

moment ago. 

 “What’s up Ace?  Don’t you like sausage rolls?” 

 The bounty hunter ignored his companion’s second question.  

“It seems that we were not as successful as we thought.” 

 “Why?” 

 “The Mini-Mechanism is on a direct collision course with 

Deste’Tuot.” 

 Panman was annoyed.  “We can’t let it hit!  We have to be 

heroes to those vagabonds!” 

 “Then you must tell me how to stop it.” 

 “Simple!  You transmit a program that turns its engines back on 

and directs it away from the planet.” 

 “In theory that’s a phenomenal idea, but not in practice.  As 

soon as I realised that the Mini-Mechanism would collide with that 

planet I tried to re-establish the link with it.  Unfortunately, my 

program in its computer core is too successful.  It has completely shut 

down all means of communication.  Further data transfer is impossible, 

and will be for eternity and beyond.” 

 Panman could not help but feel impressed with his companion’s 

programming abilities.  “Eternity and beyond, eh?  That’s super-cool 

in the extreme!” 

 Peter the Ace thought about that for a few seconds and smiled.  

“Actually, it is pretty cool isn’t it?” 

 “Too right!” 

 “We’re sensational!  We should get an award!” 

 The main view-screen displayed the image of the Mini-
Mechanism heading towards Deste’Tuot. 

 “I guess we should try and do something.”  Panman said 

looking at the display. 

 “Yes, but unfortunately that ship is millions of times more 

massive than we are.  We can’t push or pull it away.” 
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 “We could warn them!  Let’s get to the planet before the Mini-
Mechanism does and tell them all to get underground or something!” 

 “Underground?” 

 “It’s better than nothing.” 

 “You’re wise as always, Panman.  Anyway, there’s only one 

city on that planet, albeit an enormous and grotesque one.  The 

likelihood of that ship hitting anywhere near it is insignificantly 

small.” 

 “Your right Ace.  Blenheim, when and where will the Mini-
Mechanism hit?” 

 “THE OBJECT NICK-NAMED THE MI.I-MECHA.ISM 

WILL IMPACT ON THE SURFACE OF DESTE’TUOT IN 

TWENTY THREE MINUTES ON THE THIRD NORTHERN 

CONTINENT...” 

 “That sounds fine.” Panman interrupted. 

 “FIFTY THREE KILOMETRES SOUTH OF THE CITY 

NAMED GRYM.” 

 Peter the Ace and Panman looked at each other. 

 “That’s close!” they said.  “They’re in deep shit!” 

 Devilish smiles appeared on their faces.  The prospect of an 

outstandingly difficult rescue attempt awaited them. 

 They screamed at the top of their voices.  “First class bounty 

hunters of the Palace of Amino to the rescue!” 

 Peter the Ace whacked his control panel in all the right places 

and the Blenheim blasted forwards at near light speed.  It easily 

overtook the lifeless Mini-Mechanism and powered its way towards 

the murky cloud-shrouded planet ahead. 

28 “It would appear that your watch is a little 
slow.” 

The Blenheim emerged from the swirling clouds of smog above the 

city of Grym and flew briskly over the tower-filled sprawl of festering 

urban decay below.  It was a dank, humid, and repulsive sight.  Dark 

buildings rose thousands of metres up from the surface and twisted 

and contorted in and out of each other like disease infested vines.  The 

city’s architects had definitely loaded their minds with hard-core 

drugs to come up with such catastrophic and melancholic designs. 
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 “Where the fuck are we?” Ross Mental asked as he staggered 

onto the bridge clutching a half empty whisky bottle. 

 Panman answered. “We’re skimming low and majestically over 

the parsimonious city of Grym.”  

 “Why in fuck’s name are we doing that?” 

 “We have a mission of supreme importance to complete.” 

 “What fuckin’ mission?” 

 Peter the Ace answered.  “You are obviously in no state to be of 

any assistance to us and therefore do not need to be informed of its 

nature.” 

 Panman agreed.  “Sorry, man, but you are totally inebriated.  

No use I’m afraid.” 

 Ross Mental couldn’t disagree with his superiors.  “I must 

admit, I do feel fuckin’ rat arsed!” 

 The foul-mouthed bounty hunter slumped into a chair at the 

back of the bridge.  “I’ll watch.” 

 “Right,” Peter the Ace said.  “We have fifteen minutes to warn 

these people of the threat they face.  What’s the most effective way to 

do that?” 

 “High altitude nuclear air bursts?” Panman suggested. 

 “That would be quite cool, but as you pointed out earlier we 

have no more missiles.” 

 “Oh yeah.” 

 Panman thought some more.  “How about arranging a banquet 

and inviting the entire city’s population.  After the meal and when 

everyone’s calm and relaxed, we could announce their impending 

doom.” 

 “Maybe not.” Peter the Ace said. 

 “But I’m so hungry!” 

 Ross Mental shouted a slurred suggestion.  “What about tapping 

into their fuckin’ tele-video network?” 

 Peter the Ace turned around and looked at his wasted colleague.  

“That’s a superb idea!” 

 “It’s not bad.” Panman said.  “But I’d rather have a buffet.” 

 “So would I, Panman,” Peter the Ace said.  “But time is of the 

essence.  See if you can locate their most powerful transmitter.” 

 Panman operated his sensor console and tuned it to tele-video 

frequencies.  “There it is.” he said sending its image to the main view-

screen.  “Right at the city’s heart, section four-one-six-six.” 

 Peter the Ace angled the Blenheim towards the giant mast.  It 

was a huge two kilometre tall device, rusty and decrepit looking, and 

it spiralled up towards the clouds like a huge bottle opener.  The 
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degrading programmes of despair that it normally transmitted 

appeared on one of the bridge’s monitors. 

 “Look!” Panman said.  “I’ve managed to pick up one of their 

broadcasts!” 

 The three bounty hunters watched the images of public 

execution and suicide.  Gallons of blood and clumps of shredded 

entrails scattered around the screen.  Tearing, squishing, and splashing 

sounds boomed from the Blenheim’s surround sound speakers. 
 “This is not an acceptable form of entertainment!” Peter the Ace 

said harshly. 

 The slogan ‘Carnal Beer.  Drink and destroy.’ appeared on the 

screen. 

 “Oh!” Peter the Ace said in a happier tone.  “It’s an 

advertisement!  The use of violence and gore for marketing purposes 

is fine!” 

 The Blenheim arrived at the transmitter tower and hovered right 

above its tip. 

 “Here we are.” Peter the Ace said.  “I guess we need to hook 

ourselves up to this thing somehow.” 

 “I’ll sort that out!” Panman said excitedly.  “You just watch!” 

 He leapt out of his chair and cart-wheeled out of the bridge. 

 Peter the Ace turned to Ross Mental.  “Seeing this marvellous 

idea was yours, how about helping me to set up a makeshift tele-video 

studio in the guest quarters?” 

 “No fuckin’ problem!” 

 The two bounty hunters left the bridge. 

 

 

Within a minute of leaving the bridge, Panman found himself clinging 

to a thin metallic rope connected up into an open hatchway on the 

Blenheim’s underside.  He was also clinging to a large crocodile clip 
and a coiled cable. 

 A strong humid wind laced with pollution buffeted the bounty 

hunter as he slowly descended towards the pointy tip of the massive 

transmitter mast.  All around and below, the gloomy twisted towers of 

Grym poked up at him like a collection of Satan’s tridents.  

Occasional waves of heat rose by signifying yet another burst of 

exhaust from a million overworked air-conditioners. 

 Panman turned off the winch as the transmitter tip lined up next 

to him.  He stepped onto a thin ledge surrounding it and began work 

attaching the cable.  With mighty muscles of magnitude he squeezed 

the handles of the crocodile clip together and opened its jaws.  After 

positioning the clip around the mast he let go.  The jaws snapped shut 
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and bit hard into the rusty metal.  “Done!” he said into his 

communicator. 

 “Excellent!” Peter the Ace’s voice replied.  “There’s a problem 
though.” 
 “What problem?” 

 “A police vehicle is approaching from the south west.” 
 Panman looked in that direction and spotted the small craft.  It 

was almost upon him.  “Maybe we should have asked permission 

before invading their airspace?” 

 “With hindsight that would have seemed to be the correct thing 
to have done.  Unfortunately Ross Mental and I are busy.  Could you 
deal with them?” 
 “Yeah, okay.” 

 The communicator channel closed. 

 The police vehicle took up a hovering position below the 

Blenheim and less than three metres from Panman.  Its side window 

slid open.  A repulsive policeman with several chins stuck his head 

out.  “What ‘ya think ‘ya doin’ boy?” he asked, spitting phlegm in 

several directions. 

 Thinking quickly, Panman replied.  “Cleaning.” 

 “Cleanin’?” 

 “Indeed.  Have you seen the state of this thing?” 

 Panman pointed at the mast. 

 The policeman frowned.  “Ya do realise that ya are thounsands 

a’ metres above the streets and that ya aint wearin’ a safety harness?” 

 “Of course.  Fear means nothing to me therefore I don’t need 

one.” 

 “Grym regulation 41234.54, section 982 states that no citizen of 

this city may hang around on the summit of a buildin’ without a 

harness.  I therefore arrest you in the name of Felix Contaminionious, 

Mayor of Grym and all the surroundin’ wastelands.” 

 This was an awkward situation.  Panman had to think quickly 

once more.  “As I’m not a citizen of Grym, or indeed this planet, I am 

not bound by your city’s regulations and therefore I am above the law.  

Sorry!” 

 The policeman scowled.  “Then what are ya a citizen of?” 

 “I’m from off-world.  From the Milky Way Transmitter 

Cleanliness Authority on... Er...  Agitatonia in fact!” 

 “Never heard of it!” 

 “You must have.  We make sure that all tele-video broadcast 

equipment is up to scratch.  If it isn’t we give it a jolly good clean!” 

 “Really?” 
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 “Absolutely.  And as yours is particularly dirty I’d better get 

back to work.  Thanks for your concern, bye!” 

 The bounty hunter turned and started rubbing the transmitter 

mast.  A click followed by a deep buzzing sound from behind 

signified that a fusion pistol had been powered up. 

 “Ya’ll come with me now, ya lyin’ son of a bitch!” 

 Panman turned.  A large and rather dated looking gun was 

pointing at his face.  “I really should get back to my cleaning.” 

 “Enough o’ that shit!  Get in!” 

 A door on the back of the small vehicle opened.  Another 

policeman was waiting inside.  He too had a dated looking gun. 

 “This really isn’t necessary.” Panman said.  “If you’ll just let 

me go up into my ship and get some ID we can sort this out in a 

civilised and...” 

 “I said enough! Now get in before I blow ya neck away!” 

 Panman whispered into his communicator.  “Ace!  I’m being 

arrested!  You’d better hurry!” 

 Peter the Ace Whispered back.  “I need a couple more minutes 
to finish setting up.  Do whatever’s necessary, Panman.  The lives of 
everyone in this nether region of a city are depending on us.” 
 “I heard you, man.”  Panman closed the channel.  Within a tenth 

of a millisecond the bounty hunter had drawn his fusion pistol from its 

holster, primed it, and fired several rounds at the police vehicle’s 

engines.  The vehicle lurched and shuddered as its stabilisers 

fluctuated wildly.  The policeman who had been at the vehicle’s back 

door lost his balance and fell.  He tumbled down between the towers 

screaming like a hungry baby. 

 “Bastard!” the other policeman shouted.  He returned fire.  A 

dozen rapid blasts of searing death flashed passed the bounty hunter as 

he swung around to the other side of the mast for cover.  The police 

vehicle, though badly damaged, headed round towards Panman.  The 

bounty hunter fired again, this time blowing off the vehicle’s side door.  

The hideous policeman was exposed.  He fired back at the bounty 

hunter and missed completely, the erratic movement of his vehicle 

ruining his already poor aim.  He did, however, manage to sever the 

winch line that Panman had been holding on to.  With reactions of 

pure lightning, the bounty hunter managed to grab hold of the cable 

that he had previously attached to the transmitter.  He hung there like 

a gibbon. 

 “Ya’ll die for this!” the fat policeman yelled. 

 “No I won’t.” Panman said.  He aimed and fired.  A blast of 

purest red passed through the policeman’s multi-chins cooking the 
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flesh in his neck.  A look of stunned terror filled the law officer’s face.  

A chilling groan emanated from his mouth and he dropped his weapon. 

 “Sorry police dude,” Panman said with genuine regret.  “But it’s 

for the greater good.” 

 The bounty hunter fired again, this time hitting the policeman 

squarely between the eyes.  A hole as wide as a German sausage was 

burned straight through the policeman’s head.  He slumped forwards 

onto his craft’s console and smashed into what must have been a very 

important piece of control equipment.  The police vehicle pitched 

forwards and plummeted down, smoke billowing from its engines. 

 Panman noticed in the distance that a few more police vehicles 

were approaching, their lights flashing and sirens blaring. 

 The bounty hunter started to climb up the cable and headed 

back to the Blenheim. 

 

 “Not bad for a few minutes work!” Peter the Ace said as he 

admired the makeshift studio that he and Ross Mental had put together 

in the Blenheim’s guest quarters.  A large soft sofa, two gold-plated 
standard lamps and a large rubber plant placed in front of a camera 

really did look like a tele-video programme set. 

 “Fuckin’ cool!” Ross Mental said, and then burped.  “We could 

present a fuckin’ breakfast show from here!” 

 “We could, couldn’t we!” 

 Peter the Ace looked over at Carmen who was still lying naked 

and unconscious on the large bed in the corner.  Her abundant chest 

was still heaving from her heavy breathing. 

 “It’s a shame that Carmen’s still out for the count.” he said.  “It 

would have been much more effective to have a female as a 

presenter.” 

 “Maybe.  But top class bounty hunters from the fuck off Palace 

of Amino can’t be bad!” 

 “Absolutely!  These people will bow down in awe and disbelief 

as our images enter their homes, offices, and knocking shops.” 

 As the two bounty hunters continued to admire their work, 

Panman walked into the room.  “Wow!” he said.  “This looks great!” 

 “We did our best.” Peter the Ace said modestly. 

 Panman sat on the sofa and started bouncing up and down.  

“Cool!  Oh, by the way,” he said.  “There are three more police 

vehicles approaching.  I think they’re pretty mad.” 

 “What the fuck are they mad about?” Ross Mental asked. 

 “I’m not sure, maybe the fact that I burned a hole through their 

buddy’s head had something to do with it?” 

 “I don’t see why?  The fucker obviously deserved it!” 
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 Panman nodded.  “It was a necessary act on my part.” 

 A couple of twangs and a rumble passed through the Blenheim. 

 “The fucker’s are firing!” 

 Peter the Ace spoke with cool authority.  “Be calm, even though 

we have no shields and have had most of our armour plating burned 

away we are still well protected from the puny weapons of city police 

craft.” 

 Panman leaned over the back of the sofa and pulled a large 

family sized tub of chocolate chip ice-cream from the freezer.  “We’d 

better get this show moving.” he said filling his mouth with icy delight.  

He let his head fall back and gargled as the melting dessert trickled 

down his throat. 

 “Panman’s right.  Ross, as you’re totally wasted you’d better 

stay off camera.” 

 Ross Mental grumbled and wandered out of the way.  Peter the 

Ace sat down next to Panman.  “Do you have any idea what to say?” 

 Panman brought his head back up and swallowed hard.  “No, 

not at all.  Do you?” 

 “No.  I therefore suggest that we improvise on the spot.” 

 “That’ll be cool.” Panman agreed as he shoved another scoop of 

ice-cream down his throat. 

 Another blast from the police vehicles outside echoed through 

the ship.  The three bounty hunters ignored it. 

 Peter the Ace spoke to the ship.  “Blenheim, prepare to jam all 

tele-video signals broadcasting from this transmitter and replace them 

all with the one from this room.” 

 “I AM PREPARED.” 

 Panman’s brain formulated a thought.  “We haven’t got an 

opening sequence!” 

 “What?” 

 “An opening sequence!  You know!  Vast gleaming graphics 

depicting our names in glorious high resolution texture mapped 

images!” 

 Peter the Ace laughed.  “Oh yes!  You’re right!  We need an 

intro sequence of stunning quality.  Blenheim, you heard what Panman 

said.  Can you come up with an opening sequence that would do us 

justice?” 

 “AFFIRMATIVE.” 

 “Do it!” 

 “TITLEMASTER APPLICATION VERSION 8.1 

ACTIVATED... CHOREOGRAPHING INTRODUCTORY 

SEQUENCE...  MAPPING WIREFRAME  REPRESENTATION... 

SOLID RENDERING COMMENCING...  COMPLETED.  
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SELECTING HUE AND SATURATION LEVELS...   MOTION 

PARAMETERS INITIALISED...  PROGRAM COMPLETE.” 

 “Cool as corpse!” Panman shouted.  “Let’s see it!” 

 “Belay that order, Blenheim, we have no more time to spare.” 

 Ross Mental was sitting on the bed beside Carmen.  “Yeah 

guys!”  He said, still slurring his speech.  “You’d better fuck to it!” 

 Panman stuffed the last dregs of ice-cream into his mouth then 

discarded the tub.  “Only three minutes left man! Let’s roll!” 

 “Blenheim,” Peter the Ace said.  “Jam their signals.” 

 “SIGNALS JAMMED.” 

 “Excellent!  Activate our substitute signal and run the titles!” 

 The large wall size tele-video screen in the guest quarters 

flashed to life with the images that the Blenheim was transmitting on 

every one of Grym’s two thousand degenerate channels.  The three 

bounty hunters were stunned by the quality and attention to detail in 

the graphics that the ship had created.  A wispy glowing sphere 

rotated into view closely followed by several throbbing lumps that 

washed around the screen.  Accompanied by tumultuous and inspiring 

music, the lumps transformed into the words ‘Bounty Hunters of the 

Palace of Amino’.  In an expensive looking and stunning fashion, the 

palace emblem filtered across the sphere and was overlaid by the 

tumbling words.  The soundtrack faded and the image of Peter the Ace 

and Panman appeared, their names displayed in the trademarked 

Amino font at the bottom of the screen. 

 “Hello pungent citizens of Grym!” Peter the Ace said cheerfully, 

smiling at the camera.  “I am Peter the Ace, an ingenious and brutally 

accurate bounty hunter from the Palace of Amino, and this is Panman, 

a thought provoking and perpetually famished bounty hunter, also 

from the Palace of Amino.” 

 Panman waved.  “Hello!” 

 Peter the Ace continued.  “I’m sorry that we had to interrupt 

your sad and revolting programmes, but we have an announcement to 

make of the utmost importance.  In fact, it’s probably the most 

important announcement that you’ll ever hear.” 

 “And quite likely the last!” Panman added as he relaxed back 

into the sofa and twiddled with the rubber plant’s leaves. 

 “My distinguished colleague is right, therefore you should listen 

closely.  Panman, you may make the announcement.” 

 “Cool!” he shouted, leaning forwards.  “Now hear this, Grym 

people.  A huge object one hundred kilometres wide is going to smack 

into your planet only fifty kilometres from your city.  And what’s 

more, it’s going to do it in...”  He looked at his watch.  “Two minutes, 

eighteen seconds.” 
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 Peter the Ace took over.  “As you may have realised, your city 

is doomed beyond all hope.  And so are you.  You may, however, 

have a slim chance of surviving if you get several kilometres below 

ground or migrate many thousands of kilometres north, west, or east.” 

 “Don’t head south though.” Panman interjected.  “That’s were 

it’ll hit and it would be pretty stupid to wander off in that direction.” 

 “That’s good advice, Panman.  Of course, if you have a star 

ship of remarkable specification like ourselves you’ll have no problem 

escaping, but from the looks of it none of you can afford anything that 

even comes close to what we take totally for granted.” 

 Ross Mental shouted from the other side of the room.  “You’re 

all fucked!” 

 Peter the Ace smiled.  “As my foul mouthed colleague off 

camera just said, you probably are about to die in a sea of flame, but 

follow our advice and you may experience the joy of a sheer fluke and 

live to see another day.” 

 Panman closed the show.  “Thank you for watching.  Normal 

service will now be resumed.” 

 The bounty hunters and their relaxing set faded from view and 

were replaced with the words ‘A Palace of Amino Production 

2392.81 A.D.’.  After a few seconds it faded and scenes of malignant 

worthlessness returned. 

 “Great fuckin’ performance!” Ross Mental said as he 

approached his two superiors. 

 Panman nodded in thanks and looked at his watch.  “We have 

one and a half minutes before the Mini-Mechanism hits.  We’d better 

think about leaving.” 

 “Good thinking.” Peter the Ace said.  He casually looked at his 

own watch.  He stood for a second, silent and unmoving. 

 “What are you waiting for Ace?” 

 Peter the Ace didn’t answer and looked up.  “Blenheim, display 

the correct time on this room’s tele-video screen.” 

 Instantly, the time appeared. 

 “Panman?” Peter the Ace said. 

 “Yes?” 

 “It would appear that your watch is a little slow.” 

 “Really?” 

 “Yes.” 

 “How slow?” 

 “One minute.” 

 “Oh...” 

 “Oh indeed!  We have ten seconds before impact!” 

 Ross Mental leapt into the air.  “Fuckin’ mother of a fucker!” 
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 The three bounty hunters ran out of the guest room and headed 

for the bridge. 

 “Blenheim!” Peter the Ace screamed.  “Head north, full 

atmospheric thrust.  Now!” 

 The ship’s engines ignited like gargantuan blow torches, 

incinerating one of the police vehicles that had foolishly been 

examining the Blenheim’s impressive means of propulsion.  With a 

blast of intense heat, the Blenheim thrust forwards snapping the cable 

that had connected it to the transmitter mast. 

 Panman and Peter the Ace raced onto the bridge and long-

jumped into their chairs.  Ross Mental followed and seated himself at 

the back.  He picked up the severed head of Xjaq Dominator as it 

rolled passed his chair. 

 “Blenheim,” Panman ordered.  “Put the view to the south on the 

main view-screen and start recording.” 

 A view of the city skyline to the south appeared as ordered. 

 Panman turned to Peter the Ace and justified his reason for 

wanting to record the impending destruction of Grym.  “We’ll need to 

examine it later to further our scientific knowledge of tremendous 

collisions.” 

 “Of course.” Peter the Ace agreed.  “And it’ll also make great 

entertainment!” 

 Panman grinned.  He knew that his partner would not object. 

 A bright flash on the screen killed their conversation stone dead.  

The super-heated pinnacle of the Mini-Mechanism burst through the 

smog and forced its way into the crust of Deste’Tuot, cracking the 

planet like and egg and melting several hundred square kilometres of 

rock in an instant.  A rain of molten death showered into the air and 

within seconds began to eat away the southern tip of the city. 

 Panman examined his data screens.  “It hit with a velocity of 

almost four hundred kilometres per second!” 

 “That’s pretty fast.” Peter the Ace commented as he guided the 

Blenheim low across Grym’s congested northern districts and out over 

the wastelands. 

 The main view-screen continued to show the devastating 

spectacle.  A wall of white hot death was ploughing through Grym’s 

central districts vaporising almost everything in its path.  Some 

buildings, obviously constructed of much stronger material than others, 

were ripped from their foundations and pushed along with the blast 

wave.  After a few seconds, even they broke apart and dissolved under 

the mighty forces that played with them. 

 The Blenheim was out of danger and ascended fast, thundering 

up and out of the atmosphere at an incredible speed.  The view of the 
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destruction was even more impressive from three thousand kilometres 

away.  The shock wave from the collision had already spread across 

twenty percent of the planet and would definitely pass across the 

whole surface.  Grym, a sprawling city of mutilated minds and knife-

scarred bar staff, was wiped cleanly from existence.  Nothing 

identifiable remained.  The city and all its worthless citizens had 

simply ceased to be. 

 The three bounty hunters watched in silence as Deste’Tuot was 

purged of all life.  The malfeasance that had dwelt there for centuries 

had finally been overwhelmed and obliterated. 

 Panman stated a fact.  “The malfeasance that has dwelt there for 

centuries has finally been overwhelmed and obliterated!” 

 “I do feel a touch guilty about what’s happened, though.” Peter 

the Ace said.  “They hadn’t developed the technology to threaten and 

harm the more affluent sections of the galaxy and could have quite 

happily gone on murdering each other for years.” 

 “Very true,” Panman agreed.  “But, although that place didn’t 

pose a threat to the galaxy today, they could’ve eventually constructed 

monumental weapons of blistering ferocity and desolated entire 

sectors.  They may have even threatened the palace seeing that they 

were so close!” 

 Peter the Ace stood tall and proud.  “You’re right!  I can see it 

now!  By sheer fluke we have saved billions upon billions of wealthy 

and outstanding beings around the galaxy!  What we inadvertently 

caused today will have repercussions for thousands of millennia!” 

 Ross Mental got to his feet, dropped the head of Xjaq onto his 

right foot, and then kicked it across the bridge.  “Are we fuckin’ 

fuckers of heroes or fuckin’ what?!”   

 The head bounced off the forward view-screen and rolled back 

to Ross Mental. 

 Peter the Ace sat back down and looked serious.  “All we have 

to do now is return home.” 

 The three bounty hunters thought about what they might find 

waiting for them upon their arrival. 

 “We could call first to see if it’s still there?”  Panman said. 

 “No.” Ross Mental said quietly.  “Let’s just go.” 

 Peter the Ace nodded. “Ross Mental’s right.  Blenheim, set a 

course for home.  Engage at maximum velocity.” 

 The ship lurched and groaned as its badly damaged systems 

attempted to comply with the order.  After a few seconds of 

uncertainty, the Blenheim, straining hard, rolled through several 

dimensions and entered the tranquillity of sub-space. 
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 Peter the Ace sat and stared in silence at the view-screen image 

of sub-spatial entities as they whizzed by.  He entered a deep mood of 

contemplation and experienced total relaxation.  

 Ross Mental sat and fiddled with Xjaq’s gormless head.  He 

poked at it and watched its globular skin shimmer and bubble.  He too 

willed himself into a relaxed state. 

 Panman headed for the galley. 

29 “She could live as a disembodied head!” 

A fluke the size of several moons blessed the Palace of Amino on the 

day that the Mechanism hit.  It was a fluke greater in strength than those 

experienced by the ferocious fluke fiends of Ohm’Bavor-

Khail’Le’La’Treistaar-Pah.  Those fiends of vicious intent are under 

constant bombardment by volcanoes and meteorites and have been for 

millennia, yet not one of them has even been scratched by the molten 

debris that falls their way.  What a remarkable fluke that is.  Even more 

remarkable perhaps is the fact that they can all pronounce the name of 

their planet without ever faltering once, even when inebriated beyond 

recovery. 

  

 

Commander Pepe stepped out of the elevator and walked across the 

richly carpeted lobby of the Central Tower.  The lobby was huge, over a 

hundred metres in height, and was lit by several giant chandeliers 

suspended high above.  Dozens of glass elevator shafts whisked their 

passengers up to the tower’s heights or down into its subterranean 

chambers.  The commander had just come up from one of those 

chambers.  One of the deepest chambers, in fact.  The Amino Battle 

Command - five hundred levels and almost two kilometres straight 

down into the iron-solid crust of Enchantia. 

 Accompanied by the scantily clad Suzanna Havabanana, 

Commander Pepe walked towards the main doorway that led out into 

the street.  This was the first time that he’d visited the surface since the 

Mechanism hit Enchantia two days ago.  The giant ship had hit the 

planet several hundred kilometres east of the palace and gouged out a 

groove fifty kilometres wide and fifty deep.  It had sent a billion tonnes 

of molten earth and rock thundering into the sky and caused major 

ligament snapping earthquakes all over the planet.  Fortunately the 

Mechanism bounced away from the surface just as it reached the bounty 
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hunter haven.  It had missed ripping off the top levels of the Central 

Tower by a mere thirteen metres. 

 Through the glass of the main doors the commander could see 

dust, tonnes and tonnes of dust.  It had been falling like snow for the last 

thirty six hours and covered roads, parks, and buildings a metre thick in 

some places.  Ground cars, joggers, and street entertainers were having 

great difficulty going about their business.  The clean-up operation had 

begun almost immediately but it would take a couple of weeks to 

completely clear away the fallout. 

 Several members of the Central Tower security forces saluted 

Commander Pepe as he walked by.  He acknowledged them then 

walked out into the street.  A deafening cheer erupted from the crowd 

outside.  They clapped and waved at their leader, kicking up a cloud of 

dust as they did so.  Several of them started coughing and spluttering, 

and then fell to the ground as their lungs filled with ash.  Medical teams 

dragged them out of sight.  Several hovering tele-video cameras drifted 

above the crowd and focused on the commander. 

 “My friends.” he said joyously.  “The crisis is officially over!” 

 The crowd cheered again. 

 “Apart from all of this annoying dust, we are completely out of 

danger.  How do I know this, you may be asking yourselves?” 

 “Yeah,” shouted a spotty adolescent at the front of the crowd.  

His long and dribbling nose twitched nervously.  “How do you know?” 

 “Because, my repulsive and acne-covered friend, I received a 

communication less than ten minutes ago.  A communication of ultimate 

importance.” 

 “From whom?” 

 “None other that Peter the Ace and Panman!” 

 The crowd went wild at the mention of their heroes’ names. 

 “What did they say?” the crowd shouted gleefully. 

 “They have eliminated the final alien dude that was controlling 

the Mechanism!” 

 Several members of the crowd dropped to their knees in respect 

and awe.  They were rapidly consumed by dust.  Medical teams moved 

in. 

 “That is not all.” Commander Pepe said with importance.  He 

loved the way the crowd was responded to his words.  He also loved the 

way Suzanna was caressing his body.  “Whilst onboard the Mechanism, 

they found Ross Mental frozen in a pod.  Our foul mouthed mentor has 

been found and they’re all on their way back!” 

 The crowd could not take any more excitement.  They cheered, 

and then cried, and then some collapsed with delight into the dust.  The 

tireless medical teams moved in once again. 
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 “That is the end of my statement.” Commander Pepe said after 

waiting for several hundred people to be bundled into ambulances.  “But, 

if you look up into the sky you will see a shape that will fill your souls 

with ecstasy and admiration.  It’s a shape that will be all too familiar and 

all too astounding for your minds to assimilate into coherent patterns of 

mental activity.” 

 The remaining members of the crowd followed the commander’s 

gaze.  Far above them and descending rapidly was a black object.  Its 

movements seemed erratic, and smoke was billowing from its backside.  

Although it looked in pretty bad shape, it was obvious what it was.  It 

was the Blenheim.   

 “I will leave you now,” Commander Pepe said.  “And journey up 

the tower to greet our unfathomable monumental heroes.” 

 The crowd was moaning and swooning with blissful happiness.  

They rapidly became overwhelmed with emotion.  The sight of the 

flagship of the bounty hunter fleet was too much.  The entire crowd 

gasped then fell backwards into the dust.  They began to suffocate 

instantly.  As usual, medical teams began pulling them to safety.  Even 

as they neared death, the still conscious members of the crowd 

continued to watch the mighty ship as it manoeuvred into its huge 

hanger bay hundreds of levels up the side of the Central Tower.  They 

smiled, even though their lungs burned and ached and their faces 

blistered and cracked.  They cheered, even as their throats melted and 

their tongues solidified and rolled out of their mouths.  They strained to 

stay alert just a few seconds more as the Blenheim disappeared from 

sight into the monolithic building. 

 Commander Pepe and Suzanna wandered back into the tower 

leaving dozens of medical teams to clear up the mess of choking bodies. 

 

 Peter the Ace and Panman strode confidently down the exit ramp 

of the Blenheim and onto the polished surface of the Central Tower’s 

prime hanger bay.  A roar of delight almost deafened the two returning 

champions as it echoed around the massive room.  The hundreds of 

technicians, engineers, electricians, and games designers dedicated to 

the sole task of keeping the Blenheim in tip top condition had gathered 

to welcome their beloved idols home.  The two first class bounty 

hunters nodded their heads in polite appreciation for what was to them 

an every day occurrence.  Panman took four chocolate éclairs from a 

container on his utility belt.  “It appears that we have increased our level 

of mega-hero-super-stardom once again!” he said through a mouthful of 

cream and chocolate. 

 “Indeed we have.” Peter the Ace agreed.  “But it’s hardly 

surprising.” 
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 “Really?” 

 “Of course not!  Our exceptional intellectual powers coupled with 

our muscular perfection and fearless disregard of safety regulations 

during impossibly hazardous situations makes us virtual gods to these 

people.” 

 Panman looked around at the screaming crowd.  Many of them 

had collapsed with pleasure, especially the women, and were being 

carried away by medical teams. 

 “I think your right.” he said through another mouthful of cream. 

 “I am!” 

 A man in an overall approached, smiling broadly.  It was prime 

hanger bay chief technician Doctor Eric Brillo BSc BEng MSc MEng 

PHD. 

 “Welcome back!” he cried, slapping the two bounty hunters on 

their shoulder armour.  He looked up at the damaged Blenheim.  

“You’ve really pushed this baby to the limits this time, guys!” 

 “And beyond!” Panman said as he finished his last éclair. 

 “That’s impossible!” Eric said with disbelief.  “I set those limits 

myself.  The maximum speed, rate of turn, and holo-game difficulty 

levels were the highest that my century of full-time training could 

devise!” 

 “We increased them with ease.” Panman said calmly. 

 “It’s a shame they all decreased on the way home though.” Peter 

the Ace added.  “It took us two days to get back here when it should’ve 

taken only two hours.  Those engines are pretty lame.” 

 The chief technician bowed his head with disgrace.  “I apologise 

for their lack of performance.  What punishment must I endure to obtain 

your forgiveness?” 

 Peter the Ace looked at Panman.  Panman shrugged and shook 

his head. 

 “We’re not sure.” Peter the Ace said finally.  “I hadn’t really 

considered it.  Maybe you could clean the dust off our apartment 

windows without a safety harness and using only your tongue?” 

 “I’ll get started right away!” Eric said, eager to appease his 

superiors. 

 The chief technician scurried away towards the express elevator 

that would take him up to the penthouse apartments thousands of metres 

above. 

 “There goes one loyal member of staff!” Panman said. 

 “Indeed.” Peter the Ace agreed.  “I hope he doesn’t leave greasy 

lumps of saliva everywhere, though.” 
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 They watched as an elevator car appeared and opened its doors.  

Eric stepped in.  Two figures, one round and portly, the other slim and 

sexy, stepped out. 

 Peter the Ace smiled.  “Looks like the commander’s come to 

praise us deeply for our extraordinary accomplishments a couple of days 

ago.” 

 Commander Pepe approached smiling broadly.  His female 

companion grinned inanely.  “Welcome home!  I must praise you 

deeply for your accomplishments a couple of days ago.” 

 “Thank you commander.” Peter the Ace said.  “In return I will 

praise you for following our recommendations and saving the palace 

from total devastation.” 

 The commander dropped to his knees in appreciation for the kind 

words bestowed upon him.  After a few seconds he looked up.  Tears 

had suddenly welled up within his eyes.  “I have devastating news.” he 

said solemnly.  Suzanna licked the tear drops that dribbled down his 

face. 

 The two bounty hunters’ DSAs (Depression Suppression 

Actuators) flipped into immediate overdrive. 

 “And what might that be?” Peter the Ace asked calmly. 

 A hush of respect spread throughout the hanger bay. 

 Commander Pepe’s lower lip wobbled.  “Your cyborg assistant 

Justin, during his phase of insanity, dismembered Sarah Savage and 

impaled her through the chest using her own sword!” 

 “Is she alive?” 

 The commander was blubbing.  “When she was brought back to 

the palace her brain was still active, though her harshly sexy body was 

hacked to pieces.  Her solar-plexus was split in two and her gorgeous 

legs were mangled to a pulp.  Litres of blood had completely soaked her 

tattered garments and torn flesh hung from each orifice. She’d started to 

go rotten.  She stank like...” 

 “So is she alive?” Peter the Ace interrupted. 

 Suzanna massaged the commander’s buttocks and he calmed 

down.  “Her head was removed and is being held within a stasis field 

until her private medical team can think of something to do.” 

 Panman had an idea.  “How about a cyborg body?” 

 The commander started to weep.  “That would have been the 

ideal solution,” he said shakily.  “If it wasn’t for the fact that Sarah 

insisted long ago that if brutally crumpled and disfigured, she was never 

to be mechanised even in a small way.  She hates droids of any kind.” 

 “There is always a solution.” Peter the Ace said with maximum 

optimism.  “I will order the private medical teams of Panman and 

myself to take care of our battle worn friend and nurse her to health.” 
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 “What about her splattered body?  It’s irreparable!” 

 Panman thought.  “She could live as a disembodied head!”  He 

said excitedly.  “She could have nutrition and propulsion systems 

connected to her neck and float around freely!” 

 “That would be too close to being a cyborg.” the commander said 

dejectedly.  “She would never accept it.” 

 “I guess so.”  Panman said.  “Never mind.  Our medical teams are 

far superior to any others here.  They’ll find a unique and cunning 

solution.” 

 Commander Pepe nodded and thanked the two great heroes of the 

galaxy.  Suzanna Havabanana nuzzled up to the commander’s groin and 

he felt a little better.  “I have some other bad news.” 

 “Tell it, man!” Panman said. 

 “Justin was blown to pieces.” 

 “Completely?” 

 “No.  Just one arm and both legs are gone.  But he’s badly 

damaged.” 

 “Where is he now?” Peter the Ace asked. 

 “He’s in custody.  He led the assault on the palace and, of course, 

was responsible for the dissection of Sarah Savage.  He must be 

punished severely.” 

 “But surely he’s only a machine?” Panman said.  “He was 

programmed to do that by Xjaq Dominator in the Mechanism.” 

 “True,” the commander agreed.  “But he is also partly biological, 

even if only by three cells.  He should have been able to overcome the 

forces acting upon him.  His weak will cannot be ignored and he must 

be tried as a traitor.” 

 “I see your point.” Panman said.  “Have you decided upon a 

punishment?” 

 “No, but the trial is tomorrow.  You’re welcome to attend.” 

 “Will it be televised?” 

 “Of course!” 

 “I’ll just watch it at home if that’s okay?!” 

 “Fine by me!” 

 Just at that precise moment, Ross Mental strode down the 

Blenheim’s exit ramp.  He was carrying the naked and sweaty Carmen 

in his arms. “Pepe, you fucker!  Great to see you!” 

 The commander smiled.  “Great to see you, my foul-mouthed 

champion!” 

 Ross Mental grimaced.  “This bitch is fuckin’ heavy.  Is she 

densely fuckin’ muscled, or fuckin’ what?” 

 “She is indeed.” Peter the Ace agreed. 
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 Commander Pepe stared at the mounds of flesh on Carmen’s 

chest as they heaved up and down.  “What happened to her?” 

 “We think she was partially absorbed by Zyix Taskmaster.” Peter 

the Ace said.  “We scanned her on the way home.  Her brain has been 

reduced to the size of a maladjusted pea.  No hope of recovery, I’m 

afraid.” 

 “That’s such a shame.  I heard that she was such a promising 

student.” 

 “She was indeed.” 

 “Still, her stimulating body must not be wasted.  You’d better 

take her down to Doctor DeMorgan’s medi-lab on level forty four.  He’s 

the expert on mechanisation.” 

 The foul mouthed bounty hunter nodded.  “No fuckin’ problem.”  

He slung Carmen over his shoulder and stomped away through the 

crowds. 

 Commander Pepe smiled sympathetically at Peter the Ace and 

Panman.  “I’m sorry that you’ve had so much trouble and anxiety during 

your mission.” 

 “We are able to cope better than anyone else.” Peter the Ace said.  

“It’s no problem.” 

 Panman suddenly got excited.  “I’ve just remembered!  Lawrence 

is in one of the Blenheim’s detention cells!” 
 “Of course!” Peter the Ace said.  “I completely forgot about 

him!” 

 “We can finally punish him for his wretched violations of all that 

is good and holy!  It could be a show trial and broadcast to the galaxy!” 

 Commander Pepe was gleeful.  “Great idea!  Show me!”  He 

looked down at Suzanna.  Her face was buried between his legs.  “Stay 

here and strip for the engineers’ pleasure.” he said to her.  “I’ll be back 

soon.” 

 Suzanna did as she was told and sensually began to remove what 

little clothing she was wearing.  The crowd of workers cheered. 

 The commander followed the two bounty hunters up into their 

ship.  He glanced behind and witnessed Suzanna’s unclothed body 

gyrating at the hips.  He groaned.   Hoots of delight emanated from the 

enthralled hanger bay staff. 

 

 

Peter the Ace, Panman, and the commander reached the Blenheim’s 
detention area.  Severed power conduits hung from the ceiling like 

slaughtered snakes, and bent and scorched wreckage littered the cracked 

floor.  A smoky musty smell filled the air. 
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 Panman looked around.  “It looks like this section was hit pretty 

bad.” he said, stating the obvious. 

 The three colleagues walked over to the cell where Lawrence had 

been placed. 

 “Lawrence, you bald imbecile!” Panman shouted as he 

approached the cell.  “It’s us, your awesome captors!” 

 The energy grid that should have sealed the cell had failed.  

Panman, Peter the Ace, and Commander Pepe looked inside.  At the 

back of the cell was a two metre wide hole.  Through its jagged and 

scorched edges could be seen the hanger bay outside.  Several gay 

electricians, uninterested in Suzanna’s erotic dancing, waved at them in 

a very limp-wristed fashion. 

 Lawrence was nowhere to be seen. 

 The bounty hunters and the commander remained silent for many 

long seconds. 

 Panman spoke first.  “He’s not there!” 

 Peter the Ace was more insightful.  “Our arch-nemesis seems to 

have eluded us once again.” 

 “He must be dead.” Panman said.  “He must have been sucked 

out into space when the Mini-Mechanism fired on us.  He’ll have died in 

torturous agony!  His irradiated remains are probably drifting through 

the void as we speak.” 

 Peter the Ace shook his head.  “We can’t be sure.  Lawrence may 

be evil, radically insane, and have an exposed scalp, but his level of 

intelligence and cunning is close to ours.” 

 “I can’t believe that!” the commander said.  

 “It’s true.  And my humbleness allows me to admit it.” 

 Commander Pepe sighed deeply.  “You are wise so your words 

must be true, but how could he survive the savage vacuum of space?” 

 “Who knows?” 

 Panman spoke.  “Maybe he is dead and we should just forget 

about it.” 

 Peter the Ace grinned.  “You know Panman, you’re probably 

right.” 

 The commander smiled.  “Panman is right.  Forget about 

Lawrence, he’ll trouble us no more.  Let’s change to a more joyous 

subject.  There’s a celebration planned for tonight in the Great Hall.  It’s 

in honour of both of you!” 

 “That’s normal.” Peter the Ace said. 

 The commander continued.  “Only the top one thousand members 

of the Palace of Amino will be allowed to attend.  Even the Superior 

Beings are making a special visit to the surface to join in the festivities!” 

 “Cool!” Panman said gleefully.  “That’s a first, isn’t it?” 
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 “Your damn right it is!” the commander said.  “Top engineers 

have been modifying their cylinders to make them transportable.  We 

don’t want them coming up naked and making everyone empty their 

guts out, do we?” 

 Peter the Ace agreed.  “A wise precaution.  Their profound 

ugliness can kill on sight.” 

 The commander walked away.  “You two had better freshen up 

and prepare for the party.  I’ll see you later.” 

 Commander Pepe left the Blenheim via the gaping hole in the 

detention cell, just managing to squeeze his bulbous frame through the 

sharp edges.  His tent-like pants ripped and his left butt cheek began to 

bleed.  He laughed away the pain.  “I’d better get that seen to!” he said, 

and then wandered away.  The gay electricians followed him, hopeful 

for the chance to stroke his wide and gushing behind. 

 The two greatest bounty hunters of all time looked contented.  

Once again they had conquered the evil black forces of flesh nibbling 

wretchedness.  Once again they had saved billions upon billions of 

wealthy citizens the embarrassment of encountering sick smelling 

peasants and low-lives.  Once again they had recorded images of 

momentous detonations to show to their lesser colleagues.  They had 

done real good and they knew it.   

 Peter the Ace and Panman laughed deeply and healthily, and then 

leapt into the air.  They managed to somersault forty three times before 

hitting the floor.  Then they shouted as loud as their vocal enhancers 

would allow. 

 “Bitchin’!” 

30 “Thanks, little repulsive dude.” 

Two months had passed since the incident with the Mechanism.  That 

fateful day when the Palace of Amino had almost been pulverised into 

an unrecognisable mass of molecules seemed distant and dream-like - 

almost as though it had never happened.  The millions of tonnes of dust 

that had blanketed the palace had been vacuumed away.  All the towers 

had been cleaned and polished, and now they gleamed like crystalline 

entities in the cool winter sunlight.  The lava that had solidified in the 

streets had been hacked to pieces and dumped far away by the palace’s 

multitude of low IQ menial labourers.  Some work still needed to be 

done, but that was below ground in the sewers, drains, and waste 

reclamation caverns, and was no concern of the bounty hunters.  They 
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could relax and soak up the quality and opulence of their blissful 

surroundings, completely unaware that thousands of semi-lobotomised 

subterranean workers were toiling close to death with shovels and 

spoons in order to get the refuse and defecation systems functioning at 

maximum efficiency.  Theirs was a thankless task and a disgusting task 

too, not that it bothered them though, their lack of metal cognition saw 

to that.  To them, the sewers and effluence tunnels were their universe 

and their intelligence was too limited to ever imagine a life beyond shit 

digging. 

 Although most bounty hunters and trainees had almost forgotten 

the near mega-disaster and were getting on with their lethal missions of 

cold ferocity, some could not and had constant reminders of its 

magnitude.  Sarah Savage was one of them.  She had lost her body when 

the deranged Justin had attacked her. His powerful servo controlled 

physique had pulverised her blemished body into a mound of bloodied 

meat.  It could not be repaired.  Her head survived though, and her 

medical team, along with those of Peter the Ace and Panman, had set 

about saving her.  Mechanisation was the obvious answer but it would 

have been against her wishes.  Another solution had to be found, and it 

was.  Lloyd Helmet had suffered a completely crushed head while 

trying to save Sarah and, obviously, he had died.  This gave the medical 

teams a cool idea.  With great skill and excitement, they attached Sarah 

Savage’s head to the completely intact and densely muscular body of 

Lloyd.  When Sarah regained consciousness she was thrilled with her 

new form.  A little too thrilled, in fact.  For the first month after the 

operation she was constantly ducking into toilet cubicles to examine 

herself thoroughly.  Even now, almost nine weeks later, she still could 

not get over the fact that she had her own private manhood to play with 

anytime anywhere. 

 Carmen, Peter the Ace’s servant had also survived, but only in 

body.  Her brain had been absorbed by Zyix Taskmaster and reduced to 

what appeared to be a peanut.  Doctor DeMorgan, the palace’s 

cybernetics genius, managed to construct a miraculous electronic brain 

of devious complexity and had placed it in her skull.  She could walk, 

talk, and do anything that she’d been able to do before, but without 

emotion.  Although Carmen’s well-toned body looked better than ever, 

her lack of biological brain cells meant that she was no longer good 

enough for Peter the Ace and he gave her away to Commander Pepe.  

The commander was more than happy to take her off his hands.  She 

began serving high doses of pleasure in the commander’s massage 

chamber shortly afterwards. 

 Justin’s trial was televised over three weeks and was a long and 

tedious affair, getting only minimal ratings.  He was charged with being 
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weak-willed, pathetic, stupid, rusty, and annoying.  Leading an attack on 

the palace was an unforgivable and treacherous crime.  He was, of 

course, found guilty and sentenced to public dismantling at dawn.  All 

was not lost though.  A last minute appeal by his defence lawyer 

claiming that Justin’s abilities as a cook should not be wasted saved the 

mechanoid from being torn apart and his sentence was transmuted.  To 

exactly what will soon be revealed. 

 Anyway, the Palace of Amino was functional once again and 

everyone that mattered was happy.  The palace even had a new and 

stylish tower of remarkable size.  Although nowhere near the height and 

magnificence of the Central Tower, the new building’s seven hundred 

and eight levels of entertainment and nourishment, especially its 

tittilatingly resplendent bread restaurants, had already become legendary.  

The awesome Dick Burton Feasting Tower was finally open. 

 

 

Peter the Ace and Panman were sitting in large leather armchairs and 

sipping at strong Parm’Mha’Tharg coffee, the most potent and caffeine 

loaded beverage in the galaxy.  Gentle pipe music, as comforting as a 

mother’s womb, filtered through the air and blended with the ornate 

surroundings.  They were in Hughy Egbert’s Coffee Lounge, the most 

lavish one of its kind high up the north face of the Dick Burton Feasting 

Tower, and also the most exclusive.  So exclusive that only the top three 

classes of bounty hunter were allowed in, and there were only fifty of 

those. 

 Peter the Ace and Panman had organised a special gathering of 

high class friends to celebrate the arrival of the coffee lounge’s new 

drinks machine.  It was like a heroes’ convention.  Ross Mental was 

there blasting away on the holo-games machine.  Elena L’Apriscatole 

and Sonia Por Favor were at the bar nattering in some strange and 

incomprehensible language.  Even Sarah Savage was there admiring 

herself intently. 

 

 

Peter the Ace admired the view.  “Isn’t that a cool sight!” he said. 

 “What do you mean?” Panman asked, downing his coffee dregs. 

 Peter the Ace pointed at the Central Tower that could be seen 

through the huge circular window spreading across the entire wall of the 

lounge.  “Our tower of course!  It’s over a kilometre away but it still 

looks immense!” 

 “It is immense.”  

 “That’s probably why, then.” 
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 Panman turned towards the bar.  “Yo Hughy?  How about some 

more coffee?” 

 Hughy Egbert, a small muscular dude with large tray-like hands, 

scurried over to the two bounty hunters and filled their mugs. “Thar’ ya 

go sirs.  Drink it while it’s ‘ot.” 

 “Could you go and get me some garlic bread?” 

 “Can do, sir.” 

 Hughy bounded off to do his duty. 

 “Where did Dick Burton find such a weird coffee lounge 

proprietor?” Panman wondered. 

 “Who knows?” Peter the Ace answered.  “Old Dick’s been 

around and many planets have hideously contorted populations.  Hughy 

could have been found anywhere.” 

 Panman slurped his drink.  “Maybe Dick made Hughy himself!” 

 “You think so?” 

 “Yeah!  He made that dough monster, didn’t he?” 

 “Yes, but that was in an inane attempt to lower his export costs.  

What possible reason could he have for making a mutant coffee bar 

owner?” 

 “To lower his labour costs!” 

 Peter the Ace thought for a moment then nodded.  “That’s a good 

reason.” 

 Hughy returned with the garlic bread. 

 “Thanks, little repulsive dude.” 

 Hughy bowed then scooted away, then stopped and turned.  “By 

the way sir, the drinks machine’s on its way up.  I thought ya’d like ta 

know.” 

 “Cool!”   Panman said. 

 Hughy rolled back to the bar too quickly and smashed his head 

open on a jar of Kenco rich dark roast.  He fell onto his face stunned and 

bewildered.  Blood gushed from his piggy nostrils and soaked into the 

deep pile carpet.  Sonia Por Favor and Elena L’Apriscatole were 

standing nearby and burst into fits of uncontrollable laughter.   

 “Il sangue naso!” Elena L’Apriscatole giggled, pointing at little 

bulging Hughy. 

 With unsurpassed embarrassment, Hughy crept behind the bar 

and grabbed a handful of tissues.  He stuffed them up his nose.  

Immediately he started to cough and splutter as blood gushed down the 

back of his nasal passageways and into his lungs. 

 “Tossisca, per favore!” 

 Elena L’Apriscatole and Sonia Por Favor laughed inanely. 
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 Hughy could not take being ridiculed anymore and climbed into a 

cupboard.  He slammed the door behind him.  The two girls continued 

laughing. 

 Meanwhile, back near the window Panman began to gorge on the 

garlic bread.  Crumbs flew everywhere.  Realising that his companion 

would be busy for a while, Peter the Ace got up and walked over to 

Sarah Savage.  She had her hands deep in her pockets and was fumbling 

about in an extremely energetic way. 

 “Still haven’t come to terms with your new body then?”  The 

supreme bounty hunter said cheerfully as he approached her. 

 “I’m trying, I really am!” she replied.  “But it’s so tempting just 

to stay indoors and look at myself in the mirror.” 

 “A strong will is all that’s needed.” 

 “I suppose so.” Sarah Savage said. 

 Peter the Ace sensed that she didn’t really believe him.  “It’s true.  

Go and see Doctor DeMorgan tomorrow.  He has the widest selection of 

will-power enhancers in the galaxy.  Once you have one of those things 

installed you’ll have no problem.” 

 Sarah Savage bowed her head in respect.  She knew that his 

words were wise as always.  “I’ll do as you say.” 

 “Very sensible.” 

 A gentle ping indicated that coffee lounge’s main door was about 

to open.  Sure enough, two panels of leather-clad mahogany slid slowly 

and silently apart revealing a richly carpeted passageway beyond.  Two 

irregular looking men with beer expanded bellies entered the room 

dragging behind them a large box. 

 “Here’s your new drinks machine.” one of them said grumpily. 

 “Excellent!” Peter the Ace said.  “Over there by the window 

please.” 

 The two men struggled and sweated and moaned and groaned 

their way over to where Peter the Ace was pointing.  They operated a 

few controls on the packaging then wandered away back to their 

meaningless lives. 

 All the bounty hunters gathered around to see what was so special 

about this new drinks dispenser. 

 The special Disolv-o-matic packaging quickly melted then 

evaporated.  The vapour cleared and the machine underneath was 

revealed.  It looked like all other drinks machines; square, metal, and 

quite dull.  A selection of three hundred beverages was listed on its front 

panel.  The only unusual feature was a large metal arm on its left side. 

 “What’s so fuckin’ great about that?” Ross Mental asked. 

 “Nothing at the moment,” Peter the Ace said.  “But just wait until 

it’s switched on.” 
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 “Should I do the honours?” Panman asked excitedly as he stuffed 

the last of the garlic bread into his mouth. 

 “By all means.” 

 Panman reached to the back of the machine and flipped a switch.  

A multitude of pastel colours winked across its front surface and up to 

its top side as a tiny fusion generator inside came on-line.  The arm 

clenched and relaxed its fist several times in rhythm with the lights, and 

then it fell still. 

 “It’s still not amazing.” Sarah Savage said, unimpressed. 

 “What happens next is!” Peter the Ace said with glee. 

 And it was!  A flap flipped open on the top of the machine.  

Slowly and smoothly, and with a touch of cold menace, a shiny and 

seriously dented metal skull rose up and stared down at the group of 

heroes.  Its glowing eyes shone a piercing shade of scarlet giving the 

machine an intimidating look of terror inducing madness.  The machine 

spoke in monotone.  “Would anyone like a drink?” 

 The crowd of bounty hunters screamed with laughter. 

 Ross Mental could not believe what he was seeing.  “It’s that 

fuckin’ idiot Justin!” he yelled, pointing. 

 It was indeed!  The battle scarred cyborg had been cunningly 

connected up to the drinks machine’s control systems and ordered to 

operate it night and day as punishment for leading the insane lava attack 

on the palace.   It was a mind-numbing sentence indeed, but far better 

than the public dismantling he had been about to experience before his 

lawyer’s successful appeal. 

 Devoid of feeling, Justin’s head turned slowly left and right, 

scanning the bounty hunters. 

 Elena L’Apriscatole decided to put the mechanoid to work.  

“Vorrei un bicchiere di spumante vino bianco.” 

 Justin’s metal arm clanked into action and reached inside the 

orifice on his front panel.  After a flash and a whirr, he pulled out a glass 

of bubbling liquid and handed it to the bounty hunter.   

 “Your sparkling white wine as ordered, Ma’am.” 

 Elena L’Apriscatole drank it in one gulp and licked her lips.  

“Molto Bene!” 

 Everyone laughed once again. 

 “It seems like you’re a success!” Panman said to his metal buddy. 

 Justin replied.  “I am here to serve liquid refreshment as penance 

for my crimes against the Palace of Amino.” 

 “Remind me how many years you have to do this for?” 

 “Forty three.” 

 Once again, all the bounty hunters laughed. 

 “You fuckin’ deserve it, too!” Ross Mental screamed. 
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 Panman turned.  “Don’t be too hard on him,” he said.  “He was 

under the influence of the Mechanism at the time.” 

 “Yeah, but he’s partly fuckin’ biological.  He should have resisted 

the fucker!” 

 Panman turned back to face Justin.  “You must admit that you 

were a little weak minded.” 

 “I have no awareness of my actions that day and therefore cannot 

comment on the events that occurred.” 

 Sarah Savage stepped forwards and spoke angrily.  “So you don’t 

remember pulverising my body beyond recognition, then?” 

 “No, I do not.” 

 Sarah Savage scowled for a few seconds more then smiled.  

“Don’t worry, just joking.  I’m not mad at you.  Look at this marvellous 

hunk of a body that I have now.  Isn’t it awesome?!”  Sarah Savage tore 

off her shirt to reveal her huge Pectorals, broad shoulders, bulging arms, 

and washboard abdominals.  She flexed herself and sent ripples of dense 

contractions up and down her frame. 

 Elena L’Apriscatole and Sonia Por Favor swooned at the manly 

physique displayed before them.  Although nowhere near the bodily 

perfection of Peter the Ace and Panman, Lloyd Helmet had developed 

himself well and Sarah Savage certainly had a right to be proud. 

 After a couple more minutes of laughing and joking, the novelty 

of Justin being a drinks machine wore off and the bounty hunters left 

him alone.  Justin waited patiently for his next customer. 

 Elena L’Apriscatole and Sonia Por Favor had challenged Peter 

the Ace and Panman to a head-to-head game of Barbarous Planet-Sized 
Death Merchants Blister Each Other Permanently and Without Remorse 
on the holo-game machine.  The two top class heroes could not refuse.  

The four bounty hunters grabbed a control pad each and prepared to 

play. 

 An alarm interrupted them. 

 They turned around to see a large view-screen descending over 

the huge round window.  It quickly covered the panoramic view of the 

palace, darkening the coffee lounge.  Dim purple lights faded up and 

filled the room with a dim and foreboding ambience. 

 “Cool!” Panman said, delighted at the effect. 

 “Indeed it is cool.” Peter the Ace agreed.  “It was designed by my 

new servant, Stephanie Lichenthrope the Third.  She just started 

studying at AILMENT, the Amino Interior Lighting and Multi-

Environment Nuclear Tank University last month and this is the result 

of her first term’s project.” 

 “Wasn’t that university your idea?” 
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 “Absolutely!” 

 “Cool as a Northumbrian summer!” 

 The giant view-screen glimmered to life.  The plump multi-

chinned head of Commander Pepe appeared superimposed over the 

blue and gold emblem of the Palace of Amino.  The commander 

looked serious, and fatter than ever.  “My friends,” He said.  “I’m 
sorry to interrupt your merriment.” 
 “No problem.” Peter the Ace said.  “What’s up, big buddy?” 

 “Over the last hour several ultra-space transmissions have been 
intercepted.  An uprising of well co-ordinated proportions is 
occurring on the compost-coated planet of Dog’Matress.” 
 “That’s in the Che-Nahl sector, isn’t it?” 

 “That’s right.  It seems that for no apparent reason, millions of 
pungent silage executives have downed tools and left the bogs and 
swamps where they work.  They are trying to break into the castles of 
the twelve field masters that rule over them.  The castles’ defences are 
strong, but cannot last forever.” 
 Ross Mental showed his anger.  “Fuckin’ peasants!” he shouted.  

“They should know their place!” 

 “I agree.” the commander said.  “And for centuries they did.  
Until now.” 
 “Is there any reason for this?” Peter the Ace asked. 

 “We couldn’t figure it out, until that is, we received this video 
footage from one of the castles.” 
 The video began playing.  In the distance, behind the crowds of 

filthy dung covered farm workers, was a figure running backwards 

and forwards through the trees and vines.  Although faint and slightly 

blurred, the figure was definitely a man, impure and evil, and he was 

dressed from head to foot in heavy black robes.  His scarred scalp was 

clearly visible and was flanked by two tufts of sparse dark hair behind 

his ears.  A baneful cackle of sadistic delight was just audible above 

the chanting crowd.  The figure kept jumping up and down, and 

seemed to be encouraging the crowd as it surged at the castle gates. 

 Ross Mental was delirious with madness.  “How the fuck did 

that fuckin’ fucker of a fuck off depraved motherfucker get there?” 

 Peter the Ace remained calm but serious.  “This is unexpected.” 

he said quietly. 

 The video faded and the image of Commander Pepe returned.  

“His mad reign of malignancy must be stopped once and for all.” 
 Peter the Ace agreed with the commander.  “Of course.  But 

what does he hope to gain from creating this uprising?” 

 “We’ve been looking into that and I think we have the answer.  
The planet Dog’Matress supplies more than ninety three percent of 
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compost and silage to this quadrant’s agricultural worlds.  With the 
workers revolting in such a way, all supplies will dry up within weeks 
and send our region into a famine of tremendous vastness.  Only the 
obscenely wealthy will survive!” 
 “Ah yes!  His plans are clear to me now!” Peter the Ace said.  

“Once he has motivated the peasants to overthrow their masters in their 

castles, he’ll threaten every warmongering planet with starvation unless 

they genetically engineer for him an army of ghoul-like demons and 

place them in a space-faring fleet of sharp-edged battleships, sleek and 

deceptive in design.” 

 Sonia Por Favor objected.  “Why would he do that?  Surely he 

has learnt his lesson?  There must be some good within him!” 

 Peter the Ace smiled at his fellow bounty hunter.  “Sweet Sonia 

Por Favor.  How innocent you are.  He is a pure manifestation of evil.  

His middle name is death and his best friend is the grim reaper.  His 

ultimate aim is to kill us all and rule over the galaxy like a phantom of 

despondency.” 

 “Let’s slice the fucker in two!” Ross Mental screamed.  The foul 

mouthed bounty hunter rushed out of the coffee lounge and headed for 

his ship the Morbid, recovered from inside the orbiting Mechanism only 

yesterday. 

 Sonia Por Favor watched the foul mouthed bounty hunter sprint 

down the corridor.  She had been swayed by Peter the Ace’s speech and 

Ross Mental’s call of fury.  “If he’s that bad, he must be cut in half, just 

as Ross Mental says.” 

 Elena L’Apriscatole agreed with her companion.  “Si!  Dov’é  il 

scure più vicino?” she asked excitedly.  She was ready to do the deed.  

 “Yeah,” Panman said.  “Let’s sort him out!” 

 Commander Pepe spoke.  “The orders from the Superior Beings 
are that you put an end to the festering one’s doings before a galactic 
disaster of sickening ferocity envelopes us all.” 
 “It shall be done.” Peter the Ace said confidently. 

 The commander nodded.  “This mission requires the best and you 
are the best, all of you.  I’m confident that you’ll have his remains 
spread over a wide area in no time.” 
 Commander Pepe’s image faded.  The large view-screen rose up 

into the ceiling revealing the magnificent view of the palace once again. 

 Peter the Ace turned to his colleagues.  “Elena L’Apriscatole and 

Sonia Por Favor, for the first time you are both going on a mission with 

Panman and myself.” 

 The two girls screamed like Beatles fans.  They were privileged 

beyond reckoning. 
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 Peter the Ace continued.  “Go at once to your ships.  Rendezvous 

with us in orbit in ten minutes.” 

 They ran away, giggling wildly with excitement.  Sonia Por 

Favor headed for her ship, the Crusted Fahita.  Elena L’Apriscatole 
headed for the Pizza Express. 
 Panman looked at Peter the Ace.  “This mission doesn’t appear to 

be that difficult.  All we have to do is nuke him.” he said. 

 “Looks can be deceptive.” Peter the Ace said with sagacity.  The 

two galactic saviours walked towards the doorway.  “Take Sonia Por 

Favor.  She is short and has the innocence of a child, yet she can extract 

lungs with her teeth and tear out livers using her left foot, with her 

victim remaining fully conscious throughout the whole ordeal.” 

 Panman understood.  “So you’re saying that this mission requires 

thought and planning, as well as gargantuan weapons of mass 

destruction?” 

 “Indeed I am.” 

 “We’ve never tried that before.  It’s going to require all the 

cognitive powers that we can muster.” 

 “It is.” 

 “We’ll need potent drugs to help us through it.” 

 “We will.” 

 Panman looked around.  “And I know just the place to get them.” 

 “You do?” 

 Panman pointed to a large grey device near the window. 

 Peter the Ace nodded and the two bounty hunters wandered over 

to the drinks machine. 

 “How’s it going, Justin?” Panman asked. 

 The cyborg was doing his duty.  “Do you desire a drink?” 

 “We do.  Two ultra-strong Parm’Mha’Tharg coffees laced with 

high concentrations of anabolic steroids and a collection of illegal wake-

up drugs please.” 

 “That drink specification violates my safety protocols.  A reason 

of desperate importance is needed before I can proceed.” 

 “We’re first class bounty hunters about to leave on a mission to 

save all life as we know it!” 

 “Reason acceptable.” 

 Justin reached inside himself and pulled out two steaming mugs. 

 The two bounty hunters drank rapidly. 

 The machine spoke again.  “May I join you on your mission?” 

 Panman stared at Justin.  “What possible use could we have for a 

drinks machine on a mission of such supreme magnitude?” 

 “I would take the drudgery out of beverage production allowing 

you to concentrate on your tasks.” 
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 “What drudgery?” Panman said, amazed that Justin had thought 

such a thing.  “We have a new on-board assistant, Jemima Murma.  

She’s a top rated cook - even better than Carmen, and her thighs are 

powerful and toned.  She adores us and would gladly lay down her life 

in order to serve us drinks and food.  Could you offer us the same kind 

of service?” 

 Justin was quiet for a few seconds, and then he said “The thighs 

would be a problem.” 

 “There you go!” Panman said.  “What did I tell you?” 

 “My place is on the Blenheim.” the machine said. 

 Peter the Ace was becoming impatient.  “Not until you’ve served 

your time, Justin.”  He turned to his companion.  “Panman, we have a 

rendezvous in orbit in five minutes.  Let’s go.” 

 Without a second to loose, the two galactic saviours of trans-

dimensional knowledge sprinted out of the coffee lounge.  As they ran 

they sang out a rhyme.  It was a rhyme of supreme quality and 

transcendental charm.  It was a rhyme of powerful motivational and 

inspirational words and images.  It was a rhyme that was above and 

beyond all other rhymes in quality and structure.  And it was known 

throughout the galaxy by lords, kings, emperors, servants, nomads, 

heathens, and media sales executives alike as the Chant of the Bounty 
Hunters. 
 

 

Slay the heinous 

Make them bleed 

Annihilate the ones they breed! 
 

  

Once again, the need for carnage creation had arisen like a blood red 

sun over an ocean of blood seen through bruised and blood-shot eyes.  

Only one group of people had the skills, intelligence, and equipment 

to make that carnage happen.  They are without a shadow of a doubt 

the most awe-inspiring team of heroes ever to exist as molecular 

constructions. 

 They are, of course, the Bounty Hunters of the Palace of Amino. 

 

 

The quest for galactic peace and justice continues… 
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